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« Bombardier Business
Aircraft president David
Coleal (inset) unveiled
the Global 5500 and 6500
before the opening of
EBACE. The new aircraft
will join the 5000 and 6000
on the production line
instead of replacing them.

Grey Charter
Groups aim to fight illegal
methods › page 20

Bird’s eye view
Inside Dassault’s
FalconEye › page 48
DAVID McINTOSH

Conklin conquered

Geneva goes gaga for Globals
by Kerry Lynch
Bombardier (Booth Z125, SD22) rolled out “stunning feat of technology.” (See article
two new members of the Global family— on Pearl on page 61).
the 5500 and 6500—during a celebration
But beyond the engines, the new Globals
Sunday evening just prior to the opening of incorporate “new features from tip-to-tail
EBACE 2018 in Geneva.
as well as from wingtip to wingtip,” Coleal
To enter service in late 2019, the new Glo- said. This includes a wing with a re-probals present the “longest range, the clearest filed trailing edge for better aerodynamics
vision, the largest cabin, the sharpest enter- and high-speed performance, but with the
tainment, and the smoothest ride” in their
class, combining improved performance
with the Global DNA, said Bombardier
Business Aviation president David Coleal,
standing alongside the Global 6500 flighttest vehicle parked at the TAG Aviation FBO
at Geneva International Airport.
by James Wynbrandt
The newest models, to join the Global
5000 and 6000 models on the production
Renewing a push for carbon neutrality in
lines rather than supplanting them, will
business aviation operations, a coalition of
be powered by new 15,125-pound-thrust industry organizations released the “BusiRolls-Royce Pearl engines. Certified
ness Aviation Guide to the Use of Sustainable
in February and in active flight testing
Alternative Jet Fuel (SAJF),” an overview of
aboard Global 6500 and 5500 flight- emerging alternative fuel options and a roadtest vehicles, the Pearl 15 engines offer map for their development and adoption,
one of the most advanced cores for fuel
yesterday on the eve of EBACE.
efficiency, reduced environmental foot“We’re excited to announce this next
print, and advanced engine health mon- major milestone on reducing emissions,”
itoring, Coleal said, calling the engines a
said EBAA chairman Juergen Wiese. NBAA

JSSI acquires Conklin &
de Decker › page 18

Phenom-enal
Embraer showcases
100EV and 300E › page 78

characteristics of the traditional Global
wing that provide a smooth ride, he said.
The wing incorporates the same leading
edge slats, flaps, and spoilers.
The combination of the new engine and
redesigned wing produce faster models with
a top speed of Mach 0.90, compared with
continues on page 61

Bizav aims for greener future
president and CEO Ed Bolen added, “With
this initiative, we underscore our effort on
what has always been an important priority.”
The coalition also includes GAMA, IBAC, and
NATA, with technical assistance from the
Commercial Aviation Alternative Fuels Initiative and the Air Transport Action Group.
In 2009, the business aviation community set goals to mitigate its impact on
climate change that included achieving
continues on page 78

Aviation
Legend Serge
Dassault
Passes Away
Serge Dassault, 93, patriarch
of Dassault Aviation, sadly died
yesterday, EBACE Convention
News learned at press time.
In tomorrow’s issue, we will
endeavor to do justice to one
of the great men of not only the
business aviation industry, but
the aerospace world, over the
past few decades.
n
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by Kerry Lynch

The G600 and its smaller sibling, the G500, are expected to be certified this year by the U.S.
FAA, now flight testing is almost complete. The G600 can fly 6,500 nm at Mach 0.85.

Gulfstream Aerospace’s new G600
long-range, large-cabin business jet
is making its European debut this
week at EBACE. The newest member of the Gulfstream lineup joins
its sibling, the also new G500, on the
static display (SD28) at the show,
accompanying the Savannah, Georgiabased company’s flagship G650/650ER
and super-midsize G280.
The introduction of the G600 to the
European market comes as the aircraft has
remained on pace to obtain certification
by the end of the year, following approval
of the G500 this summer.
The G600, which can fly 6,500 nm
at Mach 0.85, made its public debut at
NBAA last fall and also made an appearance in April at ABACE. The aircraft has

joined the 5,200-nm G500 on a portion
of a six-month world demo tour. That
tour resulted in city-pair records for
both models.
Both aircraft are drawing strong interest in Europe, said Gulfstream president
Mark Burns, adding that the advanced
technology, high-speed performance, and
efficiency of the models have been appealing to customers.
“Gulfstream remains committed
to the business aviation needs of the
European region,” Burns added. “We are
uniquely positioned with offerings ideal
for a wide range of missions—whether
speeding from country to country or
continent to continent.”
The Gulfstream fleet in Europe has
increased by 15 percent since 2013,

growing to nearly 230 aircraft. Of those,
170 are large-cabin models.
In addition to the lineup on static display,
Gulfstream is presenting a range of immersive reality experiences at its booth (T139)
to showcase some of its design and safety
innovations, including Virtual Flight, Paint
Design, Seat Design, and Cabin Experience.
EBACE attendees will have the
opportunity to experience Gulfstream’s
Symmetry Flight Deck through Virtual
Flight, providing a view of the pilot seat,
all-new active control sidesticks, and a
throttle quadrant. Attendees also can
explore a G650ER cabin or experience
the comfort of the G650ER seat through
Seat Design. Cabin Experience enables
visitors to experiment with a range of
live-space configurations.
n

HondaJet Elite expands flight envelope
by Matt Thurber
Honda Aircraft unveiled a new version
of its light jet Sunday evening at EBACE
2018, the HondaJet Elite. The Elite
expands the light jet’s performance envelope while adding interior improvements
and significant updates to the Garmin
G3000-based flight deck.
These improvments have already been
approved by the FAA and EASA. First deliveries of the Elite will take place this fall.
Honda Aircraft engineers have been
working on the improvements since the
jet first achieved certification in December 2015, according to company president
and CEO Michimasa Fujino.
“The HondaJet Elite represents
Honda Aircraft’s continued commitment to performance, efficiency, and
environment,” he said. “Our new aircraft features several performance and
comfort enhancements that, once again,
set a new standard in aviation.”
Thanks to additional fuel capacity
and aerodynamic improvements that
include removal of vortex generators
on the empennage and winglet leading
edges and a slightly wider elevator, the
HondaJet needs less runway for takeoff
and can fly farther. NBAA IFR range with
four passengers is now 1,437 nm, up 17
percent from 1,223 nm.
Maximum takeoff weight is up 100
pounds, but some weight-shaving
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measures carved about 100 pounds from
the empty weight, for a 200-pound payload increase. The additional fuel amounts
to 16 gallons, achieved by redesigning the
aft fuselage fuel tank to fill some unused
space in the aft fuselage.
Next to the fuel filler, a lighted push
switch has been added, and when pushed
before fueling begins, it warns the fueler
to slow the flow rate when the fuel is
close to filling the aft tank. This avoids
spillage, because at that point the fuel
flow must be slowed for the tank to fill
properly without overflowing.
Interior and exterior noise have been
lowered significantly with a unique design
feature, a perforated honeycomb-sandwich engine inlet engineered to cut fan
blade passage noise.
Improvements to the G3000 flight deck
include faster display processors, performance planning for all phases of flight and

takeoff/landing distance computation for
runway length, V-speeds, climb/approach
gradient, and more.
The autopilot now offers stability and
protection with roll and angle-of-attack
functions and coupled go-arounds with
underspeed protection.
Buyers have new interior options
such as a Bongiovi audio system with
speakerless transducer-based immersive audio, a belted lavatory seat, galley
with coffee brewer, and two-tone executive leather seats.
On the outside, new “premier signature” paint options are available, in colors that deliver greater depth using a new
three-layer paint process. The colors are
Ice Blue, Ruby Red, and Monarch Orange.
EBACE visitors can try out the new
Bongiovi audio system at the Honda Aircraft booth (O71). The HondaJet Elite, in
Ice Blue livery, is on display at SD20. n

The newly unveiled
HondaJet Elite boosts
the performance of
the twinjet.
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Introducing HondaJet Elite
Redefining the light jet class with superior performance
born from aerodynamic breakthroughs.
With HondaJet Elite, Honda Aircraft Company designed an aircraft with the betterment of
humankind in mind. The advanced innovations were created to improve lives and the world.
That’s why the HondaJet Elite not only transports passengers further, faster and higher than
any aircraft in its category, but also takes care of the planet while doing so. The HondaJet
Elite is more than just a technologically advanced aircraft – it is the connection to people and
the world around us. Learn more about the innovations at HondaJetElite.com.

© Honda Aircraft Company • 1.336.387.0707 • HondaJetElite.com

Avinode sees strong
charter market in Europe
by Ian Sheppard
Charter information specialist Avinode
(Booth D69) says it has “continued to see
an ongoing improvement in the European
market” having finally turned the corner last
year, and that it’s “absolutely business as
usual” despite uncertainties such as Brexit.
Oliver King, Avinode managing director,
told AIN, “A year ago it felt like we had
come through an uncertain period. But
there is no mistaking now that we’re in a
great period for growth in Europe, which
we’ve not seen for a number of years. The
core markets continue to grow. Even
Sweden saw 8 percent growth last year,
although it’s a small market and not material on the wider European stage.”

Big Picture

Oliver King,
Avinode
managing
director

…all trends are
pointing
upwards so we’re
seeing people with
disposable wealth
participating more
in charter…”
King said among those using Avinode
there had been growth of 13 percent
year-on-year from 2016 to 2017. “There’s
not many times we’ve talked about double-digit growth. It’s been a great year.”
He added that previous years had seen
a drop in activity in Spain and Italy, but
now “We’ve seen it come back, especially
at the lighter [aircraft] end.”
The size of chartered aircraft has
remained “very stable” after the shift toward
lighter aircraft a few years ago (from midsize), while the heavy end “remained almost
untouched,” he said, adding that the light
end is “the most price-elastic and also it’s
the end that’s attracting the new customers.”
Looking globally there is a trend toward
charter being more popular under the
shared economy, he suggested. “We’ve
had a look at the data to see if we can
spot any trends with the data, for example with millennials all trends are pointing upwards so we’re seeing people with
disposable wealth participating more in
charter. Online brokerages are raising
awareness, too. People can quickly discover what a private jet costs.”
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King believes the upward trend in charter
activity is here to stay. “I think it can only
continue, especially once you’ve pulled the
genie out [of the bottle] on transparency.”
Meanwhile, platforms such as FlyVictor
and Surf Air are raising awareness through
heavy promotion of their offerings.
“I think awareness is out there now” in
Europe, he said, noting that “the U.S. has
been on a growth trajectory for four solid
years now.”
King said pricing is indicative of trends
in the market. “Activity and demand are up,
but prices generally haven’t followed,” he
noted. “So this shows increasing competition too.” Avinode looked at three key trunk
routes for business aviation, such as Teterboro-West Palm Beach and Luton-Nice.
“These are bellwether routes but we’ve seen
prices extremely stable.”

\

Everything in the business aviation space is
interlinked, King explained, so the company
keeps a close eye on developments in areas
such as used aircraft inventory versus sales
of new aircraft. “Charter is our specialty but
it doesn’t take place in isolation.” Recently,
he observed, “the used aircraft market has
caught up,” so the OEMs can start to have
more confidence they can sell new aircraft.
However, he recalled that many owners had
been burned on plunging values 10 years
ago, which may drive some to membership
schemes or to stick with charter. From the
sell side, he said once people are members
of a scheme “it’s easier to offer brokerage
services alongside too” as you have a captive audience, “and it’s a wealthy group.”
King said another aspect is the way aircraft are managed and chartered out by
third parties for the aircraft owners, which
is still a popular business model. “We’ve still
got a fundamental problem in the industry as
it’s structured so that aircraft are partly used
for personal use and chartered the rest of the
time. This is still a challenge for the larger
players competing with owner-managed
fleets. It’s an ongoing challenge.” Furthermore, he said, “rates are now more transparent for management of aircraft so there has
been pressure on what those fees can be.”
On the charter broker side of the business, King said, “the demise of the broker
has often been predicted, but as a whole,
the business has been strong and we have
seen an increase in the number of brokers,
at least on the Avinode system.” Its Trip
Manager software has proved popular, he
said, with one in three brokers on Avinode
now using the platform. “We’ve seen that
expand, particularly in the U.S.” Many small
brokerages are now using Trip Manager
instead of word processing and spreadsheet
software. “It was an opportunity we saw, as
they all had a very similar need,” he said.
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Avinode takes a neutral stand on
whether there is a need for regulation of
brokers, though it welcomes initiatives
such as that between BACA and Argus
International to provide an accreditation
scheme and better guide customers on
service quality. Reputation is important
in such a small industry, King said, and
this is something that keeps most brokers
providing the best service they can.
Overall King professed to be “very
positive as to where we stand at the
moment. It’s a really strong industry.”
With the European charter market being
just one-third the size of the U.S. market,
he believes there is great growth potential, especially with Europe’s strong geographic position between the U.S. and the
Middle East and Asia, along with Africa.
Avinode itself is growing, having doubled the size of its main office in Gothenburg and grown 40 percent in personnel
during the past two years. The company

has invested in areas such as data mining
and added more IT expertise at its office
in Portland, Oregon, which also leads the
development of its SchedAero product.
King said the nine-hour time difference
between Portland and Gothenburg works
well for serving its global customer base.
Last year Avinode saw 550,000 broker
requests pass through its system, and it is up
25 percent already this year on the comparable period last year. “This reflects growth in
the U.S and the ongoing strength of Europe,”
said King. He noted Avinode can’t say the
percentage of charters that come through
its system “as there is no IATA-type [data
gathering] system” as there is for airlines.
Finally, King told AIN that Avinode is
just about to add a chat feature for operators and brokers, “to allow them to operate
more efficiently in servicing the passenger,”
while here at EBACE it expects to announce
the next stage in the development of its
PayNode online payment system.
n

San Marino’s T7 aircraft registry
eliciting high praise from operators
The clarity with which rules and regula- Show. A year later, c ommercial air transtions are set out on the San Marino Air- port certification began.
craft Registry (Booth V33, SMAR) website
Two companies with operations in
has proved a boon to the business avi- the UAE—Luxaviation and aircraft manation industry, according to Philip Smith, agement company Empire Aviation—operflight operations inspector at the Civil ate aircraft outside the UAE under SMAR’s
Aviation and Maritime Navigation Author- T7 designation.
ity of the Republic of San Marino and an
Paras Dhamecha, executive director of
SMAR representative.
Empire Aviation, told AIN that Empire had
SMAR exists to serve the “disaffected, set up an office in San Marino to comply
who are not getting [the service] they with a directive requiring a physical presdeserve [from other registries],” he said. ence to conduct commercial operations.
“I have been involved in regulation for “They are very fair and friendly, and very
33 years and I know how owners and
practical. Their standards are very high.
operators are frustrated with the regula- They do act quickly when an operator
tory [framework].”
needs pilot validation or similar,” he said.
Located in the northeast of the Italian
Empire operates aircraft as far afield as
peninsula in a territory 615 square kilome- Hong Kong, Oman, and Nigeria on its San
ters in size, San Marino, founded in 301
Marino AOC, since aircraft do not have to be
AD, is the world’s oldest sovereign state, based in the principality, he said. “It’s about
uses the euro currency, and is not part of
being able to put commercial resources
the European Union or EASA. In 2012, San
behind it and getting those things done.
Marino’s CAA entered into an agreement There is a lot of flexibility for commercial
with SMAR during the Dubai MEBAA Air operations outside the UAE.”
P.S.S.
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EBAA: fear and uncertainty
as UK braces for Brexit
by Cathy Buyck
European Business Aviation Association share her assessment. “It might be all fine,
(EBAA) members are increasingly frus- but it might not be. The UK is out [of the
trated by the uncertainty surrounding the EU] at the end of March 2019, that is all
post-Brexit aviation relationship between we know for sure,” he said.
the UK and the EU.
The Brexit challenges for Europe’s busiThe business aviation community ness aviation are four-fold: traffic rights
should have a “plan B” in place, Roma- for commercial flights, ownership and
nian member of the European Parlia- control of operators providing commerment (MEP) Claudia Tapardel advised cial air transport services, VAT and cusas she cautioned about the seriousness
toms, and the UK’s membership in EASA.
of the lack of a deal between the EU and EBAA has some 750 members, of which
Malta is becoming more attractive, not only as a destination for business aircraft, such as
UK during a recent roundtable in Brus- 155 are UK companies. The UK-regis- this German-registered Citation, but also as an aircraft registry. Some believe the Maltese 9H
sels discussing the possible implications
tered fleet tops 310 aircraft and the based
designation will soon outnumber G-registered British business jets.
of the UK’s exit from the EU on business fleet 498—more than any other country
aviation. “In my opinion, the UK should in Europe—and it has 146 airports with last year set up an aircraft operators certif- this contingency plan upholds is unclear,
follow the Norwegian model. This will bizav traffic, out of a total of 1,391 across
icate (AOC) in Malta to allow it to have an
according to Williamson. “Give us a plan
permit access to all the European markets Europe. The UK features in six of the top
alternative for clients who want their air- and a time to execute that plan, and we
and EASA [preserve the existing regime],” 20 country pairs in Europe in terms of craft to be with an EU operator. “We have need it now. The clock is running faster
she said. However, joining the European the number of connections, according to
already eight aircraft registered in Malta
than anticipated,” he urged.
Economic Area would require the UK to EBAA data for 2017.
with a forecast rate of at least one a month
Bernard Van Milders, president of Antapply the four freedoms of the EU—free
going forward. The Maltese AOC will be werp-based Flying Group (Booth U107),
movement of goods, people, services, and
‘Trying to Gain Clarity’
larger than the UK one,” Williamson said. warned of the possible distortion of comcapital—and recognize the jurisdiction of For TAG, which has large operations in “One of the trends we are already seeing is
petition due to differences in taxes like
the European Court of Justice. Most of the UK including aircraft management that we have no clients asking for UK air- VAT and fuel tax exemption, social cost of
these are politically a red line for the UK and charter, Farnborough airport, MRO craft. We had five existing clients convert crew, flight time limitation, and customs
government. “The reality is uncertainty,” and FBO services, and an aircrew training from the UK to Malta.”
rights. “EU operators shall not be disadTapardel concluded.
center, Brexit is a “disaster,” Williamson
But TAG has no contingency plan for vantaged as a consequence of Brexit,” he
British conservative MEP Jacqueline
told AIN. “As for TAG, I see no opportu- its other UK activities, which are set to
pointed out. “If the UK and other third
Foster took a far more optimistic view. nity or benefit arising from Brexit. And I lose their EASA licenses and certifica- countries receive the same rights as the
“The UK government and politicians are don’t think EBAA has identified anything tions. “We thought we had till December EU, what advantages will EU operators
taking their responsibility seriously to
as a plus either.” Maybe not all EBAA 2020 but then we received the European have to keep their business within EU?”
deliver: there will be a deal on Brexit and members are aligned on Brexit, he said, Commission’s stakeholders notice [April he questioned while acknowledging that
the UK will remain in EASA,” she said. Air “but we are all aligned on trying to gain 13] informing us that all these approvals Flying Group might set up shop in the UK
transport and aerospace are vastly import- clarity on what is the future like on March will be revoked on March 30 next year post-Brexit if this offers clear competitive
ant for both sides and interconnected so 30, 2019 or potentially after the transi- unless the UK remains in EASA and the
advantages. The company currently has
there is a “shared interest” in reaching a tional period [December 2020].”
UK and the EU negotiating teams finalize
aircraft bases and AOCs across continental
good deal. The European Commission,
“Maintaining the existing relationship
the withdrawal agreement,” Williamson Europe and will be only marginally affected
which negotiates the terms of the divorce
as far as possible is key in avoiding detri- said. He accuses the UK CAA of issuing by a reduction in the full access to the UK
on behalf of the EU-27, typically concludes mental impacts on the business aviation contradictory statements, with the latest market as just 0.6 percent of its flights are
agreements at the eleventh hour, she noted, community,” stressed EBAA chairman
declaration in April stating that it still UK domestic and less than 7 percent of its
and Brexit will be no different.
and head of BMW flight operations Juer- believes that reaching no arrangement to flights depart from the UK. He also called
EBAA board member and TAG Avia- gen Wiese.
remain in EASA “to be a highly unlikely on MEPs to look into the ownership and
tion president of aircraft management
TAG (Booth W33) recognized very early scenario. However, we continue to make control rules for EU operators, claiming
and charter Graham Williamson does not it needed a hedge for Brexit and in March
the necessary contingency plans.” What “nobody is controlling this.”
n

For the management at TAG Aviation at Farnborough Airport outside
London, above, the fallout from Britain’s exit from the European
Union looks to be “a disaster.” Meanwhile, Antwerp-based Flying
Group, left, is eying setting up shop in post-Brexit UK, if it sees a
competitive advantage in doing so.
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Dassaults new
FalconConnect
service bundles
service, billing,
and technical
support in
one simple
platform. Helping
operators manage
connectivity costs
is one of the top
priorities for
the system.

FalconConnect simplifies user experience
by Matt Thurber
Dassault Aviation (Static SD03, Booth
Z89) late last year put a group of technical experts, marketers, and customers
together for a week of brainstorming
followed by a 48-hour “hackathon” to
come up with new product ideas to
improve the user experience for Falcon
jet passengers. While the innovative
products that are a result of this effort
have not yet been announced, the need
for reliable and fast airborne connectivity is critical for any such new passenger-facing products, and on Monday
at EBACE 2018 Dassault launched FalconConnect to address the connectivity
side of the equation.
At its heart, FalconConnect simplifies
the user experience by providing onestop connectivity services for owners and
operators of new and in-service Falcons.
Instead of buying airborne hardware and
then arranging for service with a service
provider, FalconConnect bundles all of
the service, billing, and technical support
into one simple plan and one bill. Dassault
has partnered with Honeywell GoDirect
services to support FalconConnect.
“During the last year, connectivity is a
market that is growing really fast,” said
Dassault Aviation business development
manager Josselin Des Courtis. “We have
to keep up to date because people are running their business on it.”
With new high-speed Ka-band satcom
systems proliferating and allowing video
streaming into the cabin, the cost of connectivity can easily exceed an operator’s
expectations. “For connectivity, there is
still room for improvement,” he explained.
“Sometimes the bill for connectivity is so
high, it’s almost compared to [the bill
for] fuel. It’s a real problem, and sometimes that leads operators to cut off the
Wi-Fi during flight. But [the owners] are
here to run a business, and it should be a
no-brainer to run connectivity.”
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Seamless Process
cover cockpit safety services, cabin comThe goal for FalconConnect is to make munication, ground communication, and
the entire connectivity process seam- value-added services. There are no hidden
less, backed by the aircraft manufacturer fees and no surprises. It’s one package and
working with the service provider to opti- one price.” Included in the package are
mize the entire experience.
fleet view, data usage trends, activation of
For the customer, this means a ded- services, consumption management, and
icated single-point-of-contact with the billing and payment history.
FalconConnect isn’t just for aircraft
FalconConnect team for billing, system
configuration, adding new service, and equipped with Ka-band satcom such as
troubleshooting. “You call FalconCon- Honeywell’s JetWave. Services are also
nect and have someone able to answer available for traditional Ku-band satquestions about any of those topics,” Des com, Iridium and air-to-ground networks,
Courtis said.
quick-access recorder-based connected
FalconConnect also addresses connec- services, and FANS and ACARS safety
tivity issues in the flight deck, including services, among others. FalconConnect
for pilots’ electronic flight bags, for an
packages offer various amounts of data,
end-to-end solution, explained Christo- depending on the customers’ needs.
phe Régniez, Dassault systems engineer- “We’re making it compatible with whating specialist. “Everything is connected in ever is in the aircraft,” he said.
the aircraft, and we work with Honeywell
Existing Falcon owners and operato define all the use cases and architec- tors can now sign up for FalconConnect,
ture of the aircraft.”
and service begins this summer for lat“Now we have packages, like a cell- er-model Falcon 900s and 2000s, as well
phone, to cover your architecture and
as the 7X. Dassault is studying which of
your needs,” said Des Courtis. “We will its older models to add to FalconConnect,

FalconConnect also services the occupants of the frontmost seats in the airplane. Dassault
works with Honeywell to ensure pilots’ electronic flight bags are taken good care of.
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and there is a high level of interest from
owners and operators. New Falcons will
roll off the assembly line in 2019 with FalconConnect already included.
FalconConnect software runs on the
aircraft’s router, and the services available
depend on the router’s capabilities. Most
modern routers can run the FalconConnect software.

Cost Management

Dassault Aviation recognizes that connectivity service prices are a big issue, and a
key part of the service is to help operators
manage connectivity costs. The FalconConnect Manager app and portal include
tools to help forecast consumption and
filter how much passengers can use. For
example, a filter can be set to limit video
streaming to standard definition instead
of high definition, which lowers the
amount of data that needs to be sent to
the airplane. “Through the FalconConnect portal, this allows the operator to
manage the connectivity of each aircraft
in the fleet,” said Régniez. Another tool
allows the operator to set a maximum
consumption limit then warns when that
has reached 80 percent of the set target.
While Ka- and Ku-band satcom covers most of the world, there are limitations over the Earth’s poles and in some
countries, and FalconConnect helps to
set up “geofenced” areas where service
is not expected to be available. When
an equipped airplane is flying in those
regions, FalconConnect can warn users
that a coverage limit is about to be
breached so they can prepare to be cut off.
FalconConnect Manager can also be
used to filter which devices passengers
can use while airborne, instead of allowing the many devices that people typically
carry to log on and consume expensive
data. This is especially useful when a passenger has left a device on and connected
in their inaccessible baggage, allowing the
device to be disconnected remotely.
Profiles can be set, such as allowing
the owner to have unlimited connectivity and other passengers limited access.
“You have the tools to decide which kind
of data is available,” said Des Courtis.
FalconConnect simplifies billing, not
just for the owner of the aircraft, but
also for charter operations, where some
connectivity charges need to be invoiced
to passengers and some to owners when
they use their airplane. “Aircraft are operated in many different ways,” he said.
“Sometimes it’s the company, other times
it’s charter. That means for everything
connectivity-related it can be a mess.
Now we have flexible tools and the ability
to pay per flight per device.”
This includes providing a credit card
billing option for users or vouchers that
the crew can supply to passengers, avoiding the owner having to pay for connectivity that he or she never consumed.
“This is a new way to see connectivity,”
said Des Courtis. “We’re confident it will
change the game from what was being
done in the past.”
n
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banned us because they didn’t realize there
has been a regulatory change. We met with
Biggin Hill and they want air-taxi aviation
and they don’t want GA,” de Waziers said.
(In fact, the airfield recently gave notice to
its three resident flying clubs/schools, not
wanting students doing circuits in an environment increasingly busy with business
jets.) He is due to meet again with Elstree
in June to see if this can be turned around.
De Waziers does not relate Wingly
flights to air-taxi flights as pilots are not
making a profit, just offsetting the cost of
a flight they would do anyway. He underlined other benefits, anecdotal evidence
that some members of the public that
fly with Wingly are going on to get pilot
licenses. He said there have been two
pilots in Germany who have done this
recently, and two have been training in
the UK (one passed his PPL in April).
In France, he said, Wingly “ran a test to
see if there was any impact on trial flights.
We saw an extra 100 to 200 people in and
it didn’t impact because they are totally
different people. A different market.”
According to de Waziers, Wingly is
doing GA and GA pilots a good turn.
“Pilots want to fly but often money is limited. Some have told us they flew 15 hours
Shut down by the U.S. FAA, EASA-approved Internet-based flight-sharing is on the rise throughout Europe, but not without its own measure of
more this year as they have a reason to do
it and the budget to do it.”
controversy. While private pilots see it as a way to increase their flying budgets, some business aviation charter operators express skepticism.
In brief, Wingly is free for the pilot, and
the passenger has to pay a 15 percent fee
(plus €5) on what they pay to the pilot
as their share of the cost. This is taken
when they book a flight and held in an
by Ian Sheppard
escrow account, to be paid to the pilot on
completion or held if the flight has to be
Ever since flight-sharing app Flytenow unusually bad flying weather in Western
The DGAC followed—“they approved rescheduled. “We’ve never seen any diverwas closed by the U.S. FAA (legal appeals Europe. “Globally, the picture is [looking] the activity last June”—and subsequently sions or anything,” said de Waziers, notfailed when the Supreme Court refused to
pretty good,” he concluded.
Wingly was able to come to an arrange- ing that the pilots tend to prefer nice days
address the case in January 2017), the con“France and the UK are going nicely, ment with the French Federation of Aero
to fly, as do the passengers. “Our pilots
tinuation of flight-sharing apps and sites
growing faster than Germany now.” He Clubs (FFA) in October. “France has been
are careful to cancel or postpone the flight
in Europe has been controversial. Leading said France emerged as a success story a real breakthrough,” said de Waziers.
if they are not sure.”
the way has been Wingly, which has fought after regulators became satisfied that
“We’re really focused on those three
He added that Wingly has seen lots of
its corner with remarkable success as reg- Wingly could ensure its members’ flights
countries,” he said. “We have a lot of repeat passengers, and some pilots even
ulators have interpreted the EASA legisla- were not commercial and did not in any flights happening throughout EASA-land. use it for friends and family who want to
tion that allows flight sharing in Europe.
way make a profit.
Norway, Italy, Iceland, Spain, Denmark, fly with them because Wingly offers an
Some in the business aviation sector
Having set up a working group on the
and so on.” He said the country only additional level of insurance. This covers
have been vocal about their concerns, issue, Wingly made certain undertakings
relates to where it has rolled the app out the passenger up to a limit of €1 million
including PrivateFly co-founder and CEO on how it would operate and signed a in the local language, but in theory it can even if the pilot makes a mistake, which
Adam Twiddell and Biggin Hill Airport’s charter with EASA. The agency originally be used anywhere in the region.
means the pilot doesn’t have to worry
Robert Walters. Safety oversight, pilot created the rules that opened the door
about not having the proper insurance.
experience, and similarity to charter were
for a more liberal type of flight sharing by
Barriers to Acceptance
Wingly is privately owned, although an
central to these concerns. Pilots advertis- pilots, but perhaps did not appreciate that “In the UK, we have started to have problems investment fund joined the venture in late
ing flights is permitted, according to EASA it would lead to controversy.
with some airfields. Elstree and Biggin Hill 2017, said de Waziers. Most of the original/
and UK CAA interpretations, and this was
core investors are pilots and the investlater also supported by France’s DGAC,
ment fund is “an English/Luxembourg/
which initially put barriers in the way of
German fund and the partners are pilots.”
online advertising of flights.
De Waziers said, “The aim is to get as
Emeric de Waziers, co-founder of Parmany users as possible. Our first focus is
is-based Wingly, told AIN, “We’re now in
the European market. The U.S. market is
the UK, France, and Germany, although
really interesting,” but for now advertisby this we also mean Austria and Switzering flight sharing on the Internet is not
land. Germany is still the leading market,
allowed there.
and we started in Germany.”
The Baltic Air Charter Association (of
Year-over-year growth in passenger
which the likes of Privatefly are members)
flights has been approximately 200 persees flight-sharing websites in a different
cent, said de Waziers. In April 2017 there
light. BACA chairman Richard Mumford
were 280 passenger flights and that grew
said BACA has concerns about flight sharto more than 800 last month. Overall,
ing in general as it had manifested via the
however, the period between January and A typical destination for a cost-sharing flight, Frankfurt Egelsbach Airport is a general
internet and apps, but he was careful not
March fell short of expectations due to
to single out Wingly.
aviation facility just a few miles from the city’s main airline airport.

European flight-sharing bucks the odds
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Air BP launches ‘safe2go’
to help prevent misfueling
by Samantha Cartaino

Some passengers who started by flying on
cost-sharing flights through Wingly have
gone on to train for private pilot licenses,
themselves.
“There is a reason why there is a distinction between commercial and private
flying and why commercial is subject to
more rules and have AOCs,” he said. “I
understand the exception whereby if a
pilot is taking some money for fuel, it is
not commercial. But advertising a flight
is different.
“I don’t believe the traveling public
understands the distinction. I’m not
saying that pilots [that share for money]
are bad pilots or that they maintain their
aircraft badly, but there is a reason why
our operators go through what they do.”
Mumford said BACA members had “found
it hard to get regulatory engagement” on
the issue. He did not comment on websites inviting people to request flights, as
Wingly also does.
In response to criticism, de Waziers
commented: “If people say they need to
go from one place to another, then we
say you should look at air taxi or charter
commercially. What [Wingly pilots do] is
more about leisure.
“EASA and the CAA are happy as long
as the pilot doesn’t make a profit. That is
why we are developing a way we can check
prices they charge relative to the aircraft
used and the costs.” Otherwise, they need
an air operator certificate or to be an air
training organization, he agreed.
De Waziers said Wingly is in touch
with Flytenow’s former lawyers to monitor the situation in the U.S. Meanwhile,
his team is working to integrate Wingly
functionality into the Jeppesen Mobile
FliteDeck app.
In conclusion, de Waziers said “air-taxi
companies really like [Wingly] and see it
as something good. They’re a totally different market.” He said Stratajet founder
Jonny Nicol has “tested Wingly” and had a
long debrief telephone call with de Waziers.
Nicol particularly found that young people
were interested in using Wingly to experience flying, de Waziers said.
n

Air BP (Booth B29) is unveiling its new
Airfield Automation technology at EBACE
this week. This real-time, cloud-based
digital platform is an integrated global
solution for operators and airports that
improves safety barriers and decreases
risks during the fueling process. Air BP
plans to incorporate Airfield Automation
into its network this summer and anticipates it will be fully operational at approximately 350 locations by 2020.
Airfield Automation collects data related
to airport fueling operations and works
from an app called “safe2go” on a handheld device in fueling vehicles. This app
detects fuel volume and offers fuel grade
checks, which add additional misfueling
barriers. The “safe2go” app confirms customer details with the pilot or airline, who
signs off with an electronic signature.
Air BP claims this technology is one of
the first commercially deployed systems
to offer an engineering barrier to prevent
misfueling. For this reason, the company
is looking into patent protection.
Misfueling is a prevalent safety issue.
Kerry Rutherford, technical director at
Air BP, said, “Misfueling is one of the
biggest risks we face in our industry,
and the new Air BP Airfield Automation technology provides an engineering barrier to stop it from happening.
As aircraft engine technology advances
and new unleaded fuel grades are introduced, we anticipate that it will become
even more relevant in future.”

Air BP held a two-year trial period for the
Airfield Automation technology at nine airports in the UK, Cyprus, and Portugal. This
trial period included commercial, business,
and general aviation customers. According
to the company, one airport saw more than
5,000 aircraft fuelings completed over the
last six months with the technology. This
helped customers deliver more than 46 million liters (approximately 12 million gallons)
of fuel into aircraft.
“This new platform reinforces our
ambition to be a leader in digital fueling
technology,” said Matt Elliot, CEO of Air

BP. “Air travel continues to grow, putting
more pressure on airports and operators
to provide a seamless service to customers. With this new technology, we
are playing our part in ensuring that the
fueling process is fast, efficient, and safe.
Future enhancements to our system will
support wider digitalization at airports.”
Organizations within the aviation
industry are also working to prevent misfueling problems. The National Air Transportation Association (NATA) started an
initiative in 2016 called General Aviation
Misfueling Prevention to bring awareness to misfueling issues. This year, the
organization launched the Supplemental
Safety Training Program, which aims to
quickly respond to industry safety issues.
The program, which addresses the risk of
jet fuel contamination with diesel exhaust
fluid in its first course, works well with its
2016 initiative.
n

Airfield Automation’s app for handheld devices, “safe2go,” detects fuel volume and offers fuel
grade checks, which add additional misfueling barriers.

HondaJet makes its debut in Central Europe
Honda Aircraft (Booth O71, SD20) and its
dealer HondaJet Central Europe celebrated
the entry-into-service of the first HondaJets
in the region, debuting the aircraft in a
recent ceremony at Chopin-Warsaw Airport.
Polish operator Jet Story will manage the
aircraft, which will be available for charter
in Europe, the UK, Russia, and Scandinavia.
The aircraft, delivered in March, was
ceremonially presented to Tadeusz Dorda,
CEO and founder of Polish vodka distiller
Chopin Vodka, during its April 12 Central
Europe debut. Also on hand for the ceremony were Satoru Takahashi, the Japanese
ambassador to Poland; Simon Roads, senior
division director of sales for Honda Aircraft;
and Steven Shaknaitis, executive v-p for GE
Honda Aero Engines.
Dorda called the aircraft a “game
changer,” adding Honda Aircraft president
and CEO Michimasa Fujino “has not only
abandoned the notion of what is considered
conventional aviation, [but] he has [also]

redefined the category. I have the same
passion to elevate the spirits category.”
The HA-420 HondaJet was certified by
the FAA in December 2015 and EASA validation followed in May 2016.
The introduction in Central Europe comes
as Honda Aircraft expands its presence in
Western Europe. Honda Aircraft in February
signed a memorandum of understanding
with Paris-based carrier Wijet for 16 HondaJets, marking the single largest fleet order

for the light twinjet. The deal has a potential
value of $80 million at list price. Wijet plans
to use the aircraft to expand its reach from
1,200 to 1,500 airports across Europe and
North Africa.
Honda Aircraft’s growth in Europe came
as the company approached its 100-aircraft
milestone. It reached this marker by taking
a methodical approach to building its customer base.
Rather than pursuing every existing market
slice and chasing the same customers, Honda
Aircraft has been introducing the aircraft to
new markets and customers. “Our goal is to
expand business aviation,” Fujino said.
This philosophy has sprung new arrangements such as the plan for the HondaJet
China dealership to launch FlightJoy next
year with three of the HondaJet light twins.
It also spurred development of the arrangement with ANA for HondaJets to serve as
feeder aircraft on certain of the Japanese
carrier’s routes.
K.L.

Polish operator Jet Story will manage the
first Honda Aircraft HA-420 HondaJet to be
delivered to a customer in Central Europe.
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GAMA: general aviation
shows upswing in 1Q18

Piaggio Avanti

by Kerry Lynch
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Robinson R22

BARRY AMBROSE

of its HondaJet ebbed in the first quarter,
with 12 handed over. This compares with
15 a year earlier. (Dassault reports midyear and full-year totals only.)
Piston aircraft sales, however, lagged in
the quarter, down three units to an even
200 deliveries. Textron Aviation’s piston
single lines were down by more than half;
the company delivered two of its Beechcraft pistons, compared with eight a year
earlier, and 21 of the Cessna models, compared with 41 a year earlier. Diamond Aircraft helped offset that with 10 additional
pistons, to 21. Piper and Mooney also were
among those with improved piston results.
Of the total 447 fixed-wing aircraft
shipped, 343 went to North America and
another 92 to Europe. South America and
the rest of the world accounted for just
12 deliveries.

Rotorcraft Segment

Meanwhile, both piston and turbine helicopter deliveries made notable gains. Piston
helicopter deliveries took a 40 percent leap
in the first quarter, to 81 units, while turbine helicopters were up 7 percent, to 138.
Robinson Helicopter reported a
22-helicopter jump in its piston deliveries, while Bell ramped up on its 505 program, delivering 25 of the light turbine
in the quarter, compared with two a year
earlier. Leonardo delivered 11 AW139s in
the quarter, compared with none a year
earlier, and its total reported deliveries
soared from 12 in the first quarter of 2017
to 29 in the most recent quarter.
However, Airbus H125 deliveries
were down by 10 units, among the 25
fewer deliveries that Airbus Helicopters
reported in the quarter. In all, Airbus Helicopters delivered 49 helicopters in the
first quarter and reported billings were
down by a third, to $207 million.
GAMA is optimistic about the prospect
of future growth across the industry, driven
by new products, Bunce said. But, he added,
this “underscores just how important it is
for the U.S. Congress to pass a long-term
FAA reauthorization bill and the executive
branch to carefully implement trade policies to avoid adversely affecting industry
growth in future quarters.”
n
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Cessna Citation Latitude

BARRY AMBROSE

The general aviation market showed signs
of improvement in the first quarter, with
total airplane shipments inching up by 12
units, to 447, and billings climbing by $120
million, to $3.8 billion, the U.S.-based
General Aviation Manufacturers Association reported on May 10. The helicopter
market, meanwhile, showed even more
resiliency, with total shipments increasing by 17 percent, to 219, and billings
jumping correspondingly by more than
18 percent, to $673.7 million.
“We are pleased to see the industry is,
overall, trending positively,” said GAMA
president and CEO Pete Bunce. “Training needs are driving the demands in the
rotorcraft segment, while a stabilizing
used market, overall global economic
growth, and aviation innovation are driving the other segment increases.”
Turbine aircraft led the increase in fixedwing deliveries, with an increase of 15 units
overall. Most of these came in the turboprop sector, up by 13 units to a total of
115, a 12.7 percent improvement, counting
both pressurized and unpressurized aircraft. Textron Aviation’s Beechcraft King
Air line helped propel that total, showing a rebound in first-quarter deliveries
to 17 units. That compares with 12 in the
first quarter a year ago. Piper’s M-series
turboprops were up six units, to 10, and
Piaggio delivered three of its Avanti Evos,
compared with none a year earlier. Daher
delivered one more TBM in the first quarter (eight) than a year earlier, and Pilatus’s
PC-12 remained stable at 12 shipments.
Pilatus also marked the first two PC-24
twinjet deliveries in the first quarter. This
was exactly the difference of first quarter
deliveries overall in the business jet segment. Manufacturers in the first quarter
delivered 132 business jets, compared
with 130 in the same time frame last year.
Cirrus also helped prop up the business jet totals, with deliveries of 10 of its
SF50 Vision single, compared with none
in last year’s first quarter. Bombardier’s
Global and Challenger deliveries offset a
slight slide in Learjet deliveries, leading
the manufacturer to hand over 31 aircraft
in the first quarter, two more than a year
earlier. And Textron Aviation delivered an
additional jet in the quarter for a total of
36, including 12 Citation Latitudes. Also
adding to the totals was an additional Boeing Business Jet, for four in the quarter.
But Embraer business jet deliveries
were down four units, to 11, in the quarter, as were Gulfstream’s shipments, to
26 jets. The drop in Gulfstream deliveries
came from its large-cabin product lines.
The financially struggling One Aviation
had delivered three Eclipse very light jets
in the first quarter of last year, but none
this year. Also, Honda Aircraft’s deliveries
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JSSI stats
show boost
in aircraft
utilization

At 27.97 flight
hours, business
aircraft utilization
marked the highest
average level in any
first quarter since
2008, according to
maintenance support
provider Jet Support
Services, Inc.

by Kerry Lynch

often sees a material drop in flight hours,
this first quarter dropped by only 0.3 percent,” said JSSI president and CEO Neil
Book. “This strong start to 2018 is a positive sign and indicator for global markets.”
Europe was second only to Africa in
the largest year-over-year utilization
increases, with a 12.3 percent jump. Africa
recorded a 26.5 percent increase, while
South America claimed the third largest
jump, at 8.2 percent. However, activity
slid 5.4 percent year-over-year in the
Asia-Pacific region and 11.7 percent in

the Middle East. Average North American
flight hours also softened by 1.8 percent
year over year.

Europe Leads the Way

Europe historically has had the highest
average monthly utilization rates, and
the most recent quarter was no different
at 40.09 flight hours, up from 35.70 a year
earlier. The next closest utilization rate
was in Africa, where the monthly average
flight hours in the first quarter was 32.35.
At the other end of the spectrum, South

America marked the lowest rate at 19.39,
according to JSSI.
Regarding industry affiliation of the
owner/operator, the aviation sector led
this growth, with an 8.4 percent increase
in flight activity, JSSI said. Healthcare similarly helped drive this expansion, with an
increase of 8.3 percent, followed by the
power and energy sector at 7.3 percent.
The consumer goods sector, however, saw
an 8.3 percent decline in business aviation
activity, and the manufacturing sector
reported a 10.4 percent decrease.
n
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European operations helped lead average monthly business aircraft utilization
to 27.97 flight hours a month during the
first three months of the year, marking
the highest average level in any first quarter since 2008, according to maintenance
support provider Jet Support Services, Inc.
(JSSI, Booth A89).
JSSI’s first-quarter Business Aviation
Index, released May 1, found that business
aviation average flight hours were up 2.9
percent year-over-year. The index tracks
utilization of 2,000 business jets, turboprops, and helicopters worldwide, reporting average flight hours flown on a monthly
basis by region, industry, and cabin type.
“The end of 2017 saw the highest flight
hour activity since the peaks of 2008.
While the first three months of the year
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Cessna
pieces
together
Denali

Cessna’s Denali is
taking shape at its
plant in Wichita. The
model will be able
to fly nonstop from
London to Moscow.
With Garmin G3000
avionics, the aircraft
will feature ADSB, weather radar,
advanced TAWS, and
more. The Denali is
expected to be priced
at $4.8 million.

by Ian Sheppard

Embraer first OEM to offer Ka-band
Satcom connectivity for midsize jets
Embraer Executive Jets (Booth Z33, SD23)
has become the first business aircraft
manufacturer to offer line-fit, high-capacity, high-speed Ka-band connectivity
for midsize business jets, the company
announced yesterday at EBACE. The Viasat Ka-band system will become available
in the second quarter of 2019 for new Legacy 450s and 500s. It will be offered to
current customers via retrofit.
Initial Viasat connectivity speeds are
expected to be 16 Mbps, with potential
to increase as Viasat expands network
capacity with additional satellite services. Live TV streaming is expected to be

provided. “In-flight connectivity is a key
aspect of the user experience in business
aviation and we are excited to lead the
industry with this solution,” said Embraer
Executive Jets senior vice president of
marketing Luciano Froes.
According to Embraer, the Viasat
Ka-band complements the already operational Gogo Avance L5 air-to-ground
connectivity system, which is already
available in both aircraft models. Avance
L5 provides broadband internet speeds
through access to 4G networks and covers
the continental U.S. and portions of Alaska
and Canada.
J.L.E.

Gulfstream’s G500 closes
in on type certification
by Samantha Cartaino
Gulfstream Aerospace’s new large-cabin thousands of hours of testing will result
G500 is close to completing function and in an all-new aircraft that performs with a
reliability (F&R) testing. Once concluded level of maturity and reliability atypical of
this summer, the step marks the end of the a clean-sheet design. The five G500s in the
flying required for FAA type certification. program are accumulating considerable
The aircraft has also completed certifica- flying hours, as planned, and performing
tion tests for flight into known icing and extraordinarily well. The rigor and discihigh-elevation conditions. At the same pline of our program, which began with
time, the G500’s sibling, the G600, is well lab work years before our first flight, give
into its certification program, remaining us complete confidence that the aircraft
on track for approval later this year.
we deliver to customers this year will surGulfstream’s fourth G500 flight-test air- pass their exacting standards.”
craft remained in the air for 11 hours and
In the meantime, the G600 is com12 minutes, traveling 5,204 nm (9,638 km), pleting mechanical systems certification
during F&R testing—a program best. This testing. The five flight-test G600s have
aircraft has completed 240 of the 300 hours accumulated approximately 1,950 flight
of mandatory F&R testing and has flown hours during 510 flights. The aircraft
more than 100,300 nm during 69 flights to recently finished collecting data that
41 airports in 21 countries on six continents. FlightSafety International (Booth F79)
All five flight-test G500s have completed a will use to build a level-D simulator.
combined 4,955 flight hours over 1,355 flights.
“The Gulfstream G600 program con“We share our customers’ excitement tinues to benefit from what we’ve accomabout the G500’s pending certification plished with the G500,” said Burns. “We
and entry into service,” said Mark Burns, have had excellent results in G600 certifipresident of Gulfstream Aerospace cation testing and are scheduled to begin
(Booth T139). “The work we’ve done over field-performance testing this summer.” n

DAVID McINTOSH

Fabrication of the nose section, fuselage, wings, and tailcone of the first
three flying prototypes of the new
Cessna Denali 12-seat turboprop
single is now under way in Wichita,
Textron Aviation (Booth V19, SD14)
announced on Monday at EBACE 2018.
The Denali program was launched at
EAA AirVenture in 2015, and Cessna “continues to conduct certification
is working toward first flight early testing,” said Textron. The engine will
next year. It had initially targeted first drive a McCauley 105-inch diameter
flight in the third-quarter 2018 and composite, five-blade, constant speed
certification in 2019.
propeller, with full feathering, revers“Program engineers are busy building ible pitch, and ice protection.
and testing initial flight-test articles
The $4.8 million aircraft is designed
using production assembly tools manu- to cruise at 285 knots and have a payfactured in-house, and continue to con- load—with full fuel—of 1,100 pounds,
duct static and fatigue tests on ground giving it a range of 1,600 nm at hightest articles,” the company said. “[We speed cruise, assuming one pilot and
look] forward to achieving the first wing four passengers. This means it will be
mate and completing the prototype air- capable of flying nonstop from Lonframes as the program nears first flight don to Moscow, Los Angeles to Chitargeted for early 2019.”
cago, or New York to Miami. “From
“We’re seeing great interest through- Geneva, the Denali will be able to fly
out Europe from piston owners looking nonstop to nearly any major European
to step up to more performance, as well city, including Athens and Moscow,”
as from turboprop operators,” said Rob
the company said.
Scholl, Textron Aviation senior vice
In terms of avionics, the Denali
president of sales and marketing.
will feature Garmin G3000 intuitive
Cessna’s new airplane will be pow- touchscreen avionics with three large
ered by the next-generation GE Avi- high-resolution displays and splitation Catalyst turboprop engine. GE screen capability. It will incorporate
announced first engine runs of its
a solid-state weather radar, advanced
1,240-shp Catalyst, which is designed TAWS, and ADS-B, “ensuring complifor single-lever power and propeller ance with the FAA’s NexGen air traffic
control via Fadec, in late 2017 and control requirements.”
n

So far, the fourth G500 flight-test aircraft has completed 240 of the 300 hours of mandatory
F&R testing. It has flown more than 100,300 nm during 69 flights to 41 airports in 21 countries
on six continents. F&R testing is expected to finish this summer.
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JSSI launches growth plan,
buys Conklin & de Decker
by Curt Epstein
Business aviation maintenance plan provider JSSI (Booth A89) has expanded its
services portfolio with today’s announcement that it acquired industry research
firm Conklin & de Decker last month.
Founded nearly 35 years ago, Conklin has
become a trusted source for aircraft cost
and performance information.
“As the sole independent provider of
maintenance programs to the business aviation industry, coupled with the JSSI parts
and advisory services platforms, JSSI has a
vast and unique dataset covering virtually all
makes and models of business jets,” said JSSI
president and CEO Neil Book. “Combined
with the unparalleled delivery platform of
Conklin, we will provide the business aviation market with a level of information and
transparency not seen before.”
Conklin is known for its suite of
industry products including a flagship

cost comparison tool, aircraft cost evaluator, life cycle cost budgeting program,
MxManager for maintenance tracking,
and state tax guide planning tool.
“Our companies have many similarities,
and all of us at Conklin & de Decker look
forward to building on our synergies, especially our dedication to a service-based
culture,” said Conklin co-founder Bill de
Decker. “We have worked closely with the
JSSI team since its inception in 1989. Now
we are very proud to be a part of this successful and innovative company.”
All 12 members of the Conklin team
will join the JSSI staff, and the company
will maintain its brand as a separate unit
in JSSI’s advisory services division, which
was launched last October at NBAA’s
annual convention in Las Vegas. It offers
aircraft inspections and appraisals, assists
with maintenance cost planning, provides

Pilatus delivers first European PC-24
to former Nestlé CEO’s Flying Club 24

insurance claims management, and has
seen growing industry acceptance in its
short existence. “Clearly we’ve identified a
need in the industry because that business
has scaled significantly,” said Book.
He described how companies seeking
asset appraisals no longer have to rely on
a patchwork of different providers. “With
our team of 70-plus technical advisors
around the globe,” he said, JSSI’s customers “can come to one place and get the same
high-quality product each and every time.”
For JSSI, which celebrates its 30th
anniversary next year, this acquisition

represents a new phase of development,
according to Book, who noted that up
to this point the company’s growth has
been entirely organic. “This is our first
strategic acquisition, but we fully expect
to continue to aggressively look at other
acquisition opportunities within the
industry,” he told AIN.
“We think we’re the most uniquely positioned company to build a broad platform
of products and services that touch the
entire aviation aftermarket, and so you
will see we’re going to be very active in
the coming weeks and months.”
n

Brabair. Under this structure, the twinjet,
along with Brabeck-Letmathe’s existing
PC-12NG turboprop single, will be available in Europe to members of Flying Club
24, a new aircraft membership firm based
in Sion, Switzerland.
The company’s Swiss-made jet will
carry seven passengers, and Brabeck-Letmathe said its large cargo door
will allow for easier loading and unloading for larger luggage and bulky cargo.
In addition, the PC-24’s short takeoff
and landing capabilities allow the jet
to operate at most airports throughout
Europe. Pilatus also intends to obtain
approval for the jet to operate on
unpaved runways.
C.T.

DAVID McINTOSH

Peter Brabeck-Letmathe, the former
chairman and CEO of the Nestlé Group,
accepted the keys to PC-24 S/N 104 on
May 22, marking the fourth customer
delivery—and the first in Europe—of
the new Pilatus jet. Portsmouth, New
Hampshire-based PlaneSense received
the first one in early February, while Pilatus Aircraft dealer Western Aircraft of
Boise, Idaho, accepted the second PC-24
last month. Pilatus’s U.S. subsidiary in
Broomfield, Colorado, took possession
of the third PC-24 at the beginning of
this month.
Brabeck-Letmathe, a pilot who has
logged more than 3,000 hours, purchased the PC-24 for his company,

JSSI president and CEO Neil Book (left) and Conklin & de Decker co-founder Bill de Decker seal
the deal that joined their two companies. Conklin & de Decker will continue to operate under
its brand as a division within JSSI’s advisory services division.

Pilatus Aircraft chairman Oscar J. Schwenk (right) handed over the keys to PC-24 S/N
104 to Peter Brabeck-Letmathe, the former chairman and CEO of the Nestlé Group, on
May 22. This marks the fourth customer delivery of the new jet, and the first in Europe.
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Flaunting a flock of Falcons

Dassault Aviation has three Falcon aircraft on display–the 8X, the 900LX, and the 2000LXS.
Additionally, Jetcraft is displaying its Falcon 2000. Recently, researchers at the German Aerospace Center in Cologne acquired a 2000LX to act as a flying testbed.

If you want to
go further in
the world, you
need an engine
that can take
you there.

www.rolls-royce.com/Pearl15

SD’s hacking demos help
showgoers be cyber smart
by Matt Thurber
see types of threats that have been identified and view and sort threats by category,
including malware, active intrusion, and
phishing. This allows flight departments
to “make better-informed connectivity
decisions about user behaviors and security policies and stay ahead of any potential
vulnerabilities,” according to Satcom Direct.
Its new advanced connectivity module
is designed to help operators optimize

BACA, EBAA team up to
ground illegal charter
by Kerry Lynch
BACA-The Air Charter Association
and eliminate cases of illegal chartering,”
(Booth J30) is teaming up with the Euro- said BACA chairman Richard Mumford.
pean Business Aviation Association (EBAA) “Commercial operations are heavily regto fight illegal charter. Under the joint ulated with good reason, and attempts to
effort, the organizations will collect data circumvent that regulation present a risk
on the breadth and scope of “gray charter” to the market.”
practices—those involving the transport of
The associations will use a joint reportpaying passengers in aircraft that have not ing mechanism “to gain a more accurate
been approved for commercial operations. picture of an activity that clearly puts
“We are delighted to be cooperating at risk the safety and integrity of the air
with EBAA to build a case to identify charter market as a whole and those who

DAVID McINTOSH

Satellite communications service provider Satcom Direct is inviting EBACE
delegates to its booth (W115) to witness
live hacks by “white hat” hackers (i.e.
ethical computer hackers). The demonstrations by Shorebreak Security digital
security professionals involve real-world
scenarios and will show “how identity
information capture, social engineering,
phishing, password cracking, and system
compromise occurs,” according to Satcom Direct. Demonstrations are planned
at 11 a.m. and 4 p.m. on Tuesday and
Wednesday, and 11 a.m. on Thursday.
Satcom Direct will also demonstrate
its SD Cyber Security Solutions portfolio,
which provides a variety of services to help
protect customer data. The company’s
secure network infrastructure provides full
data encryption “from the air to the ground”
and includes monitoring by Satcom Direct’s
certified cybersecurity experts.
The cybersecurity portfolio takes advantage of Satcom Direct’s own hardware
routers, as well as its software services,
ground infrastructure, and in-house technical experts. Its SD Pro flight operations
dashboard features two new modules for
onboard connectivity management and
control of cybersecurity threat management.
The company’s threat monitoring module has been upgraded, allowing users to

satcom coverage during a proposed flight.
The module creates a predictive connectivity map for the planned flight and
highlights dead zones and potential areas
where a cyber intrusion might threaten
data. The module’s existing features
include real-time connection status and
detailed device usage information.
“As business aviation becomes more connected,” said Michael Skou Christensen,
vice president of Satcom Direct International, “aircraft become digital platforms
for incoming and outgoing data transfer.
Each system will have its own vulnerability, so the need to constantly monitor and
proactivity prevent cyber attacks is now
imperative. We anticipate that our independent data security experts will drive

Gulfstream G280 gets star spa treatment in Geneva

On Sunday, detailers pampered the Gulfstream G280 for its show appearance. Sales for the model have been steady year-over-year with seven
aircraft shipped in the first quarter of 2017 and 2018. Late last year, the G280 added three city-pair records, bringing its records to more than 60.
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home just how important it is to be aware
of the threat of cybersecurity and the need
to implement the necessary hardware and
software to better protect data.”
For flight operations that wish to learn
more about how to reduce cybersecurity
risks, Satcom Direct is highlighting its
CyberSafe (securing assets for end-users) training course. The training, in partnership with Logical Operations, covers
technology-related risks, compliance considerations, social engineering, and other
data-security-related concepts.
Satcom Direct is also offering a free
Cyber Smart kit to EBACE attendees that
includes real-world scenarios, quick tips,
recommended actions, and suggested
protocols for aviation cybersecurity. n

use it,” they said. Association members
will be asked to help the effort by reporting suspected incidences of illegal activity.
The goal is to gather as much evidence
as possible on where gray charter is
most prevalent and who are the frequent
offenders, they added.
The extent of the practice is unknown,
the associations said, noting that gray charter is frequently not reported, and when it is,
regulators have limited resources to investigate and punish offenders. “Our members
have become disillusioned by the perceived
lack of action in dealing with reported
cases,” the organizations said.
The associations hope that by building a
database—along with an associated body of
evidence—regulators will have more ability
to deal with and ward off this activity.
“I am fully aware that our members
have lost confidence in the regulatory
enforcement in this area and, in turn, I
have every sympathy with regulators
who have a heavy workload and limited
resources,” Mumford said. “The purpose
of this initiative is therefore to gather evidence to help all stakeholders to assess
and deal with illegal charters.”
Gray charter has long been one of the
most pressing issues for members of
both BACA and EBAA. Juergen Wiese,
chairman of EBAA, noted his association
has been combating the practice over
most of the past decade. EBAA in 2011
began studying the issue and distributing pamphlets to educate passengers and
national aviation authorities on illegal
charter flights.
EBAA had identified regulations such
as flight time limitations or runway performance as drivers for some operators
to circumnavigate the regulations. But
changes are ahead for some of those drivers, the association added. In addition to
its study, EBAA had established a code of
conduct, emphasizing that compliance
and a safety culture is a must for the overall health of the industry.
The BACA and EBAA initiative, Wiese
added, “brings together the two important hinging points, operators and charter
brokers, to shed some light onto the gray
and illegal areas of our industry.”
n
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THE BEST
JUST GOT BETTER
How do you top having the world's best-selling light jet for
six years running? You make it even better. More spacious.
More ergonomic. More technologically advanced. And
more phenomenal.
Now, the world’s fastest, longest range single-pilot
aircraft is also the most intuitively luxurious light
jet in all of business aviation. Introducing the beautifully
designed and brilliantly engineered Phenom 300E –
the new standard in value and customer experience.
We invite you to discover this revolutionary aircraft during
its EBACE debut at the Static Display 23.

EmbraerExecutiveJets.com

Rockwell Collins focus
on cabin cybersecurity
by Kerry Lynch

Pilatus logs successful year,
looks to the future with its PC-24 twinjet
Pilatus Aircraft (Booth L115, SD02) reported
revenues last year of $982.4 million, up
from $818 million in 2016 but down from
slightly more than $1 billion in the three
prior years, according to the company’s
recently published annual report. Earnings at the company were $134.5 million,
up more than $45 million from 2016.
The Swiss aircraft manufacturer delivered 85 PC-12NG turboprop singles in
2017, six fewer than in the previous year.
A four-unit decrease in shipments to
U.S. customers, to 46, was exactly offset by an increase in PC-12NGs handed
over to c lients in Europe, to 24. While
the company received certification of its
new PC-24 twinjet at the end of last year,

deliveries did not begin until four months
ago; to date, two PC-24s are in service
with customers, and the first one has
already logged more than 250 hours.
Backlog at Pilatus surged to $2.16 billion, which the company pointed out is
equivalent to more than two years of its
sales revenue. This is up from about $1.74
billion at the end of 2016.
“2017 was an exceptionally successful
financial year for Pilatus,” said company
chairman Oscar Schwenk. “Our most
important goal of the year was certification for the PC-24, and that was achieved.
The order books are full! The main goal
for 2018 is to ensure a successful and
wide-reaching launch for the PC-24.” C.T.

As the public’s attention increases on of their aircraft as attention has intensicybersecurity, connectivity services fied on the issue.
and equipment provider Rockwell Col“Cybersecurity is nothing new to us,”
lins (Booth V71) assures clients that it she said. “In the private business jet
has long taken steps to guard against market, we actually have that as part of
threats. But at the same time, the com- our whole foundation…of what we do
pany advises passengers must be aware every day.”
of what they are bringing on board
She noted that others in the industry
the aircraft.
discuss the need to add technologies and
“Obviously there was a lot of conver- software. They take an approach that
sation going on in the aviation industry, “you’ve got to add this, you’ve got to proand how secure the links are,” said Joel tect yourself by bolting things on. But
Otto, v-p of strategy and business. Rock- for us, the foundation of our network is
well Collins has long had a heritage of being able to deliver the data from Point
onboard platforms, Otto said, adding, A to Point B secured. We operate under
the underpinning of all these efforts is
the principle of hyper-vigilance.”
cybersecurity. Everything must be in
Through its operations center, Rocka safe environment, and the topic has
well Collins monitors data around the
become sharply in focus throughout around the clock, 365 days of the year, of
the aviation community. “We’re very what goes up to and returns from the airinvolved in that.”
craft, continually checking for any potenPrincipal marketing manager Lupita tial threats. Company specialists track to
Wilson added that the company con- make sure nothing goes through the nettinues to receive a growing number of work that is a cause of concern, she said.
inquiries from clients about the security Further, Rockwell Collins masks private

Gentex is a world
leader in electronically
dimmable windows.
From our headquarters in Zeeland, Michigan, we design and
manufacture over 40 million electrochemically-dimming products
per year. Our aerospace products enhance the in-flight experience
with greater crew and passenger window control, improve aircraft
design flexibility, and offer reduced maintenance and operating
costs compared to traditional shade systems.
CONTACT: edw@gentex.com

| 616.772.1800 | www.gentex.com

May 29 – 31
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IP addresses of the passengers to
provide an additional lawyer of
security, she said, adding, these
lines are all channeled through a
single pipeline with an assigned
IP address.
The company constantly
evolves its responses to new
threats and is continually adapting as security needs change and
more systems come online at
faster speeds. “As more and more
people get connected, there are
more threats coming on board,”
she said, “There are things that we
add in terms of the visual things
we check to make sure it’s secured.
It’s constantly monitoring and
making changes to the threat analytics we use,” Wilson said.
One misconception is the
potential intermingling of cockpit
and cabin systems. She noted they
are separate systems often using
different connectivity services. A
passenger would not have access
to the cockpit systems, she said,

But beyond cabin connectivity,
Otto notes that Rockwell Collins
takes a system-wide approach to
cybersecurity reaching into expertise throughout the company. As
part of its work within the nuclear
power industry, Rockwell Collins
has developed new protocols
under mandate from the Nuclear
Regulatory Commission.

The company provides physical security for about 70 percent
of the nuclear powerplants in the
U.S. Some of this expertise has
transferred technologies and lessons learned over to the aviation
side, Otto said. “We have built out
a capability now and we can take
from [the nuclear] industry and
move it across into other areas.” n


Brings the Action Home
AIN’s award-winning video production team is
scouring the aisles in search of the most interesting
aviation products and services here at EBACE 2018.

Go to AINtv.com

AMAC Aerospace is a world leader in Maintenance and Completion services for both narrow
and wide-body VIP aviation. Our bespoke handling of VIP maintenance projects is world-renowned and our “Return to Service” are world
class for completions.
AMAC’s hangars are fully equipped with the latest technologically advanced equipment and
manned by certified personnel. We offer a full
spectrum of maintenance services and welcome
the opportunity to serve you in any capacity.

In the
private
business jet
market, we
actually have
[cybersecurity] as
part of our whole
foundation…of
what we do every
day.”

Our skills.
Your efficiency.

–Lupita Wilson,
Rockwell Collins principal
marketing manager

and nor can anything on one of
their devices find its way into the
cockpit systems.
But in the cabin, she added,
“the security does start from the
passenger. We can secure the
connection from the ground to
the aircraft, but a heavy part of
it relies on the passenger—making sure they are educated about
what they bring on board the
aircraft and how they connect,
making sure that a [personal
computer] has antivirus in place,
[and] making sure that they are
smart about what they are opening.” Just as they would at home,
passengers on business aircraft
need to aware of suspect or
phishing emails that could have
embedded viruses.
In addition to the portable electronic devices, Wilson said aircraft owners and operators must
remain aware of the need to stay
on top of router passwords and to
change them periodically.

www.amacaerospace.com
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Privatized in 2016,
Riviera Airport in
Italy has plans
to extend its
runway, the better
to accommodate
business jets.
Dubai-based Hadid
International
has reached an
agreement to
provide services
there, including
building a new FBO.

Hadid partners with airport
to launch first FBO in Italy
by Peter Shaw-Smith
Hadid International Services (Booth
A35) has reached an agreement with Italy’s Riviera Airport S.p.A to form Riviera
Executive Aviation, with the intention of
developing and managing executive aviation services at the airport, including a
new FBO.
“Riviera Airport, located in Villanova
d’Albenga in Liguria, is the only privatized
airport in Italy dedicated to general aviation. It serves the Italian Riviera and provides a discreet transit to Monaco and the

French Riviera,” according to the company.
Hadid believes entering the Italian
market makes sense, given the success
Milan Prime is enjoying at Milan’s twin
gateways of Linate and Malpensa. In addition, the move marks the increasing interest of Middle East trip-support players to
move into the FBO market. It is also a significant vote of confidence in the ability of
Dubai-based general aviation specialists
to meet the standards required by facilities with world-class ambitions.

Astronics wireless handset
is an all-in-one controller
by James Wynbrandt
Astronics PGA, a division of Astronics
an illuminated color transition to notify
Corp., is introducing its new Smart Wire- users of incoming calls, text messages, or
less Handset for VIP in-flight entertain- other communications.
ment and connectivity (IFEC) systems
According to Fabrice Berthelot, presthis week at EBACE 2018. The hand- ident of Astronics PGA, the device feaset—on display at its exhibit (Booth
tures the sleek and elegant lines of today’s
I105)—serves as an all-in-one phone and popular smartphones, and customers can
passenger control unit for in-flight enter- choose from a variety of options and fintainment, lighting, seat control, flight ishes, including leather, carbon, jewel, and
information, and other cabin functions. It wood. The design offers opportunities for
is the first certified product available that “significant customization,” he added. The
combines cabin control and phone func- Smart Wireless Handset has no standard
tions in a single wireless device, according price; cost will be negotiated based on
to the U.S. company.
configuration, finishing, and quantity.
The handset can make and receive calls
Astronics has a launch customer for the
anywhere in the world from anywhere in handset, which will be available early next
the cabin. Users can embed contacts and year, but no details on the agreement or
use the wireless system for videocon- the customer’s identity can be disclosed
ferencing and Internet access, as well as “at this time,” Berthelot told AIN. The
voice calls. It includes a docking station Smart Wireless Handset is part of the
that powers the handset via wireless Qi Astronics Carat Senses System, which
technology, providing cable-free conve- includes the new Mila and Philea reading
nience. When docked, the handset uses
and seat lights.
n
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Extending the runway from 1,500
(4,921 feet) to 1,700 meters (5,577 ft)
and upgrading navigational aids will
improve the airport’s ability to handle
long-haul private flights. Hangarage for
jets and helicopters will also improve
accessibility to the facility, which was
privatized in 2016. The location offers
good links to the Cote d’Azur, including 20-minute access to Monte Carlo by
helicopter, and is also well-positioned
for Northern Italy, being around 125 km
(78 miles) from Turin and 180 km (119
miles) from Milan.
“Riviera Airport has significant potential to become the foremost general aviation airport in the region. Hadid and
Riviera Airport S.p.A share the vision
of grand infrastructural development
that will serve the region’s growing

demand for general aviation, and it will
ultimately benefit the local economy
and community,” said Mohamad Hadid,
chairman of Hadid.
Clemens Toussaint, chairman of
Riviera Airport S.p.A., said, “We [will]
develop this beautiful airport on the Italian coastline together with our new partner from Dubai. Hadid…will provide all
future guest services at the highest professional level in the industry and will be
the cornerstone to make the development
of Riviera Airport a success.”
Hadid commercial director Issa Zuriqi
told AIN the move did not represent a
new foray into the FBO business along
the lines of that being carried out by Jetex
Flight Support. Rather, he said, the secure,
private nature of the location was a good
fit for the Hadid business model.
n

Aviaâ brings group purchasing power
to business aviation owners and operators
Start-up firm Aviaâ (Static SD05) claims
to have become the first to enable
group purchasing in business aviation,
potentially leading to significant savings
for aircraft owners and operators. The
UK-based company claims to have pioneered predictive analytics software that
will “bring the benefits of the group purchasing organization [GPO] model to the
business aviation industry.”
Aviaâ was founded by Dustin Dryden—
the founder of Hangar8, which was sold
to Gama Aviation in early 2015—and
Jim Hall, who has experience forming
GPOs in the healthcare sector. It claims
to have “streamlined the procurement
process for owners and operators using
the ‘collective’ buying power of its members to secure the best rates for…fuel,
insurance, training, MRO and FBO services, aircraft and engine parts, avionics
upgrades, and more.”
The company collects historic and
forecast spend data from customers and
“shares it with their preferred suppliers,”

making group buying possible and the
purchasing of each more efficient. CEO
Gillian Hayes said, “I find that often companies will spend large amounts of money
and time conducting their own research,
when researchers have already published
everything we need on the same subject.
Our team can quickly access the research
that is already out there.”
According to Hall, “There are many
similarities between healthcare and business aviation. Both are highly fragmented
industries dominated by big players,
which can make it challenging to compete.
We will work with suppliers to help members reduce their friction costs [commissions, fees, interest rates, research time].
A typical example would be flight training,
where we would look at where there are
spare hours on a flight simulator, maximizing the situation for both parties.”
In addition to its base at London Oxford
Airport, the company has two new offices—
in Irvine, California, and Park City, Utah—
to serve the U.S. market.
I.S.

Exceed.
Jeppesen Operator
Operator is a virtual flight department that
consolidates all your operational support
systems into one seamless solution.
Backed by more than forty years of trip and
flight planning expertise, Operator delivers
the precision, flexibility and efficiency you
demand. Expectations exceeded.

Visit us at booth C35 for a demo of
Operator and our other solutions.

To learn more, visit
jeppesen.com/BA22.

Prague-based Euro Jet
reaches the decade mark
by Curt Epstein
European business aviation flight sup- Vary, Czech Republic; Poprad, Slovaport specialist Euro Jet is celebrating kia; Tivat, Montenegro; Dubrovnik and
its 10th anniversary this year at EBACE. Zagreb, Croatia; and it has just opened
The Prague-based company was founded new lounges in Belgrade, Serbia; Sofia,
to provide ground handling for private Bulgaria; and Warsaw. All of these locaaircraft at airports in Eastern Europe, tions offer comfortable seating, Wi-Fi,
through the Balkans, and into Central computers, printers, and snacks.
Asia, where traditional FBOs are scarce
“We have great partnerships with local airto nonexistent.
ports throughout our core locations, which
“Many of [those airports] are still state- allows us to really get things done quickly
run,” said Gareth Danker, the company’s
and efficiently,” said CEO Charlie Bodnar.
director of global sales and marketing. “Over the past 10 years, we have become a
“Their priority is dealing with the com- one-stop shop for many private aviation
mercial airlines.” While Euro Jet started companies looking for the right partner in
out providing support to just a handful of Eastern Europe and Central Asia.”
business aircraft, today the company has
multi-lingual, NATA Safety 1st-trained
Far-reaching Support Options
staff in 32 core countries from Albania Beyond the standard ground-handling
to Uzbekistan and expects to serve more supervision, the company also assists with
than 8,000 flights this year at approxi- the permitting process and the procurement
mately 200 airports.
of catering, as well as vetting hotels and
While the company operates what ground transportation providers in those
Danker describes as “virtual FBOs” at areas, to ensure that customers receive serthose locations with staffers fluent in vices to the standards they expect.
the native language meeting the incomWhile the company recently expanded
ing flight and coordinating services, its services into Pakistan, it remains dedEuro Jet operates its only full-blown icated to its core region, according to
FBO at Prague Vaclav Havel Interna- Danker. Yet it offers third-party trip suptional Airport, where it has a dedicated port in the Middle East and is considering
1,500-sq-m/16,000-sq-ft hangar capable expanding northward into Scandinavia.
of sheltering the latest large-cabin busiWith a presence at EBACE since 2009,
ness jets, two VIP passenger lounges, a
at this year’s show the company (Booth
crew lounge, its own Lektro tug, and C63) is highlighting its services in Russia,
Mercedes ramp transport. Nearby is
ahead of next month’s FIFA World Cup. It
Euro Jet’s 24/7 global operations and has also launched a hotel reservation divisupport center, which has a staff of 75.
sion to help customers find discounted
It also operates crew lounges in Bucha- lodging rates, primarily in its base Eastern
rest and Constanta, Romania; Karlovy European region.
n

With its newly-built FBO making its debut in January, Stobart Jet Centre at London Southend
Airport is providing yet another option for business aircraft operators to access the UK capital.

London FBO celebrates
its successful first year
A year after it began FBO operations
at London’s Southend Airport, Stobart
Jet Centre is reporting an eventful year.
In January, Stobart Group, which owns
the airport, unveiled its new FBO facility, which includes a 1,115-sq-m (12,000sq-ft) terminal with an A/V-equipped
conference room, a pilots’ lounge with
two snooze rooms, and a fully equipped
Border Force screening area for on-demand customs and immigration clearance. Stephen Grimes, the facility’s
managing director, told AIN that customers appreciate the proximity of their
aircraft at the FBO. “The guests can see
their jet just outside the window and
just walk on to it,” he noted. “Other
London airports are obviously more
congested than we are, and very often
you will have to get on a minibus and
go out to a remote parking stand to get
on your aircraft.”
In terms of aircraft storage, the facility
has a 6,040-sq-m (65,000-sq-ft) hangar
that can shelter four BBJs simultaneously,
while its ramp can accommodate another
dozen bizliners.

24/7 Summer Hours

While Euro Jet operates only one real FBO, located in Prague, the company, which specializes
in flight support to the former “Eastern Bloc” countries, provides ground handling
coordination at more than 200 airports throughout the region and into Central Asia.
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Though the London area certainly has
many airport options for business aviation, this summer, Southend will be
available for 24/7 jet movements, as both
Luton and Stansted, which are normally
available to handle such flights, face
mandatory night closures through the
end of September due to noise restrictions. To prepare for that, the Stobart
FBO will be moving to overnight operations starting June 1 and will ramp up its
staff of 16, accordingly.
As it prepared to exhibit at its second
EBACE show, Stobart Jet Centre (Booth
O96), said it has positioned itself as a
cost-effective and efficient option for private aircraft operators heading into the
capital. Grimes, a 20-year veteran of the
London business aviation market, noted
the potential savings compared with
other airports. “To give you an example, at Luton, the current price is £7,000

[$9,460] to park a BBJ for 24 hours. You
go to Stansted, for 24 hours it’s £2,000
[$2,700]. You come to Southend, for a
BBJ for 24 hours it’s £900 [$1,215].”
As for transportation to Central London, Grimes said the one-hour car trip
is comparable to other competing airports such as Farnborough, Luton, and
Stansted. Southend also has a direct
rail link less than five minutes from
the FBO, which can deliver customers
to the capital in 45 minutes. “I always
thought that bizjet users aren’t going to
want to know that,” said Grimes, “but I
never cease to be amazed that we’ve got
beautiful Falcons coming in and the passengers get off, and we give them a lift
to the railway station. They go into Central London by train because it’s an efficient use of time.” For those instances
where time is of the essence, a sister
company to the FBO can provide helicopter transfers anywhere in England,
using a Leonardo AW109 Grand.
Grimes also touted the companyowned hotel, located just steps from the
FBO, which has proven popular among
flight crews.
“We are delighted to be exhibiting at
EBACE again after a highly successful
launch since we announced our intentions at last year’s show,” said Grimes,
adding the location is on schedule to double its aircraft movements in 2018. “Performance has exceeded our expectations,
and we are well on the way to meeting our
target of 10,000 movements per year by
2022, if not sooner.”
While the company’s first facility has
gotten off to a good start, in its eyes,
this is just a beginning, as Stobart has
strong chain aspirations. “We’re initially looking at five or six locations
which could be start-up or acquisition,”
said Grimes, citing cities such as Manchester, Birmingham, Paris, and Nice as
potential examples. “[These are] locations that have sufficient activity levels
to justify. We wouldn’t just put a flag in
the ground, but it could be anywhere in
Western Europe.” 
C.E.
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LHT touts its
expertise in
bizliner work
by James Wynbrandt
Hamburg, Germany-based Lufthansa
Technik (LHT; Booth H71) is at EBACE
2018 this week to highlight its continued
commitment to the executive airliner side
of its house.
Recent developments include winning
its first completion contract for a VIP
Boeing 787-8; release of cabin concepts
and gaining a customer for a VIP variant of the Airbus A330 multi-role tanker
transport (MRTT); Embraer’s choice of
its nice HD in-flight entertainment/cabin
management system (IFE/CMS) for the
new Phenom 300E; an MOU of cooperation with China’s MRO giant Ameco on
providing business aviation services; and
its selection to provide the mobile repair
teams for GE Aviation’s Passport engines
on the Bombardier Global 7000, which is
expected to enter service by year-end.
Though LHT has provided maintenance
and modification services for more than
100 Dreamliners, the 787 VIP completion
for an undisclosed customer, announced
in November and commencing this year,
represents its first such project for the
all-composite aircraft.
“With the conclusion of this completion
contract, we are closing the final gap in
our expertise for the Boeing 787,” said
Wieland Timm, senior director sales, VIP
and special-mission aircraft, calling its
past experience on the airframe “a valuable basis for the equipage of this special
VIP aircraft.”
The cabin will include an office area,
bedroom, and bathroom in the forward
section, a mid-cabin dining and conference area, with delegation seating of different classes aft.
In the fall, LHT’s VIP & Special Mission Aircraft division also unveiled four
cabin concepts for the Airbus A330-200

Executive interior completions for commercial-size airliner types is a specialty business, and Hamburg, Germany-based Lufthansa Technik has
made it a core skill. Bizliners have been particularly popular in the Asia-Pacific region, including China.
MRTT, two of them—The State and Governor—designed for transporting heads
of state, government members, and delegations. The State cabin is designed as
a flying government office, incorporating
all necessary equipment to enable governmental authorities or military staff to
work productively on board. The Governor configuration, which already has
an undisclosed customer, is designed to
transport larger delegations of varying
functions and statuses.
All four cabin variants, which also
include Trooper and Rescue configurations, were developed in cooperation with
military services and meet NATO Tempest
requirements for signal emanation levels.
Some 30 A330 MRTTs have been ordered or
are already in service with various air forces.
For cabin management and entertainment, the MRTTs or other business aircraft can be equipped with LHT’s nice
HD IFE/CMS, as Embraer Executive Jets
announced at NBAA 2017 it is doing in
the Phenom 300E. LHT co-developed
with Embraer a unique graphical user

Lufthansa Technik codeveloped a user interface of its nice HD in-flight entertainment system
with Embraer Executive Jets for the airframer’s Phenom 300 light jet.
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interface for the system, which features
ceiling-mounted fold-down monitors, that
allows full cabin control and custom user
selected backgrounds. It supports wireless
streaming to tablets and smartphones
including the interactive niceview Mobile
moving map and nicemedia applications,
while a custom audio system designed
by LHT for cabin installations delivers
high-fidelity performance.

Engine Support

The support agreement for GE Passport engines on the Global 7000 gives
Lufthansa Technik Aero Alzey (LTAA)
responsibility for staffing a 10-technician
team and dispatch to locations outside
the U.S. as needed. The LTAA team will
also manage spare engines, tooling, fan
blisks, and leased assets for the Passport
engine. The team recently completed
training at GE Aviation’s customer technical education center in Cincinnati, Ohio,
and is currently supporting the Global
7000 flight-test fleet in Wichita, Kansas.
LTAA, the first independent MRO
provider for the CF34 engine and a
member of GE Aviation’s authorized
service center network for CF34-series
engines, currently supports customers
of CF34-powered Bombardier Challenger
600-series twinjets outside of North and
South America for GE. Brad Mottier, vice
president and general manager of GE Aviation’s Business & General Aviation and
Integrated Systems organization, said
LTAA’s “technical acumen, focus on turnaround time, and dedication to customers
makes it a trusted and valued partner for
the CF34-series and now on GE Passport.”
Built on technologies proven and
refined on multiple programs, when the
Passport enters service this year the propulsion system will have completed 4,000
hours and 8,000 cycles, equivalent to 10
years of operation, according to GE.

LHT’s MOU with Ameco, signed last
month at ABACE, pledges “in-depth cooperation” to support business jets at the
annual ABACE gatherings going forward,
and to jointly develop a business jet support network in China, as well as improve
and extend the availability of technical
support, the two companies said.
n

NEWS note
With the BBJ Max beginning deliveries this year, Lufthansa Technik (LHT)
is showcasing its rapidly expanding
portfolio of radome development
and manufacturing capabilities this
week at EBACE, highlighted by the
radome it created for the Boeing
bizliner. LHT’s fuel-efficient VIP aircraft
radome line is led by its two-in-one-solution (TIOS) fuselage and tail-mounted
installations, including the TIOS Ka (TIOS+)
version designed for the new BBJ Max.
With its years of experience working
with composite structures, LHT developed and set up in-house manufacturing
of new Ka-band-suitable versions of its
VIP aircraft radome in six months. As an
extension of its OEM product line, the
German company is establishing a dedicated radome development unit that will
produce the TIOS+ radome for the Max,
expected to be available by year-end.
The radome unit will incorporate the
skills and facilities of LHT’s Airframe
Related Components (ARC) business
in Hamburg, which specializes in composite materials. ARC has production
equipment, such as autoclaves and
robotic systems, and cold storage
for material. The team can manufacture radomes of almost any type for
installation on the vertical stabilizer
(tail-mounted) or the fuselage. 
T
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Testing proves the potential
of multiple remote towers
In the world of for-profit air traffic control is located in Columbia, Maryland, and
systems, efficiency equals revenue. Many serves the Federal Aviation Administration
air traffic control entities are watching (FAA), the National Aeronautics and Space
SESAR 2020’s PJ05 project, dubbed Remote Administration (NASA), the Department of
Tower for Multiple Airports, in anticipation Defense, and the public safety community
of cashing in on its promises of remotely in the United States.
controlling traffic for more than one airport
“Single” remote tower tests were
from a single site. Last month, Lithuanian deployed in former projects, including one
air navigation service provider Oro Navi- in Virginia; however, the company realgacija (ON), DLR (the national aeronautics
ized that the largest cost savings can be
and space research center of the Federal achieved when one controller works multiRepublic of Germany), and systems sup- ple airport towers from a single center. The
plier Frequentis performed their second SESAR 2020 PJ05 project is progressively
validation exercise for multiple remote
proving that remotely controlling multiple
towers being worked by a controller at a
airports is a feasible task for a single consingle-site off-airport.
troller, given reasonable traffic volume.
“Air navigation service providers in more
In November 2017, Frequentis, Hungarothan 20 countries already experience the Control, DLR, and Selex ES GmbH (Leonadvantages of our tower automation solu- ardo LTP) conducted a successful validation
tions,” said Hannu Juurakko, vice president, campaign on “Remote Tower for Multiple
ATM civil at Frequentis. Austria-based airports” in Braunschweig, Germany.
Frequentis is an international supplier of
Hungarian controller Gábor Draschitz
communication and information systems
participated in the event, noting afterward:
for control centers with safety-critical “It is clear that intensive technical develtasks. The company’s American outpost opment will be needed, and a lot of effort

PHOTO: COURTESY OF FREQUENTIS

by Amy Laboda

awaits those working on the procedures
and the legal environment.”
His colleague Emese Kisfaludy said, “It
was a great challenge to put our minds
and skills on test as tower controllers. The
developed technology was helpful and
futuristic at the same time. There’s a lot to
research further to answer questions and
make the multi-remote concept really safe,
useful, and efficient in the near future.”
Most recently, over the course of two
days in late March, one controller provided
air traffic services to three Lithuanian airports simultaneously. Also, in a real-time
simulation at the DLR Air Traffic Validation
Centre, six Lithuanian controllers managed
extensive traffic in a mixed VFR/IFR environment. Human factors and simulation
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experts from DLR’s Institute of Flight
Guidance conducted the validation exercise, in which controllers ran four different
scenarios, each lasting 50 minutes.
The controllers used a flight strip planning system from Frequentis, a three-screen
radar display, and a three-screen real-time
outside view that included pan-tilt-zoom
capability. On the audio side, the controllers used an integrated voice communication system. Controllers handled both air
traffic and ground movements. The exercises were run with pairs of controllers, set
up so that an observing controller could
constantly analyze the safety, workload, and
stress levels of the working controller.
Frequentis now wants to take the operational feasibility of PJ05 to the V3 level. n
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“HOW BIG ARE THE
CUP HOLDERS?”
Traffic at the London Heliport has ramped up, as nearby business aviation airports have seen
increased operations. The heliport is on the Thames, just south of Chelsea Harbour.

London rotor ops increase

We make time for every question.

by Mark Huber
Aircraft movements at the London Heliport increased by 5 percent last year,
to 11,900. Interlining with business jet
flights accounted for 20 percent of that
overall traffic, as operators such as Castle
Air, Capital, Atlas, Halo Aviation, and Starspeed flew many passengers from London
Biggin Hill, Luton, Oxford, Farnborough,
and Stansted Airports to the heliport.
Other regular operators using the heliport include the London Helicopter Sightseeing Flight Co., based at Battersea and
Redhill and now under the ownership and
air operator certificate (AOC) of A2B Aero,
which is in its sixth year of operation. The
heliport saw more twin-engine operations
in 2017, with the Leonardo AW169 recently
becoming available for public charter for
the first time with Halo and Starspeed.
The heliport recently undertook a
major investment to upgrade its communications equipment, including a new
transmitter and receivers to meet the new
8.33-MHz spacing regulations for VHF
ground-air communications. New voiceswitch and recording equipment was
installed in April as part of that upgrade.
Earlier this year, a partnership agreement was ratified with the Meteorological Office to upgrade available sensor
equipment enabling the London Heliport
to disseminate Metar data widely to the
aviation community and make official

Aviation sales and acquisitions.
World-class service from the start.

forecasting available for the first time
using qualified weather observers within
the heliport ATC team. Preparatory work
is complete and installation of new sensor equipment commenced in April, with
regulatory approval from the CAA anticipated following a three-month trial to
prove the reliability of observations and
the data produced. This will result in a
significant enhanced weather information being available for the London heliroute system. Work also continues with
the regulator and airspace manager to
secure the future of the London Heliport
as the airspace and operating/regulatory
environment evolves and new helicopter
types and technologies emerge.
The London Heliport—located in Battersea, just south of Chelsea Harbour—is
the only CAA-approved heliport in London. It is approved to handle 12,000 takeoffs and landings per year and has been
in operation since 1959. Located on the
River Thames between Battersea and
Wandsworth bridges, the heliport caters
to customers requiring fast access in and
out of the city. The heliport also runs its
own charter brokerage.
The property is wholly owned by the Reuben Brothers, a diversified private equity
and real estate company, since February
2012. Reuben Brothers’ aviation holdings
also include London Oxford Airport. n
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Online Helo Booking Service Launches In UK
Flyt, a new digital helicopter booking service, now allows customers to view quotes
from a range of UK helicopter operators
and to book online via desktop, tablet, or
smartphone. The service was created by
helicopter pilot Andy King and SaxonAir
co-founder James Palmer and is located
at the London Heliport in Battersea, with
technical offices in Manchester.
“We believe [Flyt] will encourage private
owners whose machines are looked after
by management companies to get on
board and offset their operational costs
with charter,” said King.
The service is, in particular, targeting

empty seats on shared charters. According
to Flyt, the online customer experience is
similar to that of booking a ground-based
ridesharing service such as Lyft or Uber. A
customer enters flight details, and Flyt calculates cost and travel time, identifies an
operator in real time, confirms the operator,
sends the details to the customer, and makes
the payment to complete the transaction.
Flyt said its extensive helicopter flight
database enables it to realistically model
flight times and costs. The company has
obtained “substantial” capital backing from
investors, including mobile technology group
Apadmi Ventures and EarlyMarket.
M.H.
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Argus brings
TraqPak FBO
analysis
program to
Europe

Bombardier, LHT dial in
a new CMS for Global 7000
by Kerry Lynch
Bombardier and Lufthansa Technik are longer and farther than typical business
bringing OLED technology to business
jets. In addition, the four-zone cabin is
aviation with a new retractable side- “dramatically changing the way the airledge dial that will bring cabin control plane is laid out,” he said. This increases
to passenger’s fingertips on the Global the need for passengers to have the capa7000. Exclusive to Bombardier’s new bility to individually control their immeflagship, the dial is part of the new diate environments much more than they
“nice Touch” cabin management system do on a smaller business jet.
(CMS) that Bombardier (SD22, Booth
Along with the dials for individual pasZ125) and Lufthansa Technik (Booth senger seats, the cabin management sysH71) have developed with a four-zone tem includes suite controllers to provide
layout in mind.
the ability to control the environment
Both companies reached into the within each zone, from temperature to
consumer electronics industry to
develop the dial, which is nestled
within the side-ledge and provides
touch controls of functions within the
passenger’s immediate environment,
such as sound, basic entertainment
system controls, local lighting, and
window shade setting, among others.
The dial uses technologies not available three or four years ago, said Bombardier Business Aircraft vice president
of marketing and product strategy
Brad Nolen. Engineers designed the
1.38-inch-diameter dial to maximize
visibility of the functions, ease of touch,
and with a look and feel of a higher-end
finish for the Global 7000, he pointed
Bombardier and Lufthansa Technik tapped
out. This includes down to the heavier
the consumer electronics industry to supply
feel and tension in the turn of the dial, the retractable side-ledge dial for the
similar to a higher-end audio system.
Global 7000’s nice Touch cabin management
“A lot of what you see in the design and
system. The dial provides touch control
the key elements of the cabin of the 7000
for cabin functions within the passenger’s
is really due to the fact that the aircraft is
immediate environment, including sound,
unique,” Nolen said, noting that with its
basic entertainment system controls, local
range, passengers will be flying on it much
lighting, and window shades.
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lighting and a range of entertainment
options. “We’re replicating a home,”
Nolen said, likening the control functions
to flipping on a light switch as a person
enters a room.
Nice Touch offers a range of amenities that would be anticipated in a business jet in the class of the Global 7000,
with an entertainment zone featuring
40-inch stand-up displays, surround
sound, and 4K picture quality; a lighting system that provides a full-color
spectrum with preset options from 200
shades and that can tie into the flight
management system with daylight/
nighttime simulations to help the passenger adapt to the destination time
zones; and a customized sound system
tailored specifically by Lufthansa Technik engineers for the airplane.
It also was designed with a high-bandwidth fiber-optic backbone, which
includes two wireless 802.11ac dual-band
access points, USB 3.0 ports at every seat,
and three Bluetooth 4.0 modules. The system is compatible with iOS and Android
devices to enable and support the standard Ka-band cabin connectivity. The
USB ports enable passengers to either
charge devices or transfer content to or
from the airplane. The system includes
two media centers that provide on-demand audio and video in any zone and
aggregate media content. The entertainment system supports Blu-ray, CD, and
DVD formats.
The CMS has been developed and
tested in both Lufthansa labs in Germany and Montreal, and is flying onboard
Global 7000 FTV 4. Bombardier also has
quietly worked with customers to test
certain elements of the system.
The nice Touch suite builds on an ongoing relationship with Lufthansa Technik
and Bombardier that has also included
collaborations on the Learjet 75 and Challenger 350 and 650.
n

Business aviation services provider
Argus International is extending the
reach of its TraqPak FBO market analysis program into Europe. Argus (Booth
J30) has integrated the program with
Eurocontrol, enabling TraqPak FBO to
track flight data for FBOs and airports
throughout Europe.
This will help provide more insight into
the European FBO market and extend the
flight data available to TraqPak customers, Argus said. Eurocontrol, which has 41
member and two “comprehensive agreement” states, manages more than 10 million flights per year.
“We are especially excited to support
the European FBO community with a
flight-activity tracking and analysis system that will improve their operational
efficiency, customer service and support,
and communication between locations
if they are part of an FBO network,” said
Shirley Mason, executive v-p of market
intelligence for Argus.
The web-based TraqPak FBO program provides live flight tracking that
is integrated with TraqPak’s historical
activity data and analysis, FlightView aircraft movement data, and Flight Global
Ascend aircraft owner/operator contact
information.
According to Argus’s latest TraqPak
data for North America, business aircraft activity climbed 2.6 percent yearover-year in the U.S. and Canada last
month. This was largely thanks to “strong
demand” in the private operations (U.S.
Part 91) market, which rose 4.1 percent,
with gains across all aircraft categories in
this segment. The 1.3 percent rise logged
by air charter operators (U.S. Part 135)
was more muted than in months past,
when the operations category had been
leading the recovery in flight hours. Fractional flying (U.S. Part 91K) eked out a 0.6
percent increase.
All aircraft categories saw increases
last month in North America, led by a 4.7
percent year-over-year increase in largecabin jet flying, Argus said. This was followed by turboprops, which jumped 2.6
percent; midsize jets, up 2.2 percent; and
light jets, up 1.8 percent.
The only double-digit gain in individual
categories last month was in air charter
large-cabin jet activity, which rose 11.8
percent from a year ago. Paradoxically,
fractional large-cabin jet flying sank by
19.9 percent from April 2017.
K.L.

P&WC proactively pursues
pop-up mx problems
Proactivity has become one of the major of experience now,” Stickling told AIN.
buzzwords at Pratt & Whitney Canada, “We have 1,500 FAST systems out there,
as the engine maker ever strives to elimi- 6,000-odd engines being monitored with
nate unplanned repair events, improve its
this particular platform.”
product dispatch availability and reduce
The company is continually developing
operational costs for customers. “We at STCs to retrofit its older products with
Pratt Canada have been on the journey for the sensor-based system, and has more
quite some time to drive availability of the than 55 currently. “Those STCs cover
powerplants, getting ahead of issues and everything, from digital platforms where
driving towards a totally planned main- we connect to the avionics of flight data
tenance environment,” explained Bjorn recorders, or our own engine controls, to
Stickling, the OEM’s director of diagnos- the very manual with an analog-to-digital
tics, prognostics and health management. converter that we can hook into the anaTo accomplish that, the company has log sensors,” said Stickling.
several programs and initiatives to help
A recent example is the PT6-powit advise customers. Its wireless FAST ered King Air family. “We introduced it
(flight acquisition storage and transmis- last year, and we keep adding variants
sion) data collection and retrieval system to the STC,” he said. The latest iterais available on its engines for the Dassault tion includes Garmin G1000-equipped
Falcon 7X and 8X; the Cessna Latitude examples of the turboprop twin with the
and Caravan/Grand Caravan; the Bom- launch customer being the Royal Flying
bardier Q400; and ATR turboprops.
Doctor fleet, which uses the system for
This has helped the company build detailed engine health monitoring both
a large engine condition database. “We on takeoff and in cruise. The system can
started back in 2011, so we’ve got a lot be configured to transmit through cellular

Signature Flight Support’s
parent company plans to
purchase aviation fuels
supplier Epic Aviation In
an example of vertical
integration. Epic Aviation
supplies fuel and other
services to more than
200 FBOs. Together, the
two companies’ networks
encompass more than 400
locations worldwide.

BBA Aviation makes Epic $88.1M deal
BBA Aviation, parent company of Signature Flight Support, announced May 23
that it will purchase privately held Epic
Aviation for $88.1 million. The transaction
is subject to government and regulatory
approval, and BBA expects it could be
wrapped up by the third quarter.
Texas-based Epic provides aviation fuel
supply, logistics, transaction processing
and through its QT Pod subsidiary, self-service fueling devices. It currently provides
fuel and fuel-related services to 205 privately owned, independent FBOs, 185 of
them Epic-branded and the remainder
under the UVAir umbrella
According to BBA (Booth O104), Epic
will act as a separate operating business
within its portfolio. The addition of Epic’s
locations will complement the existing
Signature Select affiliate program, which
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will operate alongside Signature’s owned
FBO network, bringing it to more than 400
locations worldwide.
“We are pleased to have reached an
agreement to acquire Epic,” stated BBA CEO
Mark Johnstone. “This acquisition fully supports the strategic development of Signature
through increasing our network relevance,
extending the range of fuel and non-fuel
services we offer our customers across our
FBO network and continuing to establish a
competitive cost structure through investment in technology and economies of scale.”
The purchase also expands the existing
relationship between the two companies,
which saw the development of the Epic/Signature Multi-Service Aviation Card, which is
accepted for payment at more than 8,000
locations worldwide, through U.S. Bank’s
Multi Service Aviation Network.
C.E.
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MARK WAGNER

by Curt Epstein

Gulfstream bizjet fleet making great strides

Gulfstream’s G500 is nearing type certification while the G600 is well into its certification program. Also, the G650ER set another speed record as it flew 6,870 nm (12,723 km) from White
Plains, New York, to Shanghai in 13 hours and 40 minutes at an average speed of Mach 0.86.

or Wi-Fi and in most cases will transmit tear, said Stickling. “Operators, when they
the data to Pratt & Whitney, which will do have an issue and they are well away
send it back to the operator within 15 min- from base and can’t readily get a spare
utes of engine shutdown.
part, they can still turn around with that
This week at EBACE, the company flyaway kit and get going quickly.” Curannounced it is expanding the program rently, such kits are available for the 307A,
to include the Pilatus PC-12NG. The 307D, 308C, and 308C+ powerplants.
launch customer is PlaneSense, which
also signed up for Pratt’s power-by-theOil Analysis Goes Live
hour Eagle Service Plan (ESP).
After an extensive trial period, which
For NetJets’ new Cessna Citation Lat- involved monitoring of 5,000 engines, the
itudes, each is equipped with the FAST company will launch its oil analysis techplatform that offloads data from the
nology business as a commercial venture
PW306D1 engine diagnostic unit, in addi- at the end of June. Included in the initial
tion to capturing full-flight streaming data lineup are the PW617, PW306A, and PT6from the Fadec, which helps the company A62 and -A67B. Stickling explained the
ensure high reliability and dispatch rates. benefits from the technology as opposed
According to Stickling, similar to the to standard analysis of oil debris particles.
programs for the PW307 engines on the “Not only is it 100 times more sensitive,
Falcon 7X and 8X, customers can now but we can identify the alloys, so we know
receive discounts when they receive which component it is, and how conP&WC’s full services on the PW306. “If cerned or not we may be about the rate of
you have FAST and you have the on-con- wear or deterioration of that component.”
dition program from the service manual,
To conduct the analysis, P&WC partthen you qualify for the lower on-condi- nered with fellow Canadian company
tion ESP rate,” he said.
and filter debris specialist GasTops.
These different interlocking pro- Samples are sent to Ottowa-based Gasgrams “shows a confidence that when Tops and the results are returned to the
we can do that type of detailed prognos- customers via P&WC’s engine health
tics,” he added. “We can really make sure monitoring web portal. “Once we have
that the customer takes the right action
a fully-understood mission environment
at the right time. That’s when we can
for the operator, and once we have the
see the big availability improvements.”
baselines, we can take samples less freThe PW307 powered aircraft have quently,” said Stickling.
achieved an enviable 99.94 percent dis“If there is anything beyond the norm
patch reliability. The use of advanced that needs attention, the call will come
prognostics have reduced unscheduled
from Pratt & Whitney Canada to the cusinterventions for specific key availabil- tomer advising them on the maintenance
ity drivers on PW307-powered aircraft— that’s required, or the additional samfrom 85 percent in 2015 to 20 percent pling we want them to take.”
in 2017,” giving customers more than
During the trial phase, the technology
50-plus usage hours to plan for the event, has proven to fit well within the engine
the company said.
maker’s proactive mantra. “We’ve been
Another advantage of the company’s seeing significant successes now, on the
ESP program that will be discussed at 617 specifically, where we’ve proven in
EBACE (Booth O115A) is the flyaway kits
the field and in production that we can
given to participants of the ESP plati- really see carbon seal wear well ahead of
num program to carry aboard the aircraft. time, hundreds of hours ahead of time we
“These contain the standard components
can see it progress and then work with the
that we’ve deemed by analyzing the key customer to manage the issue to a convecharacteristics of the engine wear and nient maintenance point.”
n
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EASA OKs Flying Colours for
Challenger 300 ADS-B install
by Samantha Cartaino
Flying Colours (Booth W105) recently 24 hours a day, Flying Colours can comreceived EASA approval to install an ADS-B
plete seven to 10 installations a month
Out system on the Bombardier Challenger between its two North American facilities.
300. At EBACE, executives from the comIn addition to its North American
pany will explain concerns and recommen- clients, Flying Colours has received
dations for ADS-B Out installations.
requests from European owners lookThe company already has the same ing for flight deck and cabin upgrades.
approval from Transport Canada, as well “We want to try and futureproof the airas STCs from the FAA, EASA, and Trans- craft by giving owners the best advice in
port Canada to install ADS-B Out equip- terms of avionics upgrades,” said Kevin
ment in the Challenger 604 and 605. Flying Kliethermes, director of sales for Flying
Colours has performed approximately 30 Colours. “For some European customers
ADS-B Out installations, including 20 on it is more attractive, and often more cost
Challenger 604s in North America.
efficient, to bring their aircraft to our
To prepare for the increase in installa- facilities to have maintenance, instaltion demand, Flying Colours invested in lation, and interior upgrades all conadditional equipment, inventory, and team ducted under a single roof. This latest
members to increase its ADS-B Out instal- approval will help us support existing
lations by approximately 30 percent. With clients in their move toward NextGen
the company’s St. Louis facility operating capabilities, and hopefully attract new

Flying Colours has added the Challenger 300 to its list of EASA-approved ADS-B installations.
In many cases the customer opts for a cabin refresh at the same time as the cockpit update.
ones as the installation slots become
rapidly booked up.”
Additionally, Flying Colours’ avionics
business has been increasing. Last year,
the team worked on more than 30 avionics projects, which included work on the
Pro Line 21 Advanced package, Ku-band,
Ka-band satcom installations, and Gogo’s
Avance L3 and L5 systems. The company

Universal Avionics dealers are ready to outfit operators updating for Europe’s new ATN-B1 requirements, formerly known as Link 2000+.

Universal Avionics all in on ATN-B1
by Matt Thurber
Dealers for Universal Avionics (Booth
N89) are continuing certification of ATNB1 CPDLC upgrades for a variety of business aircraft types. ATN-B1 controller
pilot datalink communication (CPDLC)
is the new name for the former European
Link 2000+ system, and it is the infrastructure created to facilitate airborne
datalink messaging between aircraft and
air traffic control (ATC).
ATN-B1 is not the same as Datacomm
in the U.S. or Future Air Navigation System (FANS) and uses a different message
set. It is essentially similar to Datacomm
and FANS in practice, much like sending
and receiving text messages using preprogrammed messages to avoid confusion.
A FANS-equipped aircraft is already
able to participate in Datacomm services
in the U.S., currently limited to departure
clearances at certain airports but soon
expanding to airborne services. CPDLC

requires a modern flight management
system (FMS) with SBAS (satellite-based
augmentation system) GPS, a datalink
such as Universal’s UniLink UL-800 or
-801 Communications Management Unit
(CMU), and a cockpit voice recorder to
store datalink messages, such as Universal’s CVR-120.
To use ATN-B1, a FANS-equipped aircraft with the Universal datalink needs to
update the CMU’s software to the SCN
31 version. The UL-800/801 SCN 31 software upgrade must be done at Universal’s
facility—the company is headquartered in
Tucson, Arizona—and the upgrade cost
is $15,000. Earlier versions such as Universal’s UL-600 or -700 CMUs cannot be
updated to SNC 31 and would need to be
traded in for a newer model, according to
director of sales Robert Clare.
“It’s a pretty extensive software package,”
he said, “and includes the entire messaging

stack. It’s not a minor upgrade like some of
our other products. It adds a lot of capability and functionality to the CMU.”
To help aircraft operators take advantage of CPDLC, Universal dealers are
developing supplemental type certificates
(STCs) to offer to their customers.
Flightstar, a specialist in Learjet 40/45
avionics upgrades such as ADS-B Out and
FANS, is close to receiving FAA approval
for ATN-B1 for the Learjet 40/45. Once
that STC is approved, Flightstar plans to
add EASA, Transport Canada, and Brazilian ANAC approval.
Chicago Jet has already received FAA
and EASA approval for an approved
model list STC to add the ATN-B1 module to the UL-800/801 for a variety of
aircraft. These include the Challenger
600, 601, and 604; Falcon 50/50EX and
2000/2000EX; and Gulfstream Astra,
G100, GII, GIII, GV, and G500 (older
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also outfitted the first Canada-registered aircraft with the Rockwell Collins
Future Air Navigation System (FANS) 1/A
upgrade, which was installed along with
the ADS-B solution.
Kliethermes said, “Our avionics business is growing, and as we add more
approvals to the business, this will support
continued development in this area.” n

version). Chicago Jet expects to add
ANAC and Transport Canada approvals shortly, as well as FAA and EASA
approval for the Falcon 900/900EX, GIV/
GIV-SP, and Boeing 767-200 by June 1.
Universal also announced that its Swiss
dealer AIEC Switzerland is developing an
STC to install Universal’s AHS-525 attitude heading reference system (AHRS)
in the Learjet 35. The company plans to
upgrade two Learjet 35s with the Universal AHRS at the customer location in Germany, with the potential for a total of 14
such installations. Once the EASA STC is
approved, AIEC plans to have it validated
by the FAA so the AHRS can be offered to
U.S. Learjet 35 operators.
“This will be the first AHS-525 STC for
the Learjet 35,” said Clare. The modern
AHRS replaces the Learjet’s old “iron
gyros,” heavy electro-mechanical devices
that weigh far more and take up more
space compared to the AHS-525. “This
is not a trivial change, and it should save
quite a bit of money and time on maintenance for the gyros,” he said.
Meanwhile, Universal Avionics is
experiencing continued growth in FMS
upgrades to meet NextGen and SESAR
requirements, with SBAS-FMS upgrades
climbing 40 percent during 2017.
“FMS upgrades are still our staple product,” Clare said. “We’re continuing to see
significant growth through the ADS-B
mandates and upgrades due to that mandate and other initiatives. By doing the
Universal SBAS upgrade in support of
ADS-B, this gives operators a solid foundation for other SESAR and NextGen initiatives. The next big push for Europe is LPV
approaches, and these are starting to take
off. The SBAS-FMS is suited for Europe’s
EGNOS network.”
n
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Jet Aviation celebrates
designers in new video
by Curt Epstein
Aircraft completions is one of Jet Aviation’s core businesses, and to highlight
the refurbishment/retrofit/modification
and upgrade (RMU) capabilities of its
completion and maintenance centers in
Basel, Geneva, and Singapore, the Zurichbased company has launched a new video
this week to demonstrate what motivates
its designers.
“The video provides a different and
exciting visual representation of our
inspirational process as we translate our
customers’ vision into reality,” explained
Tommi Krell, the company’s head of
global RMU/MRO marketing. “We created this video in the studio and on
site, transforming some of our facilities
into imaginative and unexpected movie
sets to demonstrate our comprehensive
refurbishment capabilities and our passion for the work that we do, from inspiration to execution.”
The video can be seen at the General Dynamics subsidiary’s booth (A18),
illustrating how the process begins with
“freeing yourself from any limitations,
any pre-conceptions.” Jet Aviation’s

Luxaviation adds trio to
San Marino registry
by Ian Sheppard
Luxaviation Group (Booth N116) added
three aircraft to the San Marino Air Operator’s Certificate (AOC), which was finalized
in January. These comprise a new Bombardier Challenger 350, a Global 5000, and Dassault Falcon 900EX EASy II, “with several
more in the signing process,” according to
Luxaviation San Marino managing director
Robert Fisch.
“We are expecting to receive our EASA
Third Country [TCO] approval soon and,
with that, an influx of new aircraft and customers,” he added. The company reports
particularly strong interest from the Middle
East and Africa.
More aircraft have been added in the
wider Luxaviation Group. These include an
Embraer Legacy 600, Falcon 900EX, and
Cessna Citation XLS+ and XLS. This brings
the total Luxaviation managed fleet to 270
airplanes and 50 helicopters.
The Legacy 600 will be privately managed and based at ExecuJet’s Zürich facility
in Switzerland; the Falcon 900EX and Citation XLS will both be based at Luxaviation
Paris Le Bourget facility; and the Citation
XLS will be based at ExecuJet’s Brussels,
Belgium facility.
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Christopher Watson, head of Luxaviation’s group broker desk, said Luxaviation is
always looking to add to its fleet. The latest
additions are available for full charter services, except the Zürich-based Legacy 600,
which will be privately managed on behalf
of its owner.
The company noted the weekend before
EBACE had been “one of the busiest of the
year,” mainly due to high-profile sporting events such as the UEFA Champions
League Final in Kiev, between Liverpool and
Real Madrid, and F1’s Monaco Grand Prix.
George Galanopoulos, managing director
of Luxaviation UK, said, “Big events in the
sporting calendar…make up a large part of
our business year-on-year. Whether this is
flying groups of fans to cheer on their team
or flying a star player’s agent and management staff, there is always high demand.
Around 70 percent of Luxaviation UK’s
fleet was in the air as a direct result of the
demand for travel to Kiev and Monaco.”
Luxaviation has also opened its first crew
resort at Luxembourg airport. Patrick Hansen,
Luxaviation Group CEO, said, “The Luxaviation Crew Resort is the first of a series of
resorts we plan to open globally.”
n
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dedicated design studio at Basel supports aircraft owners and operators in
developing a “unique style and vision”
when it comes to replacing worn or
dated interiors and exteriors, the company said.
“We are free at the design studio in
Basel to let our inspiration push boundaries for our customers because we are
supported by all of Jet’s workshops and
craftsmen who help breathe life into our
designs,” noted Simon Koenig, director
of interior design refurbishment. “Innovation backed by trusted craftsmanship is
essential for a stunning interior, ensuring
that flawless, lasting finish on a beautiful
veneer and that perfectly sewn seam that
embodies quality.”
In addition to the in-house design and
engineering departments, the Basel location has on-site cabinetry, upholstery,
sheet metal, composite, and paint shops.
Its more than 1,600 professionals can outfit aircraft as large as an Airbus A380 or
Boeing 747, and have already completed
private versions of nearly all major commercial aircraft currently in service. n

Cayman Islands aviation authority promotes
aircraft registry, Aviation City at EBACE
The Civil Aviation Authority of the
Cayman Islands (CAACI) is once again
exhibiting this year at EBACE, marking the 18th time the authority has
appeared at the show.
The CAACI provides customized and
tailored service to the clients on the CI
Aircraft Registry, and its VP-C Online
electronic data management portal has
proved an efficient, effective, secure,
and convenient method of managing
the processes for aircraft registration
and operational authorizations, according to officials.
Leading the delegation at the
Authority’s booth in Geneva (K51) will
be director general Richard Smith,
accompanied by CAACI technical and
administrative personnel to promote
the registry. In addition, Charles Kirkconnell, CEO of Cayman Enterprise
City (CEC), will be in attendance to
promote the newly established Aviation City within the CEC Special Economic Zone, a hub for globally focused
businesses within the aviation sector
seeking access to Cayman’s tax-neutral environment.
Businesses established within CEC
have the benefit of no local corporate,

income, sales, capital gains, or payroll tax.
As CAACI works in close partnership
with local aviation specialists to ensure
that aircraft registrants have expert
guidance on pertinent laws and procedures, Sherice Arman, a partner with
aviation law firm Maples and Calder
will also be available at the booth to
discuss aviation finance, registration,
and legal matters with attendees.
The Cayman Islands registry has
been a party to the Convention on
International Interests in Mobile
Equipment and its aircraft equipment protocol, commonly referred to
as the Cape Town Convention, since
2015. The international treaty aims
to standardize transactions involving
movable property such as aircraft, and
its recognition in the Cayman Islands
offers a measure of comfort to financial institutions that participate in aircraft finance transactions.
C.E.
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The versatile Leonardo AW169 comes with
a wide range of cabins, and the red carpet
indicates that this one is set up for VIP
transport. The seats would look at home in a
large-cabin jet, but the expansive windows
afford a superior view.

Pilot Review: Leonardo AW169
by Alexa Rexroth
A red carpet seemed fitting as it led up to
a VIP-configured Leonardo AW169 sitting
on the ramp like a celebrity at Chicago’s
Vertiport. The helicopter was making an
appearance as part of a demo tour for prospective passengers and pilots. As a member of its Italian family, which includes
the AW139 and AW189, the AW169 is
Leonardo’s new light-intermediate twin.
Designed as a multi-role helicopter, the
AW169 can be configured for civil and
commercial operations such as executive/
private transport, aeromedical, search and
rescue, security, energy, and utility services.
With a 4.6-metric ton or optional 4.8-metric ton mtow and two 1,000-shp Pratt &
Whitney Canada PW210A Fadec engines,
the AW169 can be operated by a single pilot
or a crew of two with up to 10 passengers.
“We have more than 50 AW169s in operation right now in a multitude of segments.
The helicopter is operating not just in VIP
configuration but also in search-and-rescue, utility, and even wind energy as that

continues to progress,” said Leonardo
Helicopters manager of business development Michael Bucari.
Deliveries of the AW169 began at the end
of 2015, following EASA certification. The
FAA greenlighted the helicopter in 2017
and the in-service fleet has logged more
than 10,000 flight hours to date.
“We have more than 160 AW169s on
order. The aircraft is performing extremely
well and the market has really accepted
[it]. This reception has been through the
roof,” said Bucari.

Crew workload is reduced by a fouraxis digital automatic flight control system (DAFCS) coupled with a dual flight
management system (FMS). “You’re
really managing the cockpit. With the
technology that this aircraft has, it will
fly for you and you are the one managing everything else. This really helps to
reduce pilot workload and allows the
pilot to concentrate on their missions,”
explained Bucari.
The avionics suite of the AW169 has the
ability to perform satellite-based IFR LPV
approaches, and a helicopter terrain avoidManaging the Cockpit
ance and warning system (HTAWS) and
Stepping into the cockpit of the AW169 is
synthetic vision system (SVS) are stancomparable to entering an operations con- dard equipment on the helicopter. The
trol center. Three eight- by ten-inch displays FMS also offers robust and customizable
support a fully digital touchscreen-con- capabilities, including picture-in-picture
trolled glass cockpit while the view outside overlays to aid in situational awareness.
and above the panel permits expansive “It’s like a smartphone. Once you underexternal visibility. Fully adjustable seats and stand the architecture of the software
a wide cockpit allow for a comfortable and itself, it’s very hard to go back to whatever
unrestricted pilot operating environment.
you used previously,” said Bucari.

Cabin Comfort

The avionics suite’s picture-in-picture overlay capability, left, enhances situational
awareness. The panel includes three eight by ten-inch displays, with a correspondingly
diverse complement of user-friendly configuration options.
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In executive configuration, the cabin of
the AW169 can seat four to eight passengers, and a wireless cabin control
and entertainment system allow them to
select and stream media on cabin monitors or personal devices.
A unique luxury that lends itself to passenger comfort is the APU mode of the
Pratt & Whitney PW210A turboshafts.
The APU mode allows for continued
operation of the environmental control
system, radios, and medical equipment
when the rotors are stopped.
“It is the first aircraft in its class to have
this style of APU,” said Bucari. “It’s not

an external APU or an additional piece
of equipment. It is integrated into the
engine. We can keep the cabin cool for
VIPs, which offers a nice competitive
advantage. Where it really helps, however,
is on the EMS and search-and-rescue side,
where there is still access to all electrical
capability with the rotors stopped.”

In-house Support

The AW169 features a variable-speed
main rotor that reduces the external
noise footprint while improving efficiency. It is the first helicopter in its
category to support an electric retractable landing gear that helps to reduce
maintenance requirements by way of a
less complex system. According to Leonardo Helicopters, it is also the first light
helicopter to feature a full-ice protection
system, and Swiss Air Rescue Rega will
be the initial operator to use this important capability.
Leonardo offers two HUMS monitoring centers for operators of the AW
series. “We have one in Italy and one
in Philadelphia. We typically work with
operators on the offshore side, but it is
starting to grow as more customers are
signing up for HUMS data capture. It’s
important to share that data so that we
can start finding trends and baselines
earlier for preventive maintenance,”
Bucari told AIN.
According to Bucari, the only outside
vendor Leonardo relies on is for the helicopter’s main landing gear and the engines.
“From a dynamic component standpoint,
the fuselage, the avionics, the gearboxes,
and the blades are all done internally by
Leonardo. In fact, our gearbox is the first
in this class that can be certified to run
dry for 34 minutes,” he said.
The VIP AW169 is currently on a seven-month demo tour and it is expected
that a more utility-focused configuration
will go on tour in the near future.
n
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Jetex aims for 50 FBOs globally by 2020
by Peter Shaw-Smith
Jetex operates or has contracts to construct 29 FBOs worldwide and plans to
open its 50th such facility by 2020, CEO
Adel Mardini told AIN last month. Of the
29 existing Jetex FBOs, three are in Spain,
five in Morocco, and one each in Dubai
and Paris, and the company’s footprint
will be entirely global by 2020, he added.
“Between owning and management we
have 29 [FBOs] now. We are targeting
50 FBOs by 2020. I believe this would
be a good number to maintain the Jetex
service level. We like to be in a niche
position, [rather than] a mass position,
everywhere,” he said.
Such a global network would provide
“major synergies,” he noted, adding “We
are giving one discount, one [type of ]
service. The customer likes to make one
phone call to arrange everything, and this
is what we are doing in trip planning and
as an FBO operator.”

Regional Success

Business aviation in Dubai is slightly
static today, Mardini reported. “I would
say the situation is stable. In the first
four months of this year, we had in Dubai
the same business as we had last year. I
believe the business will grow, especially
now that we see oil prices at $73-$74 per
barrel. Our business is connected to the
oil industry. People flying business jets
are connected to the market. I am very
positive on growth… for the second half
of the year because of the change in the
fuel price.
“Business in the UAE and Dubai is very
good. This is a major destination in the
Middle East and North Africa. Dubai has
very solid infrastructure. This is why we
maintain good growth here. I understand
they [Dubai South] are building Runway
No. 3 now and then they will go to No.
2. There is some talk of four runways by
2022. By Expo 2020, a minimum of three
runways will be ready. We expect our
business to double during Expo 2020.”
He does not see a global recession coming, at least as far as his business is concerned. “In 2017, I had more than 40 percent
growth in my operation in Miami, where I
am doing flight and trip support for South
America. We don’t have any other plan to
be in the U.S. market. Miami is an operation
center only, for coordination and planning
flights. We don’t have an FBO.”
The global trend toward chartering
smaller aircraft is not reflected in the
Middle East, he said. “I do see that on a
global level, but not on a regional level.
People [in the Middle East] flying the
G550 are looking to fly the G650. I have
one customer with a G450 who asked me
how to change to a G550. In the region, I
don’t see this change, but in Europe I do.”
Jetex announced the opening of its
Rome FBO, at Ciampino-G.B. Pastine
International Airport (CIA/LIRA), last
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Jetex CEO Adel Mardini’s 2020 vision includes owning and/or managing 50 FBOs worldwide.
For example, he said he is “very optimistic” about the Chinese market for business aviation.
month. “We started operations at the end
He identified China as a market that
of April. This is our first gateway to the “needs a lot of strategic development,”
Italian market. We are going to add more but noted, “I am very optimistic about
locations… because we see good poten- the Chinese market.”
tial. Milan and Rome are among the top
Jetex (Booth Q89) is operating existing
10 destinations in Europe,” he said.
government VIP terminals in Morocco
Mardini said Jetex is doing well on the
until it completes its own FBOs. The comcontinent. “In Spain, I have Barcelona, pany recently finalized the design for the
Malaga, and Madrid. I have Paris. I have
new terminal in Marrakech, Mardini said.
Rome. I will have around 20 locations in The facility will be nearly 1,000 sq m and
the pipeline by 2020.”
have access to the ramp and immigration.
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The company plans an official opening by
April 2019.
“We believe Marrakech is one of
the top destinations in the world for
[high-net-worth-individuals]. There are
not too many commercial flights to Marrakech. This is why we can have good
business volume. Marrakech had 4,000
movements last year, while the entire
Moroccan airport network had 11,000
movements, so you can see that something like 40 percent of the business is
coming there.
At its Casablanca facility, the company has installed new fittings and furniture in the exit lounge. In Rabat, it is
refreshing the new facility that has been
handed over from the airport authority.
At Dakhla and Agadir, it has its own plans
on the ground.
Even Gulf Cooperation Council
countries outside the UAE are on the
radar. Last November, Oman Airports
Management Company awarded Jetex
a contract to manage FBOs at Muscat
and Salalah International Airports, the
company said.
Jetex won significant market presence
at Al Maktoum International Airport
in Dubai when it managed, as the first
adopter during a period of slow industry
interest, to take half the space allocated
for four common-user FBOs at the VIP
Terminal at the airport, with Abu Dhabi’s
Falcon Aviation and Jet Aviation taking
the remaining two slots.
Mardini has also said that Jetex’s strong
push into the Global FBO business does
not signal a reduction in the importance
of its flight support business. 
n

Taking off doesn’t mean
being out of touch anymore.

Whether you are video-calling your family on a long
flight or joining conference calls en route to your
destination, you want your in-flight Wi-Fi to work.
Honeywell’s JetWave™ system, which exclusively
powers Inmarsat’s Jet ConneX service, provides
seamless inflight broadband and the consistency
you expect, at the speed you need to stay connected
to your life, from all the way up in the air.
Find out the difference JetWave can make
to your travel experience during this year’s
EBACE edition, at stand Y139.
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KERRY LYNCH

“We believe it’s a new standard,” he said. Denali—in December. The engine had
In fact, the engine has so much new tech- accrued close to 40 hours of testing at
nology and simplification in operation GE’s test cell, before moving to a new
that it will require new-cockpit redesigns
test cell as part of a collaboration with a
in forward-fit applications.
Czech Technical University team (CVUT)
At the same time though, Mottier in Prague. Tests were expected to restart
believes there is not as much risk with last month under the partnership with
this program since “we are bringing tech- CVUT, which will be testing that engine
nologies that have millions, hundreds of over the next several years for health-enmillions of flight hours in GE commercial gine monitoring.
[applications] and applying it into the
The next engine—referred to as numsmall engine space.”
ber 5—is anticipated to be ready to for
With a 16:1 pressure ratio, the Cata- testing soon. That engine, to be used
lyst will provide up to 20 percent lower for altitude testing, is slated to head to
fuel burn and 10 percent higher cruise Canada this summer for trials. Meanpower than its competitors, says GE. The while, three engines will go to Cessna
engine is designed with variable stator beginning later this year in preparation
vanes to optimize performance through- for the Denali’s planned maiden flight in
GE Aviation’s new Advanced Turboprop (ATP) engine is now known as the Catalyst. The formal
out the envelope and a two-stage cooled first-quarter 2019.
high-pressure turbine that enables the
In all, GE Aviation expects the program
naming of the turboprop came as GE Aviation moved into the testing phase, completing first
engine run much higher firing tempera- to encompass 10 engines, including one
run for the initial model—a 1,300-shp variant for the Cessna Denali—in December.
tures than other engines in the class. that will be flown on a King Air testbed,
The engine further has a three-stage
again through its partnership with CVUT.
counter-rotating low-pressure turbine
The Catalyst will come under new ice
designed to minimize turning “losses” crystal test requirements, which Fallin said
and improve overall efficiency.
he believes marks a first for a new engine
While the three-stage low-pressure program. While the regulations were
turbine design builds in extra weight, GE intended for larger commercial engines,
Aviation believes the additional available
the requirements affect all new types. “The
by Kerry Lynch
energy, power, and efficiency produced consequences for these small engines are
through the design more than makes up much more than for a big engine,” he said.
With the unveiling of the official name
Emphasizing that the engine is not the difference.
“We are pioneering a new validation methof the Advanced Turboprop engine as the intended only to provide a means to go
GE is incorporating additive manu- odology with the FAA.”
Catalyst in March, GE Aviation (BOOTH faster or be more fuel efficient, Mottier facturing (3D printing) with a dozen key
In total, the test program is anticipated
Z21)celebrated 10 years in the business and said it is designed to change the pilot parts that will lower the parts count by to span some 2,000 hours by the time the
general aviation (B&GA) turboprop sector experience to more of a “jet like” environ- 855, reduce weight by 10 percent, and help Cessna Denali enters service in 2020. The
and its substantial progress toward becom- ment. This includes a simplified cockpit, provide a 1 percent improvement in spe- engine will be built at B&GA’s turboprop
ing a provider of a suite of engines reaching thanks to the single-lever engine and pro- cific fuel consumption.
headquarters in Prague under an EASA
up to 1,700 shp.
peller Fadec control. Calling the engine
The single-lever control is designed to production certificate, but certified under
GE jumped into the B&GA turboprop
a digital design from birth, he added the simplify pilot workload, and the Fadec
the FAA through an agreement involving
market sector through its 2008 acquisi- Catalyst family also will pull down from manages the operability throughout the GE Aviation, the FAA, and EASA.
tion of the former Walter Engines line of
While work continues on the first
turboprops, providing the foundation for
Catalyst application, Mottier noted,
the light turboprop market with engines
“We’re already working on additional
ranging from 750 shp to 850 shp. That
applications and additional engines
acquisition gave GE Aviation a foothold
and engine models.” Next application
in the already developed Czech Republic
announcements will be at the discretion
manufacturing sector, a built-in customer
of the customer, but he indicated a belief
base, and knowledge of the types of serthat announcements may be forthcomvices necessary for such engines, said
ing in the next couple of years.
Brad Mottier, v-p and general manager of
GE Aviation has internally forecast
GE Aviation’s Business and General Aviaa market for some 300 Catalysts a year
tion and Integrated Systems division.
over the next 20 years, but Mottier
But as important to GE, the former
qualified that to point out how long the
Walter family, now known as the H-Series, Textron Aviation’s developmental Denali single-engine turboprop is the first application for
P&WC PT6 has been on the market and
has provided “domain expertise” that has
the thousands of engines produced over
the Catalyst. It will compete in a crowded field with Daher, Pilatus, and Piper.
helped pave the way for a clean-sheet design
the years.
turboprop family to pit against the venera- GE’s commercial family the “digital twin” envelope, said Gordie Follin, engineering
While the Catalyst program represents
ble Pratt & Whitney Canada PT6 series.
concept, which moves toward on-condi- lead for the Catalyst program, noting, a significant investment for GE Aviation
GE announced that 900- to 1,700-shp
tion maintenance capabilities, with the “You don’t have to think about it.”
and ramps up in Prague, it expands on
turboprop family in 2015 originally as the
ability to track exact flying conditions,
“It frees the pilot to fly the airplane… the manufacturing capabilities already in
Advanced Turboprop (ATP) line. And from weather and flying environment to [and] greatly simplifies what’s hap- place through the H-Series.
with that announcement, GE had its first how the engine is flown on every flight pening. It will be automated as you go
major win: a contract to power Cessna’s
and marry that data with built-in knowl- through taxi, climb, cruise, the whole
H Series
new single-turboprop Denali.
edge of the “DNA” of each engine.
cycle,” added Paul Corkery, the lead of In fact, while assembly lines will be
Mottier revealed the change in the name
The engine will initially enter service turboprop programs. Further, the con- separate, component manufacturing
from the ATP to the Catalyst in Prague two with a 4,000-hour time-between-over- trol provides built-in safety, preventing between the ATP and H-Series will be
months ago, saying it signifies GE’s newest haul period, up to a 33 percent increase over-speed, over-temperature or over- co-located. The plant, which includes
turboprop engine family is “a catalyst for from similar engines in the class. Even so, torque conditions.
four test cells in addition to component
change, it’s a catalyst for the competition to GE Aviation’s long-term goal is to elimThe formal naming of the Catalyst manufacturing and engine assembly
be working on something else….it’s a cata- inate service bulletins and unnecessary comes as GE Aviation has moved into
lines, represents a dramatic transformalyst for new airframe designs..for new main- inspections by knowing the specific oper- the testing phase of the engine program, tion from its state when GE first moved
tenance…for new operations…for better ating conditions of each Catalyst engine completing first run for the first model in a decade ago.
pilot experience…[and] for better service.”
under the digital twin concept.
—a 1,240-shp variant for the Cessna
continues on page 44

GE spools up on Catalyst,
while H-Series is thriving
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Fuel ... and so much more.
Visit Avfuel and our FBO partners representing
650+ network locations worldwide.

continued from page 42

GE spools up on
Catalyst engine
After GE Aviation acquired the Walter lines,
it was forced to move production into a different facility in Prague, because the original
property had been sold to a separate entity. It

found a rundown factory in Prague that was
complete with vegetation growing inside.
That factory underwent a renovation. But
to keep the Walter production certificate,
the company transferred the equipment to
the new location in such a way that it was an
exact replication of the original facility, “right
down to the placement of the workbenches,”
Mottier said.
Since then, GE Aviation has continually

GE Aviation
Catalyst
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improved those facilities, introducing lean concepts and upgraded
facilities and processes.
And it built up manufacturing capabilities since that time,
expanding the workforce in Prague
by 60 percent.
For the H-Series alone, GE
Aviation has poured $55 million
into upgrades, beginning with the
compressor and swapping out less
environmentally friendly aspects
of the engine before turning to
other aspects such as the gearbox.
The company added 20 percent
more power and improved fuel
burn by 10 percent over the original Walter M601.
And although the H-Series provided GE Aviation with an entry
into the B&GA turboprop market
and provided that much-desired
domain expertise, the series also
has provided a steady flow of
business, with the 300th engine
delivered last year (an H80-200).
The series has had more than a
dozen applications and work continues on new variants. Testing is
beginning on an aerobatic variant
of the H75 for the new Diamond
Dart military trainer, while the
new Let 410NG is coming to
market with the H85. Meanwhile,
Thrush is closing in on certification of GE Aviation’s electronic
engine and propeller control
(EEPC) system on the H80
powering the 510G agricultural
airplane. The EEPC already had
been approved for H75 engines
powering the Nextant G90XT
King Air upgrade.
In all, GE Aviation has invested
$400 million in its turboprop
programs and expanded its engineering staff to more than 1,800,
a three-fold increase. Its supply
chain spend has doubled and is
expected to increase six-fold over
the next 10 years, Mottier reported.
In reflecting over the B&GA business that GE Aviation has built over
the past decade, he traced from the
beginnings of a dilapidated factory
that has become an expansive operation in the Czech Republic, fed by
local university collaboration and
talent, and of what once was a faltering engine line that is now a thriving
business of engine families spanning
from 750 shp to 1,700 shp. “It’s been
an incredible journey over the past
10 years,” he said.
n

Garmin unveils G3000H
for Part 27 helicopters
by Mark Huber
Garmin has unveiled the G3000H touchscreen controlled, IFR-capable integrated
avionics system for Part 27 helicopters and
named the Kopter SH09 as an initial customer.
The G3000H features WAAS/SBAS, ILS
approach capability, Connext wireless
integration, and visual approach guidance.
The G3000H is built with a flexible and
scalable architecture that can be tailored
to a variety of helicopter designs and combines widescreen, high-resolution, landscape-oriented displays with selectable
split-screen capability and touchscreen
controls that serve as the pilot interface
to the integrated flight deck.
Additional features include helicopter synthetic vision technology (HSVT),
hover display, Telligence voice command,
helicopter terrain awareness and warning
system (HTAWS), helicopter IFR and VFR
route charts including major U.S. metro
areas and oil rigs in the Gulf of Mexico,
reduced protection mode to minimize
nuisance HTAWS alerts, WireAware wire
strike avoidance technology, HSI mapping, visual approach capability, terrain
profile view, available ADS-B In/Out with
TerminalTraffic that minimizes nuisance
alerts in airport environments, and TargetTrend relative motion technology to
more quickly identify traffic conflicts.
Other available features include SiriusXM
high-resolution animated weather radar
imagery, on-board weather radar, radar
altimeter read-out, verbal ATC-like TAS/
TCAS spoken traffic alerts, European Visual
Reporting Points (VRP’s), NVG-compatibility, and the ability to display video input
from compatible FLIR camera sources.
“The G3000H blends a superior feature
set and safety-minded technology into a
contemporary platform for the VFR/IFR turbine helicopter market,” said Carl Wolf, vice
president of aviation marketing and sales.
“The G3000H will ease the workload of
SH09 pilots while providing best-in-class
situational awareness,” said Michele Riccobono, Kopter executive vice president of
technology. Representatives of both Kopter
and Garmin will be at Garmin’s booth (J89)
on Wednesday from 1 to 2 p.m. local time to
jointly answer questions.

Hover Display provides a combination of location, heading, and vector references to help guide and orient pilots
during hovering maneuvers.
Connext wireless integration unlocks
more capabilities from within the
G3000H integrated flight deck, including
wireless database and flight plan transfer
from the Garmin Pilot app, as well as the
sharing of traffic, weather, GPS information, back-up attitude information,
text messaging, and flight tracking with
mobile devices in the cockpit.
Telligence Voice Command uses automatic speech recognition technology
built within the audio system and accepts
hundreds of voice commands at the push
of a button on the cyclic. For example,
pilots can simply state, “tune destination
tower,” to load the tower frequency into
the standby comm position.
HTAWS provides graphical and audible
alerts of potential terrain and obstacle
conflicts along the flight path. Garmin
HTAWS includes forward-looking terrain avoidance (FLTA), which features
five-color contouring and aural advisories
to help keep pilots aware of hazardous
terrain and obstacles. While descending, voice call-outs are also available in

G3000H Features

Cobham (Booth O105) announced that
Chicago Jet Group (CJG) has added
the Cobham NextGen Aviator 300D
SwiftBroadband satcom as well as Avionica’s avWiFi secure wireless access
point and router to CJG’s STC for
the Dassault Falcon 900. This allows
operators to fly preferred routes using
FANS CPDLC (controller-pilot datalink communications), while passengers can access high-speed data
services through a single channel of
SwiftBroadband satcom.

Helicopter synthetic vision technology
(HSVT) displays an “out-of-the-window”
view of surroundings on the primary flight
display (PFD), regardless of weather conditions. The HSVT blends information
related to the helicopter’s position with
topographic databases to create and display real-time 3D images and incorporates
visual and audible alerting of potential
ground hazards by displaying terrain, available obstacles, and powerlines that may
pose a threat to the helicopter.

The touchscreen Garmin
G3000H avionics suite
for Part 27 is loaded
with features to improve
situational awareness.
100-foot intervals beginning at 500 feet.
An additional 50-foot call-out is available
with an optional radar altimeter.
Helicopter route charts are accessible
on the MFD and HSI map.
Reduced Protection (RP) mode works
in conjunction with HTAWS by minimizing nuisance alerts during low altitude
helicopter operations while continuing
to provide protection from terrain and
obstacles.
WireAware wire-strike avoidance technology graphically overlays powerline
information within the U.S. as well as
some locations in Canada and Mexico.
HSI mapping displays an MFD-like perspective map view in the primary field of
view of the pilot on the PFD to help pilots
focus on their instrument scan, enabling
them to better visualize terrain, traffic,

Chicago Jet
Group’s Falcon
900 is now
capable of flying
preferred routes
using FANS
CPDLC.

Cobham, Chicago Jet
add Falcon FANS upgrade
by Samantha Cartaino
There are many benefits of direct satellite datalink communication between
pilots and air traffic control. In addition
to allowing operators to fly more direct
routes, the CJG STC makes available navigational and performance data to reduce
pilot workload and increase operational
safety. Separate safety- and non-safetyrelated voice and data services mean
that passengers have access to cabin
connectivity for voice calls and Internet access without impacting the flight
deck connectivity.
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and weather as it relates to their flight plan.
Visual approach capability automatically generates a three-degree vertical
path from the threshold of the runway
down to pilot-selectable minimums.
Terrain profile view displays a vertical
cross-section view of the active flight plan
on the MFD, so it’s easier to view terrain
and obstacles that may pose a threat
throughout an entire flight.
ADS-B In/Out available with the
G3000H features TerminalTraffic, which
minimizes nuisance alerts in the airport
environment. Audible alerts of potential
flight path conflicts are also available. TargetTrend relative motion technology provides helicopter pilots with a faster, more
intuitive way of judging traffic trajectories
when identifying potential threats while
flying in dense traffic environments. n

“As the only SB-S SwiftBroadband-safety
approved system currently flying, our Aviator satcom products are already allowing
airlines to operate FANS routes over SwiftBroadband, so it’s exciting to bring this technology to the business jet market,” said Scott
Beutel, Cobham regional director, aeronautical products. “Like the airlines, business jet
owners are embracing the concept of a fully
connected flight deck as it will provide them
with a new level of improved operations.
“There is a compelling advantage to
upgrading communications equipment
on board your aircraft, so we are pleased
to work with our partners CJG and Avionica to enable an easy and cost-effective
solution that ensures our Next Gen Aviator 300D and 350D systems are available to
more customers,” Beutel continued.
According to Cobham, its Aviator 300D
and 350D offer more connectivity flexibility than other technologies, and greater
bandwidth is available when paired with
high-gain antennas such as Honeywell’s
AMT-50 and AMT-700 as well as Cobham’s
HGA-600 series and HGA-7001. Meanwhile, Avionica claims its avWiFi is one of
the smallest and lightest products available
to provide Wi-Fi while supporting separate safety- and non-safety-related voice
and data connectivity. EBACE attendees
can receive a 15 percent discount on Aviator 300D and 350D system orders.
n
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AfBAA steps up focus on
serving Africa aviation
by Ian Sheppard
The African Business Aviation Association deciding we serve a community that is
(AfBAA, Booth W43) is poised to select a very different in several ways.”
new chairman, following interviews with
Core to this new way of viewing AfBAA
three short-listed candidates at EBACE is the notion that “you can only grow by
2018. According to Rady Fahmy, the asso- growing locally,” Fahmy said. “We have
ciation’s Egyptian executive director and asked ourselves why we have so many
CEO, speaking to AIN two weeks before more companies from outside Africa than
the show, this will be a key appointment as within; are we truly representative of our
the new person will be tasked with setting own region? If not, is it because we’re not
the future direction and strategic agenda. speaking in the language they require?”
However, the association has already
come to recognize that fostering business
Need for Pragmatism
aviation in Africa will require a different Here AfBAA has also come to realize that,
approach as it’s not dominated by jets.
in relation to advocacy, added Fahmy,
AfBAA’s main event this year, the Com- “Many say that they want to survive first.
mercial General Aviation Symposium So we need to be more pragmatic and
(CGAS), will take place in Nairobi, Kenya, realistic. But this will just be the start.”
on November 22 and 23. “This will be the
For now, however, at EBACE 2018,
association’s first meeting focusing on “The highlight at the moment is the
flight operations in the turboprop hub changing of the guard,” he said, “to get
of East Africa,” said an AfBAA statement. the new chairman before we look at
Meanwhile, AfBAA has confirmed that working groups, et cetera. This person
the next AfBAC-EXPO will take place needs to set the vision first.”
in next year’s second quarter in South
That said, safety workshops will be
Africa again, with the exact location not carrying on and will be “very important
yet confirmed.
this year,” said Fahmy. Also, the memThe previous AfBAC was held at Lanse- bership committee has been working on
ria, near Johannesburg, last November, updating the benefits of membership.
hosted by ExecuJet at its FBO there.
On the data front, which AfBAA has
“We have dissected the association previously set as a priority, Fahmy told
from top to bottom and come up with AIN, “We need to communicate to the
value propositions for operators and sup- market at some point the number of
pliers,” said Fahmy. “They all care about [business aviation] flights and so on.
having an African ecosystem where they Between our members we have a lot of
can come in and do business. So after five information, and we want to push the
years, it’s like we’re finding our own voice, information that is relevant out to all our
looking at EBAA, NBAA, and MEBAA and members.” He noted that those giving

AfBAA
executive
director and
CEO Rady
Fahmy sees the
trade group’s
role as shifting.

The highlight
at the moment
is the changing of
the guard, to get
the new chairman
before we look at
working groups,
et cetera. This person
needs to set the
vision first.”
the data “need to trust you” and understand that they will get data back on the
overall picture, that will help them.
“That’s part of our communications strategy,” said Fahmy, “And the
data needs to come first,” despite the
challenges of even knowing the fleet
makeup. “CAAs in Africa don’t have an
accurate picture of their business aircraft fleets,” he said.
“Also we continue to explain that business aviation exists,” in the few places
in Africa that have business jets, he said.
Previously AfBAA has been active
locally in countries such as Ethiopia,
Nigeria, and others trying to engage
with local regulators and politicians,
through local chapters, to explain

the nature of business aviation. This
will continue with Nairobi in November providing a focus on turboprops.
“Instead of going there and talking jets,
jets, jets, we’re looking at turboprops,”
he said. The last day of the event will
take place at Wilson Airport, Nairobi’s
general aviation field and the biggest
GA concentration in Africa, apart from
Lanseria, and perhaps Maun, Botswana.
For CGAS, AfBAA is partnering with
the Aero Club of East Africa.

Turboprops and Helicopters

“The association has a duty to represent
the interests of other sectors in addition
to business jets,” Fahmy said. Unlike
West Africa, which maximizes the capabilities of longer-range jets, East Africa
depends on the flexibility, versatility, and
‘off road’ capabilities of the smaller turboprop and helicopter machines.”
AfBAA is also looking beyond, into
countries such as Congo, which Fahmy
compared to Brazil in terms of size and
potential benefits from business aviation. “It is a country that begs for GA. It
has lots of mountains and there aren’t
roads and railways, but estimates put
the value of the minerals there in the
trillions of dollars.”
Meanwhile, Fahmy said the association is not focused on North Africa,
preferring to focus on other key regions.
“We didn’t put North Africa on our
plan for this year and next year as we
want to concentrate on places such as
Kenya, South Africa, and Nigeria.” He
added that AfBAA now has a “cordial
agreement” with the Middle East and
North Africa Business Aviation Association (MEBAA), also an IBAC member,
whereby each will coordinate any events
and initiatives in North Africa in cooperation with the other.
n
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Aerogate, iJet open Spanish joint venture

Embraer offers top communications systems

Embraer’s Lineage 1000E offers SwiftBroadband data for easy Internet access throughout a
flight. At EBACE, Embraer announced that Viasat’s new high-speed Ka-band satellite communications system will be offered on its midsize Legacy 450 and 500.
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Dubai-based trip-planning and flight
management company iJet (Booth I66)
has established a joint venture with
Spanish flight dispatch provider Aerogate. IJet said the goal of the venture is
“to overcome language barriers and add
a personal touch and local expertise to
[our] services in the Iberian region.”
The iJet Espana effort represents
further growth for the company since
it was established in 2014. “A company that started its journey in Dubai
with a team of five now boasts 45-plus
employees and regional offices in all
the aviation hubs of the world,” said the
company, which added that it now has
“a strong presence in Latin America, Far
East Asia, China, Russia, Indonesia, and
the African continent.”
“We’re continuously growing and
expanding our network to be able to
provide services of the highest quality

E - N E W S L E T T E R F O R B U S I N E S S AV I AT I O N
to aircraft
operators around the globe,”
said iJetwww.ainonline.com/alerts
CEO Adnan Branbo.
The company aims to enhance the
quality of flight operations for business
aviation operators. “Four years into its
AERO DEFENSE INDUSTRY E-NEWSLETTER
establishment,
iJet now competes with
www.ainonline.com/subscribe
big names
in the industry, offering premium flight support and aviation services
worldwide,” the company claimed. This
year and next, iJet’s mission is to “zero in
AIR TRANSPORT INDUSTRY E-NEWSLETTER
on eliminating flight-processing delays.”
“As www.ainonline.com/subscribe
a startup company it [can be]
difficult to convince clients to work
with iJet; however, once they do, they
always come back,” said iJet vice president Ben
Ali.
I.S.
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Flying the FalconEye
combined vision system
by Matt Thurber
As the sun disappeared behind the mountains surrounding Chambery Airport in
Savoie, France, we continued the ILS
approach to Runway 18 in a Dassault
Falcon 8X equipped with the FalconEye
head-up display (HUD). Although most
of the clouds were high enough at 3,500
feet agl to make it easy to spot the airport next to Le Bourget Lake, visibility
was low and it was impossible to see
with natural vision the mountains in the
deepening darkness. Scattered to broken
clouds occasionally obscured the ground,
and lights from the town below us peeked
through, blinked out, then reappeared.
But thanks to the FalconEye HUD, from
the left seat I could easily see the mountains,
the lake, the town, and, most important, the
runway awaiting our landing.
Dassault engineers have been working on FalconEye since 2011, and it was
certified in 2016 in the Falcon 2000 and
900 then in the 8X in early 2017. In July,
Dassault expects to receive certification
for “EFVS to 100 feet” operations in the
8X, then in the 2000/LXS in October and
900LX in December.
Enhanced flight vision system (EFVS)
to 100 feet is the capability under current
regulations allowing pilots to fly HUDequipped airplanes to 100 feet before
switching to natural vision to complete
the landing. Eventually, Dassault plans
to certify FalconEye-equipped jets for
“EFVS to land” operations, which means
pilots could fly an approach and land
without using natural vision to see the
runway, although there will be minimum
visibility requirements.
Essentially, Dassault is aiming to create a new HUD-enabled capability, which
it calls “equivalent visual operation,” or
EVO, allowing pilots to land safely at all
types of airports in all kinds of weather
and without the need for expensive added
equipment, time-consuming training, and
operational limitations that come with
Cat II and III approaches.
Although FalconEye is an option on new
Falcons, most buyers, especially those opting for the 8X, are choosing the new HUD.
On the new 6X, FalconEye will be standard
equipment. Dual HUD installations will
also be available for the 8X and 6X.

Situational Awareness

The benefits of FalconEye aren’t just in
facilitating IFR approaches, but more
importantly in improving pilots’ situational
awareness. For the first time, it combines
live enhanced vision system (EVS) imagery with database-driven synthetic vision
system imagery on a HUD. FalconEye is
the first combined vision system (CVS) to
achieve EASA and FAA certification.
Dassault’s work on CVS isn’t the only
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such effort. Honeywell has successfully
demonstrated CVS on a head-down display
(primary flight display), with the EVS and
SVS imagery combined together—overlaid
conformally—a tremendously difficult challenge. Pilots who have flown the Honeywell
CVS were able to land well within the tight
parameters of a specific box near the runway touchdown zone almost every time,
with excellent repeatability.
The Rockwell Collins HUD on the
Bombardier Global 6000 and its HGS
3500 compact HUD on the Embraer Legacy 450 and 500 can display both EVS and
SVS imagery, but not at the same time.
Rockwell Collins has a CVS as well.
In designing FalconEye, Dassault engineers had to decide whether to try to
combine EVS and SVS, à la Honeywell, by
overlaying the imagery conformally or to
devise a better solution. Overlaying the
imagery is hard because SVS is derived
from a terrain database, and the data need
be off only slightly for the SVS image not
to be conformal—not matching exactly
the real-time EVS image, which comes
from onboard sensors and cameras.
The FalconEye solution was to give the
pilot leeway in how to display EVS and SVS
imagery on the HUD and to allow both to
be displayed at the same time, but not overlaid. As a result, FalconEye allows the pilot
to adjust a horizontal split line between EVS
and SVS, moving the line up or down the
HUD combiner depending on the particular
outside environment. For example, during
the approaches that I flew at Chambery, I
could set the split line on the horizon so I
could see the visually obscured mountains
depicted clearly on the SVS, and below the
split line I could see the EVS imagery of the
town, lake, roads, and airport.
But what about seeing terrain surrounding the immediate airport environment on SVS? Dassault engineers cleverly
figured out how to include the benefits of
EVS even when SVS is the predominant
image displayed on the HUD. What they
did was carve out a conformal runway
clear zone around the airport, so even if
the airport is within the SVS depiction,
the selected destination runway is clearly
visible via EVS inside the clear zone.
The FalconEye system consists of an Elbit
HUD with a large field of view of 40 degrees
horizontal and 30 degrees vertical and 1,280
pixel horizontal and 1,024 pixels vertical
resolution. Maximum brightness is 3,000
foot-lamberts, which ensures that HUD
symbology is bright enough even during the
daytime. FalconEye, in fact, can be used as
a primary flight reference during all flight
phases and all allowable types of operations.
The EVS side of FalconEye consists of
a CMC Electronics multi-sensor camera
mounted on top of the airplane’s nose.
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Despite darkness and visibility-limiting weather, the view is clear through Dassault’s
FalconEye combined vision system. It uses enhanced- and synthetic-vision technology.
The camera is fitted with four day sensors
and one night sensor, and these are for
detecting lights during the day or night. A
thermal sensor is for terrain imaging.
Combined, these six sensors capture
details in the visible wavelength and near- and
long-wave infrared wavelengths. The output
from the sensors is mixed and matched to
provide two functional modes selectable by
the pilot: high mode for high-visibility conditions and low mode for low-visibility.

the airport and away from the terrain.
After flying with FalconEye for more
than two hours in the 8X, I came to appreciate the massive improvement in situational awareness, as well as how it helps
pilots fly smoother and with greater safety
during low-visibility operations, especially
when high terrain is nearby.
n

Left-seat View

FlightSafety International (Booth F79)
has expanded its EASA phased recurrent training program to most of the
company’s training centers that provide
EASA training, including the company’s
Farnborough and Paris locations. The
program, which is compliant with EASA’s
flight crew licensing regulations, Part-ORO,
consists of two distinct training modules
per year over a three-year period.
“This customer-focused program provides European operators with more
flexible training and scheduling options
that can reduce the number of days
during each visit to a learning center,”
said Steve Gross, FlightSafety senior
vice president of commercial sales.
Topics covered during ground school
are aligned with the simulator sessions,
which include a line-oriented flight training exercise with at least one airport
pairing. This is followed by additional
exercises that help to prepare the pilot
for initial and/or recurrent training. An
upset prevention and recovery training
course is provided each year and CAT
II, special airports, and right-hand-seat
training programs are also available.
In addition, FlightSafety (Booth
F79) offers an international training
package for European operators. It
includes either a two- or three-day recurrent training event with a license/
operational proficiency check followed
by an operational proficiency check six
months later.
T

During the flight around Chambery, with
Dassault test pilot Philippe Rebourg flying
right seat, I flew four approaches, including ILSs to minimums on Runway 18, circling approaches to Runway 36 and missed
approaches. I tried many variations of adjusting the split between EVS and SVS during
the approaches and observed the benefit of
the airport clear zone with EVS while SVS
showed the nearby mountainous terrain.
With the five visible-light sensors and
the infrared sensor, the EVS mode depicted
clouds below us in different colors, some
gray and dark and others white and green,
depending on which sensor was providing
the information to the HUD.
In the clear zone, I could easily see the
runway boundaries and edges, approach
light bar symbols—which matched the
location of the approach lights so the pilot
knows where to look—and runway lights.
When flying toward the airport, the runway is easily visible, at first identified by a
1,000-meter-high pole topped by the runway’s magnetic orientation number (QFU)
to help the pilots find the end of the runway,
then as we flew closer to the airport, by the
clearly marked borders of the runway.
While flying the final circling approach,
I turned a bit late to the downwind leg,
and I could see a hill in front of but still
below us in the SVS. We would have cleared
it, which I could clearly see by looking at
the flight path vector pointing above the
terrain depicted on the SVS imagery, but
for maximum safety I turned back toward

NEWS note

JSSI. A BETTER APPROACH
For nearly 30 years, we’ve provided maintenance support for
virtually every make and model of business and regional jet,
turboprop and helicopter on the market. Wherever you fly, enhance
your ownership experience with a complete range of maintenance,
financial and consulting services from JSSI.

M O R E T H A N H O U R LY C O S T M A I N T E N A N C E P R O G R A M S

JSSI
PARTS

JET ENGINE
LEASING

ASSET
MONITORING
PLATFORM

VISIT US AT BOOTH #A89

WE ARE JSSI.
JETSUPPORT.COM

ADVISORY
SERVICES

Business Jet
Traveler’s
7th Annual
Readers’
Choice Survey
Nearly 1,200 BJT subscribers responded
to our latest Readers’ Choice survey.
Highlights of the results follow.
This article first appeared in Business
Jet Traveler magazine. For the complete
report, visit bjtonline.com/2017 survey.
To request a free subscription, visit
bjtonline.com/subscribe.

What three aircraft features are most important to you?
Economical operation
187

144

FLYING PRIVATELY

Range

What are the three most important
reasons you fly privately?

Aircraft manufacturer

132

162

140

118

167

256

93

192

76

208
130

178

152
96

180

97

third most important

Cabin amenities & technology

126

57

62

86

400

600

800

1000

41

most important
second most important

85

How has your private flying changed in the
past year compared with the year before?

third most important

65

9 31

43

number of respondents
100

200

300

400

500

How do you expect your private flying to change in the year ahead?
Will fly a bit more

Flew a bit more
Flew a bit more

23%

Flew much more
Flew much more

60

Baggage space
0

33%

6%
Will fly much more

7%

8%
Will fly much less

Flew a bit less
Flew a bit less

58

Product support history
number of respondents

200

Flew much less
Flew much less

91

Aircraft model's accident history

157

0

86

most important
second most important

Security
77

109

95

57

Privacy
98

101

Runway performance

Ability to work & hold business meetings en route
144

114

Cockpit technology

More comfortable flight
154

111

92

Ability to use airports that airlines don't serve

104

88

Age of aircraft

155

309

111

Speed
84

280

152

Cabin size

Save time
472

124

15%

Will fly a bit less

50%

2%
5%
52%

Flew about the same
Flew about the same

Will fly about the same

continues on page 52
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Introducing the world’s
most advanced technology winglet.

Again.

Presenting the latest tipping point in aerodynamics: Split Scimitar Winglets for the Boeing
™

Business Jet. Created by the makers of the Blended Winglet now flying on more than 8,000
™

jet aircraft worldwide. Get on board today. Call Aviation Partners at +1 (206) 762-1171.
®

See us at EBACE Stand Y33

continued from page 50

WISHED-FOR AIRCRAFT
If you could receive a complimentary year of flying, which aircraft would you choose?
Single-engine turboprop

Midsize-cabin jet

Pilatus PC-12

Cessna Citation Latitude
57 %

32 %

Daher TBM 900/930

Embraer Legacy 450/500
17 %

26 %

Cessna 208A or 208B Caravan

Gulfstream G150

17 %

23 %

Piper M600

Hawker 800/900 series

4%

16 %

Other

Other
5%

0

2%

percent
10

20

30

40

50

percent

0

60

Twin turboprop

5

10

15

20

25

30

35

Super-midsize-cabin jet
Bombardier Challenger 300/350

Beechcraft King Air (all models)

37 %

75 %

Gulfstream G280

Piaggio Aero P180 Avanti series

26 %

16 %

Nextant G90XT

Cessna Citation 750 (X)
17 %

4%

Other

Cessna Citation 680 Sovereign
6%

0

14 %

percent

10

20

30

40

50

60

70

Hawker 4000

80

4%

Other

Very light jet (VLJ)

3%

Embraer Phenom 100
50 %

Cessna 510 Citation Mustang

0

10

15

20

25

30

35

40

Large-cabin jet

34 %

Eclipse 500/550

Gulfstream G450

6%

48 %

Cirrus SF50

Dassault Falcon 900 series or 2000 series

4%

30 %

Other

Bombardier Challenger 600 series

5%

15 %

percent

0

10

20

30

40

Embraer Legacy 650

50

6%

Other

Small-cabin/light jet

1%

Embraer Phenom 300
30 %

Cessna Citation CJ4
29 %

Learjet 70/75

percent

0

10

20

30

40

50

Ultra-long-rage/heavy jet
Gulfstream G650/G650ER

20 %

59 %

HondaJet

Dassault Falcon 8X

9%

21 %

Hawker/Beechjet 400

Bombardier Global 6000

7%

19 %

Nextant 400/400XTi

Other

3%

1%

Other
2%

0

percent

5

percent
5

10

15

20

25

30

percent

0

10

20

30

40

50

60

Bizliner
Boeing BBJ, BBJ2, or BBJ3
75 %

Airbus ACJ318, ACJ319, ACJ320
13 %

Embraer Lineage 1000
10 %

Other
2%

0

percent
10

20

30

40

50

60

70

80

continues on page 54
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A REFLECTION OF EXCELLENCE

Come and visit us
on stand W33
at EBACE

TAG Farnborough Airport
Design and people working beautifully together
The purpose-built airport for BUSINESS, for PRIVACY, for LONDON
tagfarnborough.com

continued from page 52

Light single-turbine helicopter

Light twin-turbine helicopter

Bell Helicopter 505

Bell Helicopter 427 or 429

31 %

53 %

Bell Helicopter 407

Airbus Helicopters H135

30 %

17 %

Airbus Helicopters H130

Leonardo AW109 series

12 %

10 %

MD Helicopters MD 500 series

Bell Helicopter 222 or 230

10 %

9%

Airbus Helicopters H125 series

MD Helicopters MD Explorer

5%

7%

Leonardo AW119

Other

5%

5%

percent

Enstrom 480 or 480B
2%

0

10

20

30

40

50

60

Other
6%

0

5

percent
10

15

20

25

30

35

OWNED AIRPLANES
If you or your company owned a business aircraft in the past three years, please rate it on each of these factors.*
% Excellent

% Very Good

% Average

Bombardier

% Fair or Poor

Dassault
Falcon

Daher

Hawker

Embraer

Gulfstream

(out of
production)

Mitsubishi

Pilatus

Piper

Textron
Aviation
Beechcraft &
remanufactured
Hawker

Textron
Aviation
Cessna

Aircraft
reliability
3255
32
32
1155
32
232
232
11232
11232
11290
290
10
10
10090
10090
010
010010010
0068
28
28
28
468
28
028
284028
4028
4061
61
34
34
34
361
613361
34
34
34334
334
3373
22
22
22
573
22
22
2250225022
5032
54
54
54732
754
754
754754754
7771
71
71771
29
29
029
71029
710071
29
29
029
029
0083
083
13
13
13383
13383
0133083
1330133013
3024
67
67
67
1024
10
10024
67
067
67
10067
10
10058
58
058
37
37
37358
37
237
23732373237
3265
26
26
26765
126
26
1 765
1267126712671 71 71 1 1
555555
3255
1155
321155
23211255
1155
1155
90
11290
1110
290
2090
10090
100090
090
68
0068
28
0068
068
0468
284068
284068
468
4068
61
4034
4061
061
0361
34334
3361
3361
73
3373
22
3373
373
3573
225073
225073
5073
5073
32
5032
54
5032
032
0732
54732
54732
732
732
71
77 29
77 29
7071
0029
710071
83
0083
013
083
0383
133083
133083
24
3024
67
3024
024
010
24
67
024
67
1024
10024
067
58
10010
37
058
0358
37358
2373258
358
358
65
3265
26
3265
265
2765
26765
26
1 765
765

Aircraft
value for
price paid
414136
4141
3641
36
22
41
36
2241
36
22
236
4122
241
36
22241
36
22241
36
22
236
22
236
30
22230
22
222
30
50
230
50
230
50
210
30
50
1030
50
10
30
50
10
10
30
50
10
10
30
50
10
10
30
50
1050
1050
10
50
1010
50
1010
50
28
1050
28
1050
10
28
18
50
28
1850
28
18450
28
18450
28
1850
428
1850
428
18428
18
428
53
18453
18418
53
29
453
29
453
29
418
53
29
1853
29
18
053
29
18053
29
1853
029
18053
29
18029
18
029
25
18025
18018
25
53
025
53
025
53
20
025
53
2025
53
20
225
53
20
225
53
20
25
253
2025
253
20
253
20
253
20
29
220
29
220
29
43
229
43
229
43
221
29
43
2129
43
2129
743
2129
743
2129
743
2129
743
21743
21743
86
21786
21721
86
786
786
77867786
77086
77086
7786
0786
077077053
77053
7053
37
7053
37
053
37
0753
37753
377353
377353
37753
337
753
33773377337
52
7352
7352
33
7352
33
352
33
3552
33
552
33
10
552
3310
552
33
510
52
33
510
52
33
10
533
10
533
29
51029
10
5 29
53
51029
53
1029
10
53
1329
53
1329
53
13529
53
13529
53
1329
553
13529
53
13553
13
553
45
13545
13513
45
38
545
38
545
38
515
45
38
1545
38
1545
238
15245
38
1545
238
1545
238
15238
15
238
152152152 2 2

Cabin
amenities &
technology
262626
3326
3326
33
33
26
33
3326
33
33
826
33
33
826
33
33
26
833826
33
33
833
33
833
33
10833
10
833
40
10
810
40
810
40
810
40
4040
10
40
10
40
10
40
1010
40
40
10
10
40
10
10
40
40
1040
40
1040
40
47
1040
47
1040
47
44
1047
44
1047
10
44
947
44
947
449044
479047
44
9047
44
9047
449044
9044
24
9024
9024
42
9024
42
024
42
26
024
42
2624
42
26
824
42
26
824
42
2624
842
26824
42
26
842
26
842
26
42
826
42
826
42
43
842
43
842
43
81142
43
1142
4311342
4311342
43
1142
343
11342
43
11343
11343
18
11318
11336
11
18
318
36
318
36
39
318
36
3936
18
39
736
18
39
718
36
39718
36
39718
36
39
736
39
736
39
8739
8739
38
8738
87 38
846
7 38
84638
846
838
846
838
846838
46
8838
846
838
46
838
46
41846
41
846
45
41
841
45
841
45
81441
45
1445
4114
045
4114041
45
14041
45
14041
45
14
045
14
045
14
5014
5014
29
5029
50 29
562
029
56229
562
529
562
529
562529
62
5529
562
529
62
529
62
13562
13
562
13
51
513
51
513
51
33
513
51
3313
51
33
313
51
33
313
51
33313
33
51313
51
33
351
33
351
33
16333
16
333
36
16
316
36
316
36
43
316
36
4336
16
43
536
16
43
516
36
43516
36
43516
36
43
536
43
536
43
543
543
555

Cockpit
technology
292929
3929
3929
39
25
29
39
2529
39
25
829
39
25
829
39
25
29
839
25829
39
25
839
25
839
25
70
825
70
825
70
30
870
30
870
30
8070
30
070
30070
300070
30
070
030
0070
30
030
030
56
0056
0056
037
056
37
056
37
0756
37756
377056
377056
37756
037
7056
3770377037
49
7049
7049
38
7049
38
049
38
014
49
38
1449
38
14
049
38
14049
38
1449
038
1449
038
14038
14
038
49
14049
14014
49
39
049
39
049
39
010
49
39
1049
39
10
49
239
10249
39
1049
239
1049
239
10239
10
239
10
11210
11210
48
11248
112 11
48
24111
48
4148
1141
048
1141048
1141048
1141048
1141048
41
048
43
41043
41041
43
21
043
21
043
21
29
043
21
2943
21
29
43
721
29
43
721
2943
729
2143
721
29
721
29
721
29
53
729
53
729
53
40
753
40
753
40
7753
40753
407053
407053
40
753
040
7053
4070400740
19
7019
7033
19
7019
33
019
33
019
33
3319
33
33
14
33
19
33
1419
33
33
14
19
33
14
19
33
33
1433
33
1433
33
18
1433
18
1433
48
18
1418
48
1418
14
48
34
18
48
3448
18
34
048
18
34
018
48
34018
48
34018
48
34
048
34
048
34
28
034
28
034
28
40
028
40
028
40
027
28
40
2728
40
27
428
40
27428
40
2728
440
27428
40
27
440
27
440
274274274 4 4

Cost of
maintenance
181830
1818
3018
30
43
18
30
4318
30
43
930
18
43
918
30
43918
30
43918
30
43
930
43
930
43
30
943
30
943
30
40
930
40
930
40
910
30
40
1030
40
10
20
30
40
10
20
30
40
10
20
30
40
10
20
30
40
10
20
40
20
1040
10
26
2010
26
2010
20
2626
2026
20
26
29
26
26
2926
29
17
26
29
17
26
26
29
17
26
29
17
26
26
29
1726
29
1726
29
41
1729
41
1729
41
19
1741
19
1741
17
19
35
41
19
3541
19
35
541
19
35
541
19
35541
35
19541
19
35
519
35
519
35
13535
13
535
33
13
513
33
513
33
39
513
33
3933
13
39
15
33
13
39
1513
33
39
15
13
33
39
15
13
33
39
1533
39
1533
39
15
439
15
439
25
15
425
15
4 15
25
44325
44325
443
29
25
443
2925
443
29
25
43
429
25
443
29
25
43
2925
43
21
2943
29
2143
29
21
5729
21
5729
21
57
1421
57
1421
57
14757
2114721
57
14721
57
14721
57
14757
14757
14
17714
17714
45
17745
17717
45
28
717
45
2845
1728
10
45
1728
1017
45
28
10
45
17
28
1017
45
28
1045
28
1045
28
10
528
10
528
48
10
548
10
5 10
48
53348
53348
533
14
48
533
1448
533
14
48
33
51448
533
1448
33
1448
33
15
1433
15
1433
42
15
1415
42
1415
14
42
3115
42
3115
42
31
13
42
1531
1315
42
31
13
15
42
3113
15
42
31
1342
31
1342
31
18
1331
18
1331
18
13
4118
13
4118
13
41
3118
41
3118
41
31
1118
4131
1118
41
311118
41
311118
41
31
1141
31
1141
311131113111 11 11

Manufacturer’s
product
support
272727
3527
3527
35
25
27
35
2527
35
25
13
35
27
25
13
27
35
25
13
27
35
25
13
27
35
25
1335
25
1335
25
50
1325
50
1325
50
30
1350
30
1350
13
30
20
50
30
20
50
30
20
050
30
20
050
30
20
50
030
2050
030
20
030
20
030
20
44
020
44
020
44
35
044
35
044
35
019
44
35
1944
35
1944
35
11944
135
1944
35
11944
135
19135
19135
45
19145
19119
45
37
145
37
145
37
16
145
37
1645
37
16345
37
16345
37
1645
337
1645
337
16337
16
337
53
16353
16316
53
31
353
31
353
31
313
53
31
1353
3113
353
3113353
31
1353
331
1353
331
13331
13
331
13
11313
11313
21
113 11
21
3 1121
54
31121
5411
21
54
1421
1154
141121
54
1411
54
21141121
54
1421
54
1421
54
64
1454
64
1454
64
29
1464
29
1464
14
29
764
29764
297064
297064
29
764
029
764
02970297029
50
7050
7050
40
7050
40
050
40
010
50
40
1050
40
10
050
40
10050
40
1050
040
1050
040
10
040
10
040
10010010
38
10
010
38
010
38
010
38
3810
38
38
14
38
10
38
1410
38
38
14
10
38
14
10
38
38
1438
38
1438
38
27
1438
27
1438
27
52
1427
52
1427
14
52
1327
52
1327
52
13852
2713827
52
13827
52
13827
52
13852
13
852
35
13835
13813
35
45
835
45
835
45
816
35
45
1635
45
16
535
45
16535
45
1635
545
1635
545
16545
16
545
165165165 5 5

Overall
satisfaction
333333
4833
4833
48
16
33
48
1633
48
16
333
48
16333
48
1633
348
1633
348
16348
16
348
60
16360
16360
16
40
360
40
360
40
3060
40
060
40060
400060
40
060
040
060
040
040
040
59
0059
0059
38
0059
38
059
38
0359
38
359
383059
383059
38
359
038
3059
383038
3038
47
3047
3047
39
3047
39
047
39
01147
39
1147
39
11339
4711347
39
1147
339
11347
39
11339
11339
50
11350
11350
11
43
350
43
350
43
3650
43
650
43650
243650
243
650
243
650
2436243
6243
14
6214
6214
57
6214
57
214
57
29
214
57
2914
57
29
057
14
29
014
57
29014
57
29014
57
29
057
29
057
29
71029
71029
71
21
071
21
07121
077121771
217071
217071
217071
217071
2170217021
50
7050
7050
47
7050
47
050
47
0350
47350
473050
473050
47
350
047
350
04730473047
19
3019
3062
19
3019
62
019
62
01419
62
1419
62
14562
1914519
62
14519
62
14519
62
14562
14
562
34
14534
14514
34
49
534
49
534
49
513
34
49
1334
49
13334
49
13334
49
1334
349
1334
349
13349
13
349
36
13336
13313
36
52
336
52
336
52
310
36
52
1036
52
1036
252
10236
52
1036
252
1036
252
10252
10
252
102102102 2 2
* Owners of more than one aircraft were asked to respond regarding the one they use most often.
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The Greatest Value
in Aviation Training

Quality
Service

•
•

Experience
Technology

Your Most Trusted Safety Partner

Unmatched Advantages

Customers choose FlightSafety for our unequaled experience,

•

1,800 master instructors deliver 1.4 million hours
of instruction annually

•

Outstanding Customer service, amenities and
benefits including Proficiency Protection

•

Global network of Learning Centers provides
worldwide reach for training

•

Unequaled advanced training programs and
most complete range of courses

•

Master Aviator™ takes pilots beyond proficiency
delivering the highest standard in safety

•

Largest fleet of advanced-technology
simulators manufactured by our experts

•

Dedicated to enhancing aviation safety since 1951

master instructors and advanced-technology training devices.
But they return for the consistent value they receive in every
safety-focused training program we offer. At each of our numerous
locations that span the globe, Customers know they’re trained
by experts, and assisted by FlightSafety teammates who go above
and beyond to ensure the best possible experience. With unmatched
service and support, Customers become part of the FlightSafety
family during and after their training. They train on precision
simulators designed and manufactured by engineers and
technicians with decades of real-world training experience to
match today’s sophisticated aircraft. Expect the greatest value from
your most trusted training provider. Only FlightSafety delivers it.

Aviation professionals from around the world trust us to provide the highest-quality training and outstanding service.
More than 1,800 highly experienced professional instructors deliver aircraft- and mission-specific courses, using our
comprehensive training systems and advanced-technology flight simulators designed to enhance safety. Trust your
training to FlightSafety. You’ll see why so many aviation professionals make the same choice. And have since 1951.
For more information, please contact Steve Gross, Senior Vice President, Commercial
314.785.7815 • sales@flightsafety.com • flightsafety.com • A Berkshire Hathaway company

ForeFlight service options
expanded to include Europe
by Amy Laboda
ForeFlight (Booth K66) is introducing
a Europe region subscription option for
its electronic flight bag app this summer,
using Germany as its gateway, the company announced on April 18. “We are
combining an array of high-quality European data, our Eurocontrol-integrated
flight planning and filing capabilities, and
a broad suite of navigation and safety features to deliver an integrated flight application for VFR and IFR flying to European
pilots,” ForeFlight co-founder and CEO
Tyson Weihs told AIN.
Weihs sees the ForeFlight Mobile app
as a single-point solution for European
pilots. “With one application, pilots can
review airport information and maps,
review Notams, plan and brief flights
for pistons or jets, validate and file flight
plans with Eurocontrol, navigate complex airspace, avoid terrain and obstacles

with hazard alerts and synthetic vision,
and access weather and traffic in flight,”
he explained. All European coverage
plans include Jeppesen’s digital VFR data
directly on the ForeFlight aeronautical
map, according to the company. The new
European subscription is also a result of
ForeFlight’s partnership with Jeppesen
and makes extensive use of Jeppesen
aeronautical data.

Wireless Connectivity

Customers can file flight plans directly
from the mobile app or on the web. ForeFlight’s global, redundant AFTN connection provides direct and unlimited access
to filing flight plans with Eurocontrol at
no additional cost or account configuration. Routes from the Graphical Route
Advisor can be filtered based on IFR, VFR,
YFR, or ZFR flight rules.

Luton announces summer
nighttime noise restrictions
by Samantha Cartaino
New nighttime noise restrictions at London Luton Airport (LTN) will start June
1 through September 30 and will take
place every summer until further notice.
Additionally, aircraft with a value greater
than Quota Count (QC) 1—meaning
those with effective perceived noise levels above 92.9 EPNdB—will not be permitted to operate during the nighttime
period (between 10 p.m. and 5:59 a.m.
UTC) starting in summer 2019.
The 24-hour airport also will not allow

ad hoc movements during the nighttime
period, banning general aviation and
maintenance flights at night. Series flights
will not be allotted night slots during the
nighttime period. Revising existing confirmed slots will not be allowed during
the day (6 a.m. to 9:59 p.m. UTC) and
night. Further, non-emergency diversion
flights will not be permitted between 10
p.m. and 5:59 a.m. UTC.
Luton Airport is also taking precautions
during the daytime. For example, daytime

ForeFlight’s new European subscriptions
allow pilots to file flight plans with
Eurocontrol at no additional cost.
The app connects to select Garmin
avionics via a Flight Stream 110 or 210
Bluetooth wireless gateway, enabling
two-way flight plan transfer and, where
available, the display of ADS-B weather,
traffic, backup attitude, and GPS position

slots will not be allotted to any aircraft
greater than QC1 between 6 a.m. and
9:59 p.m. UTC. The airport will not allow
aircraft changes to confirmed slots that
involve replacing aircraft with a QC1 or
lower value to an aircraft that exceeds QC1
during the day. Additionally, non-emergency diversion flights will not be permitted to land at Luton during this time.
The airport has been monitoring noise
levels with its three fixed and four portable noise-monitoring terminals. According to Luton Airport’s website, it aims
for a daytime noise level of 82 dB and
a nighttime noise level of 80 dB, which
are equivalent to a busy residential road.
Taking measures such as these new
nighttime noise restrictions ensures the
noise level will stay at an appropriate
scale, it said.
n

New summertime
rules at London
Luton Airport
restrict nighttime
operations to
quieter aircraft.
The complex series
of regulations
are aimed at
reducing maximum
overnight noise
levels to 80 dB or
less, with daytime
goals of 82 dB.
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on an iPad or iPhone running ForeFlight
Mobile. ForeFlight connects to Garmin’s
GTX 345 ADS-B Out transponders via
Bluetooth to receive GPS, AHRS, pressure altitude, and ADS-B weather and
traffic information with select models.
The app can also connect via Wi-Fi to
Avidyne’s IFD 540/440 avionics to receive
GPS position and flight plan information.
The company is offering three plan levels with individual subscriptions: Basic
Plus, Pro Plus, and Performance Plus,
which range in cost from €89.99 through
€269.99, plus additional fees for specific
add-ons. Those add-on options include
Jeppesen VFR terminal procedures (formerly Bottlang charts), Jeppesen IFR
global chart coverages (which is already
available), and host nation VFR data
packages such as charts and procedures
from DFS, the company in charge of air
traffic control for Germany.
All subscription plans from the most
basic to “Performance Plus” for Europe
include Jeppesen’s digital VFR and IFR
navigation data, which are dynamically
rendered directly on the app’s datadriven aeronautical map, as well as
instrument approach procedures, charts,
and documents provided via Eurocontrol.
“Our team members in Denmark, Germany, the UK, and Finland, along with
our large beta team and thousands of
current European customers, have been
flying throughout Europe every week and
helping us carefully craft a product that
works well here,” said ForeFlight European director Kim Lantz.
n

NEWS note
Private jet charter marketplace Victor,
in partnership with Air BP and its Target Neutral carbon emissions offset
program, has officially launched an
offset effort for operators and customers, following a trial phase that began
late last year. The program is aimed at
allowing the company and its participating aircraft operators to be among the
vanguard in meeting industry deadlines
regarding reduced environmental impact.
More than half of Victor’s and Air
BP’s 20 largest operator customers
have already signed on, the companies
said. According to Victor, the number of
charters booked through its platform for
operators that have signed on to the carbon-offset scheme has increased by 46
percent year-over-year versus standard
operator bookings.
“Victor continues to set an agenda for
positive change across the private aviation industry,” said company co-founder
and head of supply Mike Ryan. “This
program…offers an instant opportunity
for operators to advance their carbonreduction plans ahead of several crucial
industry deadlines, while further validating the role of private aviation to the
customer as a driver for global economic,
social, and cultural development.” T

Who is the training
partner more focused
on your needs?
We are.
Welcome to CAE, training partners with a difference. Our ﬂexibility means
we’re more able to accommodate your personal schedule or meet your speciﬁc
training needs. Elevate your training experience and work with a team
that works with you.

Visit us at EBACE - Booth #H89.
For more information: +1 (800) 527-2463 / +1 (972) 456-8000 or
www.trainwithcae.com

Your worldwide
training partner
of choice

Al Naqbi expects a record turnout
for December’s MEBAA show in Dubai
by Peter Shaw-Smith
MEBAA Dubai 2018, which is expected to
see 10,000 visitors, more than 50 aircraft on
static display, and over 500 exhibitors, has
become one of the business aviation world’s
top three shows, Ali Alnaqbi, founding and
executive chairman of the Middle East Business Aviation Association (MEBAA), told
AIN in the run-up to EBACE.
“Of course, I have a plan to continue
growth. We have new local companies,
as well as from Europe, the U.S., and, of
course, Saudi Arabia, coming. This year,
the show’s [exhibition hall footprint] will
be 15 percent bigger than in 2016.”
In 2016, MEBAA had 9,000 visitors,
43 aircraft, and 430 exhibitors, he said.
“These numbers show the confidence people in the Middle East and North Africa
have in the Dubai show. We are really
going in the right direction.”
Citing information from the UAE’s
General Civil Aviation Authority (GCAA),
Al Naqbi said he believes there are
approximately 140 aircraft registered in
the country.
“We expect to have 40 additional aircraft
around Expo 2020. Some of them may
remain here afterward. We are aggressively promoting the Expo and business
aviation at the event,” he said.
“I think Al Maktoum International
[DWC] is going well. They still have issues
with five FBOs. I would like to see more,
but for now, the market is well served. The
FBO business is doing well here in the Middle East overall—and specifically here in
Dubai. Dubai International [DXB] is a very
busy airport. People love to be there. The

Ali Alnaqbi,
founding and
executive
chairman of
the Middle
East Business
Aviation
Association
(MEBAA)
prestigious part is not convenience, but
actually landing there. I think movements
should shift to DWC. I would say 90/10, or
80/20 [in DWC’s favor], is the right ratio.”
Alnaqbi said the GCAA is working to
rationalize the local market and allow
more foreign operators into the country without inadvertently promoting
gray-market activity.
“People look at it from the perspective
of the aircraft register under the A6 [UAE
designation] only, operating business aviation charter. But there are many A6-registered aircraft which are privately owned.
They are not under management, and
they are not commercial. That is the discussion going on now within the GCAA;
the foreign operators versus those registered locally in the UAE,” he said.
“You cannot stop foreign operators coming to the UAE. The problem is that this
causes ‘gray market’ activity. We are trying,
with the GCAA, to put regulations in place
which support and respect the market but
do not stop the foreign operators coming in. We need to get the balance right.
GCAA has established a working group,

with MEBAA and its members, and all the
operators, FBOs, and flight support companies involved. Work will continue until
we find a solution.”
Alnaqbi said many outside players were
considering entry to the Middle East
market. “Regional growth is high. Everyone wants to be here. MEBAA is playing
a major role in easing rules and regulations. We bring everybody together. We
are talking to the authorities [in several
countries]. Everybody is excited to see
us solving issues from country-to-country. This gives new players confidence to
come to the region. It also encourages
new standards as well.”
Alnaqbi said it is difficult implementing a regulation in one country and then
transferring it to another. One example
he gave was that of changes in flight duty
time, which, after being implemented in
the UAE, had been successfully transferred to Saudi Arabia.
“They canceled all Part 91 registrations in
[Saudi Arabia] and have got foreign operator flights under [more] control. In Jordan,
at the same time, those who request ‘gray
market’ flights will not get permission to
overfly. So everybody is looking at it. Tunisia said: ‘Send us the document you implemented in the UAE.’ They immediately
implemented it. So did Morocco. MEBAA is
the bridge to bring everyone together, and
represents the whole industry.”
Alnaqbi added that according to the
latest information he had received from
the General Authority for Civil Aviation
(GACA), there were about 180 to 190

aircraft registered in Saudi Arabia, but
that, with the inclusion of aircraft registered outside, the total was around 400
Saudi business jets today.
“Saudi Arabia has been affected by the
decisions we have seen from the beginning of last year. But in my opinion, this
is in the best interests of the market. It
used to be dominated by one or two players. Now it has opened up for everybody.
It is positive in the long term for the market. But people have to be patient. We are
watching Saudi Arabia,” he said.
“It is sorting itself out. I would be more
than happy to help U.S. or European
companies who want to enter the kingdom. The free zone concept has started
there. The market in Saudi will open up.
But people are [rushing]. They want to
move to Saudi tomorrow. It takes time to
change people’s mentality. The UAE did
not change overnight. [But] things are
going in the right direction with their new
leader, no doubt about it,” he said.
In Morocco two years ago, there had
been little recognition of the requirement
for business aviation services at all. With
two shows there under MEBAA’s belt, the
authorities were now aggressively working to develop Tit Mellil as an executive
airport, and licenses for nine FBOs had
been awarded.
MEBAA (Booth T33) is evaluating
maiden shows in several locations, including, Alnaqbi implied, Tunisia, Lebanon,
and Egypt, a country where preparatory,
meetings took place last year. MEBAA
Saudi Arabia is taking place on September 3, 2018, after the March conference in
Jeddah was postponed due to Saudi government fire-safety regulations, he said.
The 2018 MEBAA show in Dubai will
be on December 10-12, preceded by a
conference on December 9. A MEBAA
conference is also slated for Tunisia on
September 17. 
n

Spectro moves, enlarges Swiss Lab Facility
Aircraft fluid and debris analyst Spectro
Jet-Care relocated its Swiss laboratory
earlier this month from its previous location in Basel-area Kaiseraugst to a larger,
remodeled facility nearby. According to
the UK-based company (Booth L51), the
expansion has allowed it to increase its
testing portfolio there to match that of its
UK and U.S. locations.
“The continued strong growth, in particular of the aviation and industrial business,
through our Swiss laboratory has led to the
move, enabling us to treble the size of our
previous laboratory space,” noted David
Glass, managing director of Spectro Oil.
“In addition, the development of our
UK and U.S. facilities in recent years, and
now the Swiss facility, has allowed us to
maintain our position as a first-class,
independent laboratory on a worldwide basis.”
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The new facility, unveiled on May 11 at
Landstrasse 23, five minutes from the previous location of Rinaustrasse 452, also
provides increased office space and newly
created customer areas, which the company
claims will allow it to focus on furthering
business opportunities in Central Europe. To
that end, it has brought on a new business
development manager, Hans Czerwinski,
who will be based in Germany, and will concentrate his efforts on the region.
Spectro has been in operation for more
than four decades and through its analysis of oil life provides early warning of
engine problems, allowing customers to
secure optimum maintenance cycles and
avoid unplanned downtime. Its Kaiseraugst location opened in 2000, and all
three laboratories provide testing and
calibration under the ISO/IEC 17025:2005
industry standard.
C.E.
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Traxxall wins JoinJet business
Aircraft maintenance tracking and inventory
management specialist Traxxall Technologies (Booth T45) added JoinJet as a client.
The charter operator will use the Traxxall
maintenance-tracking service for its fleet of
26 aircraft that includes Dornier jets, Hawkers, Beechjets, and a Piaggio Avanti. Part of
Danish operator Sun-Air, JoinJet provides
charter, corporate shuttle, air ambulance,
and management services.

JoinJet implemented the system after analyzing it, along with other maintenance trackers, over the past year. “Since we first started
using Traxxall almost a year ago, we have
been very pleased with its performance,”
said JoinJet CEO Kristoffer Sundberg, adding
the system has helped it manage a diversified fleet. “Traxxall helps shorten unscheduled downtimes and scheduled maintenance
milestones.” K.L.

CONNECTED BY SPEED

Speed is of the essence with Daher’s TBM 910 and TBM 930. Cruising at a maximum
330 kts., they travel continental distances rapidly and efficiently. The ultimate in
cockpit technology is now enhanced by the Me & My TBM app, enabling pilots to
quickly analyze flight and maintenance data on smartphones, while also connecting
them to the community of TBM aviators and Daher’s worldwide TBM support network.
Speak to a Daher TBM expert: (Americas) +1(954) 993-8477 (International) +33 5 62 41 77 88
www.tbm.aero

- Photo Airborne Films

Crafted for Aviators

EBACE, the Continent’s grand stage for the best and biggest in business aviation, draws
the world’s premier aircraft completions and refurbishment services companies, all
showcasing the latest innovations in this rarefied realm of interior design. Here are
some of the exhibitors likely to make interiors news at this year’s show, and key developments of the past annum.

EBACE stage a top platform
for completions specialists
by James Wynbrandt

What
Does

Mean
To You?

A. Parts Made Available

C. Providing More Alternatives

B. Parts Made Affordable

D. ALL OF THE ABOVE

What does PMA really mean to operators and Certified
Repair Stations?
It means that we can solve your part availability issues, bring part
prices down and provide more alternatives in an increasingly restrictive
parts market.
With more than 500 parts engineered, certified and manufactured
in the past 5 years, everything from individual parts, piece-parts and
assemblies to machined, sheet metal parts, O-rings, rubber seals and
Teflon parts, Av8 PMA has your solution. We even have experience
in hydraulic components and specialized hardware.
To find out what PMA can mean to you, please visit www.av8pma.com
or call 713-589-2668 today.

Visit Us At EBACE - Booth #U90
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Switzerland’s Jet Aviation (Booth A18)
Comlux America, U.S. completion
is committed “to both beautiful design
center of Switzerland’s Comlux Group
and craftsmanship, alongside the new- (Booth O99), recently announced it will
est technologies” in its completions, said install a complete VIP interior on a green
Matthew Woollaston, vice president, ACJ320neo for an undisclosed Asian cuscompletions sales and marketing. These tomer over a 10-month span, “one of the
technologies include weight-management shortest completion cycles to date,” said
processes, creating “significantly lighter” Scott Meyer, CEO of Comlux Compleinteriors that enable aircraft to fly farther tions. The aircraft is slated for induction
and/or carry more than standard-weight in September 2019.
interiors, Woollaston said. Two recent
U.S.-based Duncan Aviation’s display
ACJ interiors were lighter than contractu- (Booth E89) includes a spectrum of cabin
ally obligated, he said, one an ACJ330 that refurbishment and upgrade options for
can fly against prevailing winds nonstop business aircraft. A simple change in cabin
from Riyadh to Los Angeles.
lighting, such as colored and color-changIn addition to design and craftsman- ing upwash and downwash lighting, can
ship, GDC Technics (Booth D08) has
bring new life to an interior, according to
also placed a priority on weight reduction. Duncan, as can retrofits with alternative finIn fact, the interior of the first of two VVIP ishes, such as carbon-fiber material, painted
787s under completion at its Fort Worth, finishes, and metal and leather on cabinets.
Texas facility came in “20 percent lighter
Flying Colours (Booth W107), the
than industry estimates” for a standard Canadian Bombardier completion and
cabin interior, Mohammed Alzeer, GDC modification specialist, sold a minority
general partner, reported earlier this year. interest this year to New Heritage CapiAeria Luxury Interiors (Booth C51) tal, a private-equity firm. The investment
has delivered its first full VIP widebody amount “can’t be disclosed,” said Sean
completion, refurbishing an unidentified Gillespie, executive vice president of sales
widebody model for an undisclosed cus- and marketing for Flying Colours, but was
tomer. (The widebody’s 3,000-sq-ft inte- “sizeable,” and will fund an expansion of the
rior reported by Aeria is very close to a company’s Peterborough, Ontario head777-200’s.) In February the San Antonio, quarters facilities, among other projects.
Texas company won a completion conNarrow- and widebody completion
tract for a BBJ 737-700, with the project specialist Haeco Private Jet Solutions
now underway. Aeria also became a direct (Booth J71) of Xiamen, China, has drawn
subsidiary of Singapore’s ST Aerospace
attention with its cabin design concepts
and received its own Part 145 repair sta- based on feng shui and Zen principles.
tion certificate, which will streamline its But it can design, build, install, and cercompletions and maintenance processes, tify customized designs of any style. It is
the company said.
the only authorized completion facility
AviationGlass & Technology (Booth in the Asia-Pacific region for both Airbus
L98) is showcasing its AeroGlass mirrors, and Boeing, and provides all necessary
transparencies, and ornamental panels for EASA, FAA, and CAAC regulatory approvcabin interiors. Up to 50 percent thinner als, according to the company.
and 25 percent lighter than traditional
Signature Plating (Booth Q107), metal
polycarbonate products, according to the plated parts maker for aircraft manufacturNetherlands company, they nonetheless ers, refurbishment and completion centers,
provide superior optical quality via 99.9 and individual aircraft owners, is displaypercent transparency and are scratch and ing its decorative plating products for airUV-resistant.
craft cabins and highlighting its ability to
Last year at the show Basel-based anodize parts and color match metal parts
Amac Aerospace (Booth I115) announced
and finishes. “It’s a very specific skillset;
its selection to perform the first com- we don’t have employees, we have artists,”
pletion on an ACJ320neo, for UK-based said Zane Leake, Signature’s president. n
Acropolis Aviation, launch customer for
the NextGen ACJ. An update on the project is on Amac’s EBACE agenda, along
with showcasing the latest cabinetry and
YO U R S O U R C E F O R AV I AT I O N N E W S
interior structures from JCB Aero, its
www.ainonline.com
Toulouse-based subsidiary.

E - N E W S L E T T E R F O R B U S I N E S S AV I AT I O N

www.ainonline.com/alerts

Pearl engine brings new luster to bizav

cold-start testing at -40 degrees C. In all,
test engines have amassed 2,000 hours
and 6,000 cycles. Rolls-Royce executives
expect the program to accrue 10,000 hours
by the time the engine enters service at the
end of next year.
The development comes as RollsRoyce sees growth in business aviation.
“We believe sunnier skies are ahead for
the business aviation market,” said Scott
Shannon, Rolls-Royce senior vice president customers for business aviation,
pointing to an anticipated strengthening
of GDP, as well as the number of high-networth individuals. Rolls-Royce is predicting a market for 8,500 to 9,000 business
jets over the next decade, he said, adding,
“We are launching the Pearl family to
make the most of this.”
As for the choice of Pearl as the name of
the new family, Shannon said this reflects
the characteristics of the engine: robust
and sustainable, retains value, organic and
environmentally friendly, and a symbol of
luxury and wealth.
n

by Kerry Lynch

continued from page 1

Bombardier Globals
Mach 0.89 on the Global 5000 and 6000.
Fuel burn is also decreased by up to 13 percent, which Coleal notes make the aircraft
not only “greener” but improve on operating costs.
These changes further boost range of
the Global 5500 to 5,700 nm (500 nm
more than the 5000), and the Global
6500 to 6,600 nm (600 nm more than
the 6000). The benefits are particularly
notable in conditions such as hot and
high. “Performance on a regular day is
one thing, but the real test comes when
conditions are different,” Coleal said.
The new Globals can fly 1,300 nm further from Toluca, Mexico, than their
predecessors. This reach is made possible by increased thrust, he said, which
allow for short-distance takeoffs with
more fuel.
The additional range enables the Global
5500 to connect São Paolo, Brazil, and
Paris, as well as Moscow and Los Angeles;
and the 6500 to connect Hong Kong or

emissions, which is 80 percent better
than international environmental regulations and 48 percent more margin than
the BR710. The smoke output is so small
that it is barely if at all visible, company
executives said.
Dirk Geisinger, program director and
chairman of Rolls-Royce Deutschland, said
to make these environmental gains, keep
the same dimensions, and enable a Mach
0.90 operating speed for the new Globals,
Rolls-Royce employed a series of advanced
technologies surrounding the new core.
This required “a lot of looking at a higher-revolution level, higher temperatures
and…at the best aerodynamics you can
find,” Geisinger said.
Enhancements to the aerodynamics of
the new high-pressure compressor deliver
50 percent higher pressure ratio (24:1), he
said. New lightweight materials are used
to withstand the higher temperatures
yet keep the size the same. The blisks are
made of titanium. The combustor was
designed with enhanced noise dampening
and impingement effusion cooling technologies to lower emissions.
Also new is the two-stage shroudless
high-pressure turbine that is developed
with a modulated case-cooling system to
reduce fuel consumption and also enable
higher temperatures. The low-pressure
turbine features three stages of shrouded
blades with an optimized case to allow for
a smaller core size.
Another key aspect comes from the
digitization of the engine. The advanced
engine health monitoring system

enables on-condition maintenance with
the ability to generate information from
thousands of parameters and send that
information to the ground in real-time.
The health monitoring system is configurable to the information needs of various end-users.
Developed at Rolls-Royce’s Center
of Excellence for Business Aviation
engines in Dahlewitz, Germany, the
first Pearl application has undergone
an intense development program with
first run in 2015 and EASA certification
in February. Shortly after certification,
the Pearl 15 began the flight-test campaign aboard the Global 5500 and 6500
flight-test vehicles.
The test program has checked off a
number of key milestones, including
lightning strike, water ingestion, ice, and

This Global
6500 test
aircraft has
been flying
with Pearl 15
since February.

MARK WAGNER

Rolls-Royce (Booth W71) unveiled a
new engine family for the large and
very-long-range class of business aircraft with its first applications—the
Bombardier Globals 5500 and 6500,
in hand. Quietly in development for
years, the Pearl builds on the venerable BR700 family that has powered the
Global 5000 and 6000 as well as the
Gulfstream G550 and G650. The first
variant, the Pearl 15, fits within the
same nacelle package that is on the
current Global 5000 and 6000.
But the engine incorporates numerous
changes, adopting research involving key
technologies derived from Rolls-Royce’s
Advance2 engine technology demonstrator program. The result is a new core with
new high-pressure compressor, along
with advanced engine health monitoring,
low-emissions combustor, and a two-stage
shroudless high-pressure turbine.
Under the Advance2 program, the Pearl
engine family could have a potential range
from 10,000 to 20,000 pounds of thrust.
The first member, the Pearl 15, will produce 15,125 pounds (ISA+15), providing
up to 9 percent more thrust during climb
than the BR710, but improving efficiency
at the same time.
The engine has a 7 percent improvement in specific fuel consumption and
is two decibels quieter, even further
exceeding Stage 4 noise standards.
Among the most notable gains are the
NOx emissions, which exceed international-set standards by 35 percent—a 20
percent gain over the BR710—and smoke

Singapore and London, as well as Toluca,
Further, the cabin suite adopts the patMexico, and Madrid.
ented Nuage seat also fitted within the
Inside the aircraft, the Rockwell Col- larger Global 7000. Coleal said the seat
lins Fusion-powered Vision flight deck represents the first new seat architecture
will have the “clearest vision” in business in business aviation in more than 30 years,
aviation, Coleal said. The cockpit is the proclaiming it as the “most comfortable
business aviation launch application of seat in the skies.” The Nuage seat features
Rockwell Collins’s combined vision sys- deep recline for rest, a patented tilt-link
tem, which merges infrared enhanced system to dip the base of the seat as the
vision and synthetic vision system into a back reclines, and a tiltable headrest to
single view.
optimize neck support.
In addition, the cockpit comes with a
The conference/dining suites in
new “safety and situational awareness the Global 5500 and 6500 further are
package” that includes features such as equipped with the Nuage “chaise.”
advanced weather radar detection with Unique to these two aircraft models,
predictive windshear, ADS-B In with real- the chaise provides traditional divantime traffic information, and advanced style seating for business meetings. But
airport moving maps, along with an it can also reshape into a lounge conimproved terrain database.
figuration, where a person can recline
The cabin includes a dedicated rest and lie back. This design was inspired
area and a kitchen placed in front of by company executives who noticed that
the aircraft—“where it belongs,” said people tend to sit on the credenza. “Our
Coleal—with designer-home features design team took it from there,” he said.
such as a steam oven that allows for The chaise will be patented similarly to
more gourmet meal options. Addition- the Nuage seat.
ally, the newest Globals are fitted with
In the rear is a private suite
new cabinets and countertops to further designed as a “secluded retreat” with
enhance styling.
a new en-suite that has two dedicated
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windows, additional storage, and a
walk-in shower option. The aircraft
have in-flight accessible pressurized
baggage space.
The Global 5500 and 6500 will incorporate Ka-band high-speed connectivity.
This has become a selling point with customers, Coleal said, noting that the lack
of Internet is becoming an AOG item.
The entertainment system displays 4k
ultra-high resolution. As for as the environmental system, the cabin incorporates options for 100 percent fresh air
and turbo cool or heat, which enable
quicker temperature changes.
The 6500 is making a brief appearance in Geneva for the unveiling but
will return to the flight-test program in
preparation for entry into service next
year. Coleal said the two flight-test vehicles will be sufficient to see the program
through certification.
The 5500 and 6500 actually have lower
list prices, at $46 million and $56 million,
respectively. The 5000 and 6000 are listed
at $50.4 million and $62.3 million, but
Bombardier executives stress the market
will dictate ultimate pricing.
n
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Piaggio sales up; plans
bump in Evo production
by Ian Sheppard
Italy’s Piaggio Aerospace, which was
acquired by Abu Dhabi, UAE-based
Mubadala in 2014, said its new fiveyear plan unveiled in December has
already led to positive results. In fact,
sales and production of its $7.7 million Avanti Evo turboprop twin are
picking up following a few years of
sluggish performance.
A change of mindset is seeing a
focus on customization to suit demand,
including special mission variants and
options such as a large cargo door, company CEO Renato Vaghi told AIN. He
was keen to stress the focus on Italian
design flair in the cabin and that this
was particularly appreciated in emerging markets such as Asia and even the

Middle East, which is becoming less
averse to turboprops.
There are now 20 aircraft in various
stages of assembly on Piaggio’s production line in Villa d’Albenga, Italy, including 12 Avanti Evos, said Vaghi. The other
eight airframes are Hammerhead P.1HH
unmanned variants destined for the UAE
armed forces, a program that is also
now being pushed through after several
years of delays. The Italian air force is
also expected to order Hammerheads,
which would further boost the company’s return to form.
More than 230 P.180 Avantis are now
in service worldwide, 10 of which are the
new-generation Evos. “If you ordered one
at EBACE, you should have it by mid-2019.

There is an eight- to nine-month wait
time,” he noted.
“We are hoping to double the production rate in a very short period of time,”
said Vaghi, who explained the newly invigorated company has increased efforts to
enhance its sales force, agents and customer support worldwide. It already has
eight sales/support offices around the U.S.
and “many more worldwide,” but wants
to “open more where we have a concentration of aircraft,” said Vaghi.
At EBACE 2018 Piaggio Aerospace
(Booth T123) has an Avanti Evo in the
static display (SD10). According to the
company, the third-generation P.180
cruises at up to 402 knots, with P&WC
PT6 engines driving five-blade scimitar propellers “and the three-lifting
surface configurations work together
to give Avanti Evo unique aerodynamic performance.”
The eye-catching design dates back
to the 1980s, with the prototype P.180
making its maiden flight in 1986. The
Evo’s range is around 1,700 nm, and it

Piaggio CEO
Renato Vaghi
wants to double
the production
rate of the
Avanti Evo
pusherprop.
has a stand-up cabin height of 5 ft 9 in
(1.75m), “the biggest in its class,” Piaggio claimed.
“We have a wide cabin and for operating
costs per mile I think the P.180 is unbeatable, especially compared to jets,” Vaghi
said, noting that potential buyers typically compare the P.180 with the Cessna
Citation CJ2, Embraer Phenom 300, and
Beechcraft King Airs.
Furthermore, Vaghi said field performance is “impressive” and “the Evo has
improved even further recently. It has
better speed with winglets and the digital
steering removes a weakness it had.” n

DAVID McINTOSH

First ACJ320neo to enter final assembly
next month, with delivery by year-end

Taking care of business on the static

There are more than 55 business aircraft on the 18,000-sq-m static display at EBACE this year.
The aircraft range from twin-engine turboprops such as Piaggio Aerospace’s P.180 Avanti Evo
to business jets such as Bombardier’s Challenger 350.
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Final assembly of the first Airbus Corporate Jets ACJ320neo is expected to
begin next month on this very production
line, followed by green delivery to launch
customer Acropolis Aviation of the UK in
the fourth quarter. A second green ACJ320neo will also be handed over to its
customer by year-end.
Orders for the ACJ320neo family, which
includes the ACJ319neo, now total nine
aircraft—six ACJ320neos and three ACJ319neos. Delivery of the first ACJ319neo, to
launch customer K5 Aviation, is expected
during the second quarter of 2019.
The ACJ319neo can seat up to eight
passengers with a 6,750 nm range while

the ACJ320neo can transport 25 passengers with a 6,000 nm range. ACJ president
Benoit Defforge said, “New engines and
Sharklets enable the ACJ320neo family to
link even more of the world nonstop, in a
large and comfortable cabin.”
There are more than 190 Airbus corporate
jets in service worldwide and ACJ customers
have access to Airbus Corporate Jets customer-care centers and authorized service
center network. Airbus’ VIP widebodies also
include the ACJ330neo and ACJ350XWB.
Airbus Corporate Jets (Booth Z55) is
highlighting the ACJ320neo family this
week here in Geneva and has two ACJ319s
on static display.
A.R.

SAVE THE DATE FOR THE WORLD’S
LARGEST BUSINESS AVIATION EVENT
Join over 25,000 industry professionals for the most
important three days of business aviation, with 1,100
exhibitors, 2 static displays of aircraft – one inside the
exhibit hall and the other outside at Orlando Executive
Airport, and more than 50 education opportunities. Save
the date and visit the NBAA-BACE website to learn more.

www.nbaa.org/2018

Gama Aviation to open Bournemouth Mx
by Ian Sheppard
Farnborough, UK-based Gama Aviation Gama Aviation (Booth E51) one very large Aviation Plc is listed on the AIM exchange,
will relocate its TAG Farnborough Airport hangar (Hangar 12) on a long lease, with
the company stated the move would take
and London Oxford Airport-based main- 135,000 sq ft of floor space, compared to place in the second half of 2018 and would
tenance operations to Bournemouth Inter- the combined total of just over 70,000 “provide necessary capacity for expansion
national Airport, on the south coast of the
ft sq at Oxford and Farnborough, and all of the company’s European ground busiUK. “Both our European Air and HQ Group “for about the same price.” Gama Aviation ness, which grew by 20 percent in 2017,
functions will remain at Farnborough. It is
said its Europe Air division, and its other while delivering immediate efficiency savonly our Farnborough maintenance busi- facilities in the UK (Aberdeen, Glasgow, ings.” Consolidating its jet and turboprop
ness plus the jets business at Oxford Air- Fairoaks, and Doncaster) and Jersey in maintenance activities at Bournemouth
port that are moving to Bournemouth,” a
the Channel Islands, will not be part of will mean one workforce in one location,
company spokesperson told AIN.
the restructuring.
and plenty of room for expansion and for
The move will solve various capaciIn announcing the decision earlier aircraft parking.
ty-related and practical issues while giving today to the city of London, where Gama
Taking the hangar, which was originally
built for the UK’s canceled Nimrod maritime patrol aircraft program and was more
recently home to a private Boeing 747SP,
has “at a stroke created an operational
facility and provided a platform to take
UK-based Airops Software (ASL, Booth according to customer volumes, seasonout all the [current] restraints. For examE51), has launched two apps—myairops ality or time of day, the company added.
ple, we have no hangar large enough to put
FBO and myairops Crew—aimed at providMyairops Crew is an Apple iOS app
a [Bombardier] Global in at Oxford.”
ing personnel with real-time information configured to provide flight crews with
The company estimates that restrucwhile also streamlining billing.
down-route trip information and allow
turing costs will amount to approxiMyairops FBO, a cloud-based software the operator to gather real-time cost and
mately $2 million, which will be funded
for airports, airfields, and FBOs, orga- flight data.
out of operational cash flow, and “will
nizes information “into a series of tasks
Tim Ford, managing director of Airops
be incurred largely in 2018 and treated
that optimize team productivity and the Software, which is a subsidiary of Gama
as either exceptional items or capital
customer experience via a simple inter- Aviation, said, “The days of paper, spreadexpenditure, with no impact on underface,” said Airops. It also enhances billing
sheets and other manual processes are over.
lying profitability of the group. The cash
accuracy and “with a sophisticated bill- Operations need high quality, real-time
costs related to the restructuring will be
ing engine” that allows variable pricing data that can be actioned immediately.” I.S.
offset by the end of the first half of 2019
through capital contributions by the new
landlord and a rent-free period.”
“The transfer will deliver near-term
efficiency savings and revenue synergies
which are expected to more than offset
the costs of additional space from 2019
onwards, while also laying the foundations
for further growth,” the company said.
“This investment in a large, secure and
modern MRO facility removes the physical

AirOps launches myairops FBO and crew apps

Airops Software’s newest mobile apps,
myairops Crew and myairops FBO, offer
real-time information and organize billing.
constraints on our [maintenance and support] business and is a powerful signal of
our intent as we accelerate our growth
strategy in Europe,” noted co-founder and
group CEO Marwan Khalek.
Steve Rigby, chief operating officer, Rigby
Group—owner of Bournemouth International Airport—said, “We are delighted to
welcome Gama Aviation to Bournemouth
International Airport. This move will create a major new facility for business aviation as a core component of the strategic
development of the airport.”
n

MARK WAGNER

Comprehensive Superyacht Consulting
lifts off at Helicopter Services Malta

G Forces Face Off on Static

Bombardier’s Global 6000 (background) is literally head-to-head with Gulfstream’s G500
here at the EBACE static display. They are also fierce competitors in the large-cabin
business jet market.
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Helicopter Services Malta, which is exhibiting at EBACE with Transport Malta (Booth
I53), is launching a services package for
superyacht owners that features services
such as sourcing, buying, staffing, maintaining, registering, and upgrading. CEO
Alessandro Rostirolla, who has 20 years of
private aviation experience, is heading the
company along with CFO Samantha Snow,
who has experience managing customer
services in private banking.
“Historically the helicopter business has
been focused on technological excellence
and the highest standards of safety—and
rightly so. But the sector is fragmented
and often lacks coordination from the
point of view of clients. As a result, managing a helicopter has meant that they’ve
had to work with a variety of different

people,” said Rostirolla. “It’s for this reason that we’ve created a complete helicopter management solution with a focus
on the kind of excellent customer service
that high-net-worth individuals demand.”
The company has a team of trained technicians around the Mediterranean. Each
member has access to maintenance technology but they are all connected through
tablets that utilize cloud technology.
Although Helicopter Services Malta has
locations in Italy, the company is focused
on Malta. “The location is perfect for those
with superyachts in the Mediterranean,”
said Snow. “Malta also has a sophisticated
but transparent financial services sector
which, along with its tax regime, allows
us to create the best finance packages for
our clients.”
S.C.

German Aerospace Center
to get Falcon flying test bed
by Rob Finfrock
Researchers at the German Aerospace
Center (DLR) will acquire a Falcon
2000LX from Dassault that will serve as
a flying testbed, able to simulate in-flight
control responses for a variety of aircraft
types, including unmanned systems.
Under the agreement signed last
month at the 2018 Berlin Air Show, the
twinjet—an experimental aircraft used
previously by Dassault for flight testing
and development—will be transferred to
the manufacturer’s Bordeaux-Mérignac
base for conversion to an instrumented
flight test vehicle slated to begin initial
testing in 2020.
Later that decade, the aircraft will
return to Dassault for two further conversions that will transition it to full
in-flight Systems and Technology Airborne Research (iSTAR) operational
capability. Upon completion in the mid2020s, the full-capability iSTAR aircraft
will be used by DLR to evaluate flight
characteristics such as aerodynamics, structures, propulsion, and flight

control of actual or virtual aircraft in
real-world conditions.
“Dassault is granting DLR access to
its in-house development expertise and
extensive experience in aerodynamics,”
stated Pascale Ehrenfreund, chair of
the DLR Executive Board. “The Falcon
2000LX has the required flight and safety
margins we need for a research aircraft
and greatly enhances our ability to conduct interdisciplinary research throughout the aviation system.”
“DLR is one of the largest and most
respected aeronautics research centers
in the world and we are proud to be part
of this ambitious new test and research
program,” said Dassault CEO Eric Trappier. “This project will make a significant
contribution to improving the safety and
efficiency of manned and unmanned
aerial vehicles, which is a top priority for
the aviation industry.”
Upon completion, iSTAR will be
equipped with additional control surfaces
and an experimental digital flight control

By the mid-2020s, the iSTAR Falcon 2000LX testbed will be able to replicate aerodynamic
properties and control responses for a variety of manned and unmanned aircraft.
system. “With the iSTAR research aircraft,
DLR is acquiring the ability to perform
in-flight simulation, which is a powerful
tool for assessing the flight characteristics of newly developed aircraft configurations under realistic conditions,” added
Rolf Henke, DLR executive board member for aeronautics.
Henke identified likely iSTAR missions as testing components to improve
aircraft efficiency and environmental
impact, automated taxi, takeoff and pilot
assistance systems, and equipment to

facilitate the safe introduction of UAVs
into controlled airspace.
Other hardware onboard will include the
EASy II cockpit suite developed by Dassault
Falcon and Honeywell, an enhanced flight
vision system and Rockwell Collins head-up
display, and Dassault Falcon’s Sphere II
electronic flight bag suite. The iSTAR
aircraft will be based at DLR’s Brunswick, Germany site, and officials state the
aircraft will be available for use by other
national and European research institutes
as well as aircraft OEMs and suppliers. n
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Top Rated FBOs

EUROPE

AIN FBO Survey 2018:
Spotlight on Europe
Report by Curt Epstein, charts and data by David Leach
European business aviation activity has experienced a
modest improvement of late. Between 2016 and 2017,
departures from European airports rose by 4.6 percent,
numbering 676,202 departures, according to data from the
European Business Aviation Association (EBAA).
Private jet activity rose by approximately 5 percent during
that period, observed Richard Koe, managing director
of industry data tracker Wing X Advance. “The generally
reported increase in global business aviation industry confidence is reflected in increasing flight activity trends,” he told
AIN. While activity for privately owned aircraft and usage by
corporate flight departments has not yet rebounded, “charter activity in Europe has clearly recovered over the last 12
months, especially business jets,” Koe added.
Overall, France saw the most private aviation departures
in 2017, at nearly 130,000 for the year, according to EBAA
statistics, with Paris Le Bourget leading the pack at nearly
26,000 flights, followed by Nice Cote D’Azur International
Airport at more than 17,000 departures. Geneva, London
Luton, Zurich, Farnborough, Milan’s Linate Airport, Vnukovo in Moscow, Rome’s Ciampino, and London Biggin Hill
rounded out the top 10 European airports in terms total
departures for the year, said Wing X Advance.

While Germany and the UK were second and third in
terms of departures, each with more than 98,000, Spain
and Greece saw the highest percentage growth in activity
at 9 percent and nearly 15 percent, respectively, according
to Wing X statistics. Incoming traffic from North America
also rose by 4 percent year over year. “On the international
scene, growth is accelerating, and advancing beyond the
U.S. in several key markets in Eastern and Western Europe,”
Stephen Dennis, chairman of Aviation Resource Group
International (ARGI), told AIN. “Very few operations are
being sold internationally, as the most successful operators
are increasing their investments in their operations, preparing for increased growth.”
More business aviation activity is good news for the
region’s fixed base operators (FBOs), and to serve those
passengers and aircraft, Europe’s major airports have
attracted capable service providers, which have established
facilities in the North American style, with comfortable
lounges and amenities for crews and passengers. Each year,
in its FBO Survey, AIN asks its readers to rate the locations
they visit, and the results show that the top service providers in Europe can compare favorably to their counterparts
across the Atlantic.

For worldwide results plus FBO Survey rules and methodology, go to ainonline.com/FBOsurvey18.

4.69 TAG Farnborough
Farnborough Airport (EGLF), UK
TAG Farnborough extends its decade-plus run as the topranked FBO outside of North America as chosen by AIN’s
readers in this year’s survey. The only service provider at
the privately operated, business aviation-only London-area
airport, the airport-owned facility once again proved it can
stand toe-to-toe with even the best North American locations, ranking in the top 5 percent worldwide. It had the
second highest score overall in three categories: passenger
amenities, pilot amenities, and facilities. “Our key philosophy is to offer a five-star service and sophistication with no
compromises, exactly as customers and crew would expect
from Europe’s leading business aviation airport,” said Brandon O’Reilly, TAG Farnborough’s CEO.
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The airport, 35 miles from the capital and the site of the
first powered flight in the UK, ranked 2017 as its busiest year
in a decade, with a 7.4 percent increase in movements yearover-year. The location started off 2018 with a surge as well,
posting a record 20 percent rise in movements for the first
two months, and it expects that momentum to continue.
The facility, which handles approximately 25,000 flights
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0.05

JET AVIATION
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a year, is home to 40 private jets, and offers 260,000 sq ft
of heated hangar space, which can accommodate aircraft
up to an ACJ320. It is open from 7 a.m. until 10 p.m. on
weekdays, and 8 a.m. to 8 p. m. on weekends.
Its 52,000-sq-ft terminal features a new quiet lounge in
the crew area, a bed-equipped snooze room, zero-gravity
ergonomic chair, and, spurred by customer feedback, an
exclusive crew gym and dedicated shower facilities in both
the gym and the adjacent main terminal.
To support higher-passenger-volume flights, a stylish
new passenger lounge overlooking the runway on the top
floor of the three-story terminal was created and can accommodate groups of up to 80 people. A fast-track entrance
to the airport for passengers and crew was recently added,
and direct car access to the ramp is permitted. Customs
and immigration service is located in the terminal, as is a
café operated by in-flight caterer Absolute Taste.
continues on page 68
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Complete Lifecycle Sustainment for Legacy
Avionics & Electronics

Navigation · Power · Mission Data · Communications · Control · Sensing · Display · Recording
At Extant, our business is 100% focused on sustaining Aerospace OEM avionics and electronic products using our unique
blend of manufacturing and engineering capabilities, highly developed obsolescence management and counterfeit part
prevention processes, and our proven product licensing and acquisition programs.
We’ve combined our decades of experience with continuing investment in the latest electronics manufacturing and test
equipment, obsolescence management resources, and counterfeit prevention technology and training to provide OEMs
and their customers with both viable and reliable sustainment services for aging avionics and electronics systems.
Our creative and flexible programs offer a wide range of solutions to the challenges of maintaining long term support for
older or non-core products and enable OEMs to focus their resources on current products and new product research and
development. And our expert customer service and technical support professionals assure that your customers continue
to receive the highest quality service post-transition.

For more information, please contact
Gary Boekenkamp, Executive Vice President of Strategy & Corporate Development
Phone: 407-443-6240 | Email: gboekenkamp@extantaerospace.com

www . extantaerospace . com

AIN FBO survey 2018 » European Results

4.54 Universal Aviation
London Stansted Airport (EGSS), UK
The UK’s capital region is well served with private aviation
service providers, and another standout among them is Universal Aviation’s facility at London Stansted, which just saw
its business grow by 20 percent, year-over-year, following 40
percent growth during the previous year. In operation there
for nearly three and a half decades, the facility’s two-story,
11,000-sq-ft terminal was modernized in 2012, and the operations room and kitchen were recently refreshed. Among its
amenities are VIP arrival and departure lounges; conference
rooms; shower facilities; crew lounge with business center;
concierge service; full baggage handling and ramp transfers;
as well as a dedicated security screening area and UK customs and immigration clearance in-house. But according to
Sean Raftery, Universal’s managing director for the UK and
Ireland, the facility has another unique benefit.
“We’re not just a ground-handling office,” he told AIN.
“Our facility also houses our European Operations Centre,
which is our regional flight-planning and trip-support office,
supporting Europe-based operators. Being part of a global
company means that wide resources are at our disposal and
we can proactively monitor new and changing regulations…
to better guide and support our customers.”
The location, which is open from 7 a.m. until 10 p.m. with
after-hours callout available, is also a certified, registered,
and approved UK air passenger duties administration center.
It achieved Stage I IS-BAH registration last year, and while it
has 40,000 sq ft of private ramp and its own equipment to
handle any aircraft up to and including widebody jetliners,
it does not possess a hangar of its own. Aircraft shelter is
available through the facility’s partners on the airport.
Its staff of 60 has an average tenure of 10 years at the
location. “Every team member here is an important player
and they understand their valuable role in supporting the
customer mission,” said Raftery.

4.49 TAG Aviation
Geneva International Airport (LSGG),
Geneva, Switzerland
Last year, the TAG Aviation facility at Geneva’s international airport assisted nearly 17,000 movements and
36,000 passengers, which accounts for nearly 49 percent of
the business aviation market share at the airport, according to Erturk Yildiz, the FBO’s handling manager. He noted
that the number of movements increased by 5 percent in
2017 compared with the previous year. The 7,000-sq-ft
(650-sq-m) recently renovated facility in the airport’s general aviation terminal includes three passenger lounges, a
trio of crew rooms (lounge, relaxing room, snooze room),
a private shower, kitchen, and conference room, and valet
parking as well as onsite Swiss and French immigration
and customs service.
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continued from page 66

“Facilities are very important, but you can’t disassociate
Stewart noted that while the UK capital area is a very comthem from people’s attitude and their manners,” Yildiz told petitive market, Stansted has tremendous growth potential.
AIN. He noted that going “above and beyond” is just part of “Most other London airports are at capacity or restricted by
the company’s service culture, and described a recent situ- movements [limits] or night curfews. At Stansted that is not
ation when a customer departing for a weekend in London the case,” he told AIN. “We can operate 24/7, with limited
was disappointed when her bottle of balsamic vinegar was
slot restrictions. The airport’s [at] only about 65 percent
broken at the security check. As the staff knew the flight was capacity, so there’s room for growth.”
headed to TAG Farnborough, they called their colleagues
For training its staff, the location uses a program where
there and when it landed, she was presented with a replace- new hires must successfully complete a 90-day evaluation
ment bottle. “We never forget that our guests deserve the
period before they are given their “XJet wings.” “We use a
best,” explained Yildiz, “and we never forget that the com- lot of what we learned in United States to help roll out our
petition is just a meter away from our door, one meter to London facility,” said Stewart.
the right, or one meter to the left.”
The facility is open for private aviation operations from
6 a.m. until 10 p.m.
As TAG’s main European hub, Geneva also incorporates
a major MRO facility, offering full maintenance capabilities.
Stockholm Bromma Airport (ESBS),
Its 64,600-sq-ft (6,000-sq-m) hangar can accommodate up
Stockholm, Sweden
to 14 aircraft, and services include painting, cabin systems
installation, cabin refurbishment, and avionics upgrades.
Established in 2004 by Swedish businessman Bengt Grafstrom, who has had extensive business aviation interests in
Florida, the company operates the only full-service FBO at
Stockholm’s Bromma Airport, just five miles from the city
and the first in Europe to receive a paved runway. It was
Grafstrom’s desire to establish a U.S-style FBO in Sweden,
along with his Florida influence, that led to the incongruous
use of palm trees in the company logo, and as decorative
elements in the terminal.
The 5,400-sq-ft (500-sq-m) private terminal features
a comfortable passenger lounge that overlooks the ramp
and offers direct access to the tarmac; a small meeting
room; a larger 14-seat, A/V-equipped conference room;
a business center; a pilots’ lounge with massage chairs; a
pair of electric crew cars; and possibly the facility’s most
popular amenity, a freezer stocked with a wide variety of
ice cream treats. Direct plane-to-car transfer is also permitted. “I used to say that this is as close as you can get
London Stansted Airport (EGSS), UK
to an old-fashioned American FBO, but in Sweden,” said
company CEO and FBO manager Johan Emmoth, who is
Taking cues from its stylish elder sibling in Denver, also a pilot. Also unusual for a Scandinavian FBO is having
Colorado, XJet has received a positive reception for its $50 a parrot for a mascot. The company also offers aircraft
million expansion to the UK, a process that began in 2016.
That’s when it unveiled the renovation of its Diamond Hangar, one of five FBOs at London Stansted Airport. Geared
to handle VIPs and heads of state, the 25,000-sq-ft terminal
offers two private lounges, each of which can handle up to
25 people, with en suite showers and bathrooms, an A/Vequipped 18-seat conference room, a prayer room, an aviation-themed pilots’ lounge and quiet room with furniture
crafted from aircraft parts, a bar and espresso counter in the
large lobby area, onsite car rental, and office suites.
management for a fleet of seven business jets and turboThe location also has its own private customs and immi- props and in-house maintenance service
gration screening area. The FBO’s crown jewel is its 90,000In 2007, the company doubled its heated hangar space
sq-ft climate-controlled hangar, one of the largest in Europe, to 15,000 sq ft (1,400 sq m), and Grafair is poised to nearly
which allows it to shelter commercial-size aircraft up to a double its aircraft storage capacity again, when it opens
747. “We’re dealing with much larger aircraft,” noted com- the largest hangar on the airport this summer. The 26,000pany founder and CEO Josh Stewart, adding the facility can sq-ft (2,400-sq-m), $4.6 million (€3.7 million) building will
handle any size jet used by visiting dignitaries. “We have all feature heated floors and a basement to store infrequently
our own equipment to move them: tugs, stairs, and baggage
used equipment, accessible by a large cargo elevator, which
loaders. All equipment is provided by XJet. We don’t want frees up valuable floor space above. It will also offer a
[to have to rely on] any third party.”
built-in subterranean wine cellar to house the in-house
caterer’s collection.
n
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4.48 Grafair Jet Center

4.49 XJet

REMINDER
DON’T WAIT — AIN’s FBO survey is now open for year
round feedback. It takes only a minute, and you can do
it while waiting for passengers, on the shuttle bus to/
from the hotel or any other time that is convenient for
you. Log on to www.ainonline.com/fbosurvey to rate your
experiences at the FBOs you visit.
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It’s About
Your Business

Challenging times require superior answers.
Leonardo Helicopters redefines mobility by setting new levels in luxury, comfort,
performance and safety.
Maximise your time and be where it counts.
Inspired by the vision, curiosity and creativity of the great master inventor Leonardo is designing the technology of tomorrow.
Visit us at EBACE, Booth T71

leonardocompany.com
Helicopters | Aeronautics | Electronics, Defence & Security Systems | Space

RICARDO BECCARI

As was the situation
in Brazil four years
ago (left), operators
are urged to plan well
ahead for visits to
Russia’s World Cup
soccer tournament
venues, and to make
those plans flexible.
Officials are advising
“drop and go”
procedures and strict
adherence to arrival
slot times for the
upcoming games.

World Cup operations present challenges
by Curt Epstein
With private aviation traffic to this summer’s World Cup in Russia expected to
equal, if not exceed, the level seen four
years ago when Brazil hosted the tournament, trip support experts are urging
operators to make their plans as soon as
possible. In the 11 host cities scattered
across the country, a strictly enforced slot
system will be in effect during the course
of the tournament, and even though operators may have already placed requests for
their preferred dates and times, Russian
authorities have noted that confirmations will not be released until two weeks
before the start of the matches on June 14.
With the exception of Moscow, aircraft
parking will be a major concern, with priority being given to team transports, and
flights carrying FIFA officials or diplomatic
delegations. As a result, in most cases, aircraft operators will be limited to drop-andgoes at most airports. “What [authorities]
are saying is depending on the number of
passengers that you have on board, they
are going to give you anywhere between 40
minutes and two hours [on the ground],”
noted Christine Vamvakas, Universal
Weather and Aviation’s operations communications manager. “They are not wanting
you to receive services such as fuel, catering
and the sort, simply because during those
days where they’re expecting heavier traffic because of the games, they’re wanting
people to come in, drop off, pick up and go.”

Be Prepared to ‘Drop and Go’

From all available information, Russian
authorities will look to strictly enforce the
slot system and operators who miss their
designated slot may find it revoked, with
the possibility of imposed fines, and cancellation of further downstream slots. Faced
with such a scenario, an operator would
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be required to reapply for slots in what is
certain to be a vastly depleted pool, and
might be required to change travel plans to
accommodate them. Aircraft operators will
be expected to hit their slots with a general
deviation of plus-or-minus 30 minutes for
short flights (up to three hours), and 45
minutes for flights longer than three hours.
Some airports might have differing times,
so pilots should check Notams.
With a dearth of airport parking, Vamvakas said relocation of the aircraft is
a near certainty, and notes operators
should expect to park up to several hundred miles away after dropping off their
passengers, adding that operators need to
take that into consideration when planning crew duty periods. While Moscow’s
three main airports—Sheremetyevo,
Vnukovo, and Domodedovo—will likely
be handling the majority of the inbound
World Cup traffic, two smaller airports—
Ostafyevo and Zhukovsky, farther out
from the capital—are expected to have
available parking for business aircraft.
Depending on which city the passengers are interested in, Vamvakas notes that
preferred alternate airports might even be
outside Russia itself, such as Helsinki, Riga,
Tallinn, or Vilnius. “You’ve got to drop and
go, which means you will have to tanker
fuel,” she told AIN. “That means maybe
an additional stop closer to the airport
of entry, and then they will receive fuel at
their destination where they will park.”
Those that do choose to fuel in Russia
should note that jet-A is not available,
and while TS-1 is very similar, operators
especially those of older aircraft should
consult their operating manuals to see if it
is compatible with their specific airplane.
The games being spread throughout the
country will put a strain on the airports in
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smaller cities, which in many cases will see
traffic, particularly private aviation traffic
far and above anything they have previously
experienced. Operators should expect to
encounter higher than normal landing and
ground handling fees as a result, and the
airports and ground handlers involved have
been slow to publish prices.
Vamvakas recommends using a trip
support provider with local personnel
who can help ensure they receive the
services they require. Russia’s customs
and immigration agency is expected to
increase staffing at the host city airports
to help the flow of passengers.

Accommodations Tight

Aside from Moscow, another concern is the
lack of suitable hotel rooms. “The five-star
hotels that U.S. crews and passengers are
accustomed to will be extremely expensive
and limited,” said David Kang an account
manager with Avplan International Trip
Support. “Furthermore, what Russia classifies as a four-star hotel is more relatable to
a three-star hotel in America, if that.”
In a situation of supply-and-demand
meets old-fashioned capitalism, there are
reports of hotels jacking their prices by up
to 20 times the standard rate during the
span of the tournament, while specifying a
minimum number of nights, all with non-refundable pre-payment required. “This trip
will be expensive,” Kang stated. “While Russia promises pricing will be ‘more reasonable’ than during the Sochi Olympics, those
prices were so high they deterred some
of the world’s wealthiest individuals and
organizations. Russia’s idea of ‘reasonable’
pricing is much higher than what would
generally be considered reasonable.”
While certainly an issue for passengers remaining for the games, those

accommodation prices should not be a
concern for crews relocating their aircraft
farther afield from the game venues.
The availability of ground transportation, another service in finite supply, will also require advance planning
explained Vamvakas, with some providers demanding minimum engagements
of one to two days, even for customers
simply looking to transit between their
hotel and the stadium.
If they have not done so already, operators should apply for their landing permits,
especially those planning on making multiple stops in country, or multiple entries
due to relocating their aircraft outside
the country, as such permits could take
up to two weeks to process under normal
conditions. Likewise, crews should obtain
their visas well ahead of time.
In an emergency, with proper documentation and advance notice to the ground
provider, crew visas can be obtained at
the three major Moscow airports, but
Vamvakas noted the process could take
up to six hours. For passengers attending
games, a Fan ID, which can be applied for
online, will suffice, but working crews,
even those planning on attending games,
will still require a business visa.
For charter operators, the issue of
cabotage rights is a concern, as Russia’s
civil aviation authority is very stringent
on this. According to regulations, it is
illegal to pick up passengers in Russia
and transport them to another point in
country and then leave them.
Vamvakas noted there have been indications that Russia might be willing to
relax its cabotage rules for the duration
of the World Cup, but there has not yet
been any official ruling on this. During
the course of the tournament, private aviation traffic into airports near stadiums
might be halted while games are being
conducted if the stadium is close to the
airport, so operators should be aware of
the schedule and check Notams.
n

Isle of Man
aspires to
be a center
of business
aviation
by Ian Sheppard

MARK WAGNER

This year opened in a challenging way for
the Isle of Man Aircraft Registry, which
is now the largest corporate/private aircraft registry in Europe and the sixth
largest aircraft registry in the world. Just
as it prepared to announce its 1,000th
registration, the BBC Panorama Paradise
Papers—based on documents leaked from
Appleby, which has a key office on the Isle
of Man—reported that jet owners such as
F1 racing champion Lewis Hamilton were
avoiding taxes by running their aircraft
through an offshore company. The Isle of
Man government imposed a news blackout as it braved the media storm, and at The Isle of Man’s M-prefix on aircraft registrations continues to spread worldwide. It is now the sixth largest registry in the industry.
the same time industry insiders on the
island, of which there are a growing num- adopted. “So we’re ahead of a number of registries, it has not gone down the com- high level of responsive customer service
ber, fumed at the injustice of being tarred leading jurisdictions in that respect.”
mercial route. However, Williams said he (even when people leave the register).
with this brush. For a start, Hamilton
The DCA’s main focus this year is
is reinvigorating an initiative started by his
“There are a number of steps involved in
races in Grand Prix races all around the something new: repatriating the power to predecessor Brian Johnson, who started the overseeing an AOC, but the fundamental
globe for a fair proportion of the year, and create secondary legislation from the UK. register in 2007, to put airliners on the reg- function is the protection of the fare-payif that isn’t business, what is?
(The island has its own government, Tyn- ister between leases, when they are parked.
ing passenger. But there are lots of little
When AIN visited the island in April and wald, with the world’s oldest parliament,
Apart from this, he said, “staying cor- things that people don’t necessarily think
met with Simon Williams, the island’s direc- and is part of the British Isles but not part porate and private is our intention for the about. For example, you are not guarantor of civil aviation (DCA), he was clear to of the UK or the European Union).
foreseeable future.”
teed overflight rights. The safety oversight
state that the DCA is a safety regulator, and
The new Aviation Bill went through
In terms of aircraft operator certificates
requirement for AOCs is much higher
has no involvement in tax matters. “But I Tynwald and entered the legislative coun- (AOCs), Williams is circumspect. “From too. Private aviation is international GA
will always robustly defend the island,” he cil, where it goes through three stages. As
the bizav point of view there is still plenty though, and we want to be a center of
added, given it has been the most proac- of April, it had cleared the second stage. of opportunity,” he said, but noted DCA is
excellence for private and corporate aviative on financial transparency in the face of “We expect it to be finalized mid-to-late looking into the prospect of offering AOCs. tion. I’m not saying we’ll never do AOCs,
European Union demands, among others.
this year,” confirmed Williams.
“If you stand still, you know you’ll be over- but we need to be aware of the challenges,
With safety the core focus for the DCA,
“It will mean I have the power to draft taken, so we’re always looking at a number of and we’d have to make sure that the [serincorporating the requirements of ICAO’s
secondary aviation for the Isle of Man. If new things. But to embark on AOC oversight vice to the owners/operators of the] 440
Annex 6, Part 2 was central to his early I have to draft a new ANO [air navigation is a huge step change and we don’t want to
aircraft that are registered as private and
ambitions when Williams took on the role order], at present I have to put it in for pol- be distracted from our core activity” and the corporate wouldn’t be affected.”
n
in October 2014. Fast-forwarding three and icy review, legal review, and [it is consida half years, Williams, speaking from the ered by the UK] Privy Council. This takes
DCA/Aircraft Registry’s new offices look- a lot of time. So we will eliminate all that.”
ing over the ramp at the island’s airport,
Speaking about the wider aims of the
Ronaldsway, said Annex 6 Part 2 has been Isle of Man DCA and Registry, Williams
said, “Our vision is that the Isle of Man
The European Aviation Safety Agency has engines, and other components; and orgatruly becomes a center of aviation excellence, at the forefront of aviation regulaset up a new webpage to allow general
nizing general aviation events. Members
tion, incorporating best practices from
aviation (GA) operators to share interests, can comment on these subjects, including
around the world.
express concerns, discuss topics, write submitting queries to EASA officials to clar“But the key point is that we allow
blogs, and ask questions of agency offi- ify proposed or existing regulations.
Simon Williams, business aviation to get on with business
cials. Anyone interested can become a
The site is strictly intended to be one
aviation—to reach the appropriate safety
member by registering on the EASA GA that helps GA operators fly more safely,
the Isle of
standard, but also we can probably be
Community page. In addition to serving efficiently, and within regulatory requireMan’s director
more responsive—but that doesn’t mean
as a communications tool for operators, ments. EASA cautioned that participants
of civil aviation
we’re slipshod about standards.”
the dedicated page also has links to GA must be “respectful” in their communiHe acknowledged that the decision where
regulatory and policy issues.
cations and post comments “relevant
to register aircraft is based on many factors
Some of the topics already under discus- to the subject matter.” The agency also
such as “where they are based, and whether
sion include the new European campaign
bans participants from selling anything to
to go commercial or stay private.” The Isle
on preventing airspace infringements; other community members or soliciting
of Man registry is strictly for corporate
revised standards for repairs of avionics, anything from them.
G.G.
and private owners, and unlike some other

EASA launches general aviation website

staying corporate
and private is our
intention for the
foreseeable future.”
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Fokker tapped to complete
first ACJ319neo |
by James Wynbrandt

Revived Completion Ops

Currently, Fokker is completing
under contract to Boeing Business Jets a green BBJ ordered by
the Dutch Government for transport of government officials and
the Dutch Royal family. Fokker
designed the interior—a twocabin layout configured for 24
passengers—and the aircraft is
scheduled for redelivery next year.
The activity represents a resurrection of Fokker’s completion
services since its acquisition by
GKN Aerospace in 2015. Fokker,
an Airbus Approved Outfitter
and Boeing Recommended Center, had largely retreated from

the VIP completions and retrofit business
following the global economic downturn at
the end of the last decade.
“We’re looking to put our name out as

in South Netherlands in price as well, compared to our major competition in Switzerland and Germany.”
Fokker and GKN have also developed
with Boeing Business Jets the SkyView Panoramic window for the OEM’s eponymous
executive airliners, introduced at EBACE
2015. The triple-wide window, originally
scheduled to be available for retrofits and on
new BBJs this year, has no release date. n
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The Netherlands’ Fokker Services, a division of GKN (Booth
U89), arrives at EBACE 2018 on
the heels of being tapped by longterm customer K5-Aviation to
design and perform the first VIP
completion on an ACJ319neo. The
project is slated to commence in
May 2019, with redelivery scheduled in early 2020.
Jeff Armitage, Fokker’s managing director, said it is “a privilege
that K5 selected our engineering
and completion once more.” Luca
Madone of Germany’s K5 called
the contract award “a logical continuation of the existing relationship both companies have from
previous projects,” adding, “We
believe Fokker will deliver again
on time and according to our highest expectations.”
Keeping the interior weight low
to increase the aircraft’s range and
payload is a focus of the completion, and that comes down to “how
we build the monuments, how we
construct a lot of the filling compounds, and special techniques
and attention to reducing weight
throughout,” said Johan van Dorst,
Fokker’s sales director.
The previous ACJ Fokker completed for K5, which also features
a lightweight interior, can fly
nonstop from Munich to Tokyo—
approximately 4,590 nm—and the
customer wants to extend maximum range with the neo’s more
fuel-efficient engines.
For its onboard connectivity,
Fokker will install Gogo’s 2Ku-band
service, as it did last year on the
previous K5 ACJ, which made Fokker “the first one in the [European]
market” with the 2Ku-band installation design and system integration approved under an EASA STC,
van Dorst said.

a ‘go to’ alternative to traditional, existing
completion centers,” said Shaun Collins,
chief commercial officer at GKN. “We see
that as a real growth area, given the skills,
talent, and resources immediately available
that Holland is renowned for.”
GKN believes Fokker, in addition to engineering expertise and “a slight advantage in
our long heritage in [aircraft] construction
and conversions,” has “a competitive edge
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Air Charter Association
takes a fresh, global view
by Ian Sheppard
The Air Charter Association (also known
as BACA, Booth EO66) turned over a new
leaf last year when Dave Edwards—well
known in the business aviation industry
for his time at Gama Aviation, among
other companies—took on the job of CEO.
Richard Mumford, chairman of BACA
(and an aviation lawyer) had spearheaded
an initiative to convert the association
into a company limited by guarantee in
2017, and with it giving BACA new energy.
Mumford told AIN ahead of the association’s spring lunch in London, “It
was clear that, to deliver on projects, we
needed to increase our resource. So the
[BACA Council] decided to bring in a
CEO to start the process. The first step
was to get the association into a company limited by guarantee. With it being
a club, all the members had a liability,
which wasn’t ideal,” he said. “That process is now complete.”

helped the company set some priorities,
among which is inspiring the next generation. Mumford told AIN, “The shortDave Edwards,
ages run right across the industry, and
formerly of
I’m not convinced the aviation market
Gama Aviation,
penetrates deeply enough into the stutook over last
dent world. Yet it’s an easy sector to get
year as CEO of
excited about: global, with travel, etc.
the Air Charter
And there will be lots of jobs in aviation
Association.
for a long time.”
Richard
Mumford said that one way in which
BACA is changing is to “look out into the of writing was due to finish on Monday
Mumford,
world more, because BACA is global.” The May 28 at Palexpo. “BACA Bikes The
aviation
association also plans to talk more with Lake” will raise money for BACA’s charlawyer and
other associations, such as EBAA, to see ity this year, Fly to Help, which runs
chairman of
how they can work together to common “Air Smiles Days” to help people change
the Air Charter
aims. “We’re working on two or three
their lives, along with “Aim High” eduAssociation.
projects already with other associations cational programs.
and will be ready to announce something
BACA started out as Airbrokers’ Asso“One of Dave’s priorities is to help har- during EBACE.”
ciation in 1948, being founded by the
ness talent on our council, for example
The BACA membership is growing Baltic Mercantile and Shipping Exchange.
by creating a number of subcommittees.” steadily, Mumford reported, noting, From the start, its purpose was to “bring
Edwards will also be tasked with taking “We’re now approaching 240 and the qual- to aircraft chartering the same standards
the Air Charter Expo at London Biggin ity of the membership is growing too, and of integrity and professionalism for
Hill Airport to a new level. This year the
the most exciting thing is that the bigger which the Baltic Exchange and the Instievent will take place on September 11.
brokers are starting to get it.”
tute of Chartered Shipbrokers have for so
“The newly invigorated organization
Tonight BACA is holding a network- long been known and respected.”
is also focusing on industry comment ing drinks reception at its stand. It
In 2014 BACA endorsed the Argus Charand thought leadership,” continued was also planning a charity cycle ride
ter Broker program, setting it on the path
Mumford. A recent member survey around Lake Geneva, which at the time
to create its new quality standard.
n

Web Manuals portfolio
adding two new products
by James Wynbrandt
Capping a year of expansion, Web Manuals International (Booth X115), developer
of aviation-focused digital documentation
solutions, is releasing at EBACE 2018 two
additions to its digital applications portfolio: a new customer portal dashboard and
an updated release of its document-authoring tool. Web Manuals’ digital documentation applications replace paper
manuals with quickly and easily updatable
and distributable digital versions, and the
new dashboard and authoring tool will
“really break down the barrier for new
customers to get into the Web Manuals
family,” said Martin Lidgard, CEO and
founder of the Swedish company.
The customer portal dashboard provides operators and editors with an
instant overview of all aspects of their

digital documentation-management
system, including details on the number
of users, documents, and new revisions
made, and time spent on each page. Current customer service tickets, invoices,
and the Help Center can be easily viewed,
providing instant access to a range of
training and support options.
The seventh version of its regulatory
compliance authoring tool software
being introduced here will end operators’
reliance on Microsoft Word for creating
aviation documentation, Lidgard predicts.
Dubbed Hurricane, the upgraded template
enables companies to eliminate patching
together documents with a hodgepodge
of apps. Instead, they can create, for
example, one master Operation Manual
Part B (OM-B), which can be adapted

The Web Manuals authoring tool, named “Hurricane,” is a logical alternative to Microsoft
Word for creating upgraded, aviation-specific documentation.
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to any aircraft’s specifications, with any
changes made to the master OM-B mirrored across a fleet. This capability makes
the tool the perfect multi-aircraft digital
documentation solution for business jet
operators or aircraft management companies, according to the company.
Meanwhile, through the company’s
new online store, potential customers can
instantly begin a trial of Web Manuals on
a self-service basis.
“The modern buyer is looking to primarily educate themselves on their own,
and once they’ve made a purchase decision, to get support in moving forward
and scaling things up,” said Lidgard.
“That’s what we’re trying to support and
enable with the new functionality.”
The company’s training program,
Web Manuals Academy, offers a range
of online training with the Web Manuals
team, as well as via self-learning through
videos and online resources, or in-person training at any of the Web Manuals
offices. The company has international
support centers in Malmo, Sweden; San
Diego, California; and Melbourne, Australia. Further growth is imminent, with
a New York office launching this year,
and a Singapore base planned for 2019,
Lidgard said.
A subscription service, Web Manuals
charges clients by the number of editors
and users. The charge for each individual who creates documents is €100 per
month, and the charge for each with
access to the documents, such as pilots
and mechanics, is €6 per month. Here in
Geneva, Web Manuals is sharing its booth
again with AeroEx, the Swiss aviation regulatory and compliance consultancy.

Martin Lidgard,
CEO and
founder of
Web Manuals
International

The modern
buyer is looking
to primarily educate
themselves on their
own, and once they’ve
made a purchase
decision, to get
support in moving
forward and scaling
things up,”
Web Manuals’ solutions are used in
both commercial and business aviation,
and in the bizav world are aimed at
organizations with 20 to 2,000 employees, Lidgard said. The company currently has about 155 customers out of
a potential estimated base of 10,000 to
15,000, said Lidgard.
n
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Business Jet Traveler
meets end users’ needs

BJT AIRCRAFT DIRECTORY
A data-packed, photo-rich guide to every major
business jet, turboprop, and helicopter.

by Jeff Burger
The company that publishes EBACE
Convention News also produces Business
Jet Traveler, which has been helping subscribers maximize their investment in
private aviation since 2003. The magazine produces six regular bimonthly
print editions per year, plus annual Buyers’ Guides in China (April) and the U.S.
(July), but you don’t have to wait for
snail-mail delivery to read them. You
can find everything from these issues
(except the China editions) on the
publication’s website, bjtonline.com,
which also includes videos, an interactive aircraft guide, and a comprehensive
directory of aviation manufacturers and
service providers.
Issued by the same team that has
produced the industry-leading Aviation
International News for more than four
decades, BJT offers unbiased reviews

CUSTOMIZE YOUR BUSINESS AIRCRAFT SELECTION AT

BJTonline.com/AircraftDirectory

Awards and Honors

BJT’s high editorial standards have
earned it more than 60 journalism awards.
In the annual competition sponsored by
the American Society of Business Publication Editors, the publication has won
通往豪华飞行世界的指南

BUSINESS JET
Maximizing your investment in private air transport

U.S. Buyers’ Guide. This guide features the
BJT Yellow Pages, which includes listings
of air charter, jet card, and fractional-share
providers; aircraft brokers; aircraft financial institutions; aircraft manufacturers;
business aviation caterers; cabin-electronics manufacturers; completion and
refurbishment centers; hull and liability-insurance brokers; and more.
• In October, BJT will deliver the
results of its latest exhaustive Readers’
Choice poll, which will include subscribers’ ratings of aircraft, airframers,
and service providers.

June/July 2018 | Vol. 16 No. 3 | bjtonline.com

TRAVELER

®

7th ANNUAL BJT
BOOK OF LISTS

优雅翱翔

中国版 | China Edition 2018 | bjtonline.com

商务航空旅游
BUSINESS JET TRAVELER®

THE REVOLUTIONARY
XTI TRIFAN 600

BJT YELLOW PAGES
A continually updated listing of business aviation charter providers,
caterers, insurance brokers, manufacturers, and more.

HAWKING HEAVEN
IN THE HAMPTONS
Zach and Cody Vichinsky focus on selling
dream homes for $10 million and up—way up

2018年买家指南

2018 BUYERS’ GUIDE

Covers for Business Jet Traveler magazine have featured heavy-metal stars and celebrity
captains of industry, art, and finance. The annual Buyers’ Guide is also published in Chinese.
of new and used aircraft; advice about
buying and selling jets; and information about taxes, laws, financing, safety,
maintenance, insurance, and more. It
also features articles about luxury autos,
vacation destinations, and other leisure
pursuits, plus interviews with luminaries ranging from film director Francis
Ford Coppola and master chef Wolfgang
Puck to magicians Penn and Teller, and
entrepreneur Sir Richard Branson. It’s a
blend of content you can’t quite find in
any other magazine.

Noteworthy Features

OPTIMIZE YOUR SEARCH OF BIZAV PROVIDERS

BJTonline.com/YellowPages
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Upcoming issues will contain several particularly noteworthy features:
• In June, BJT will offer the 7th annual
edition of its popular Book of Lists, a
compendium of fascinating and useful
info for business jet travelers.
• In July, the magazine will publish the
11th annual edition of its award-winning

28 times and has been a finalist in four
years for Magazine of the Year. BJT has
also received 15 esteemed Folio: Eddie
awards, including eight for Best Full Issue
of a Consumer Travel Magazine or Best
Travel/Transportation Magazine.
The publication and its staff have
garnered additional awards from the
National Business Aviation Association;
the American Society of Journalists and
Authors, Helicopter Association International, the North American Travel Journalist Association, and the National Air
Transportation Association. And BJT has
had winners in the Aerospace Journalist
of the Year competition, the Aerospace
Media Awards, and the Sapphire Pegasus
Business Aviation Awards.
But even with all that recognition, the
greatest satisfaction for the staff and writers at BJT remains serving the subscribers.
After all, they’re the ones who gave the
magazine its name.
n

Wednesday, October 17TH 6-8 P.M. Hilton Orlando
The Fund an Angel Cocktail Reception, formerly the NBAA/CAN Soiree, will be an invaluable networking
event at the NBAA Business Aviation Convention & Exhibition. The reception will feature cocktails,
passed hors d’oeuvres, and live and silent auctions. Proceeds will benefit Corporate Angel Network,
which organizes flights for cancer patients to treatment centers that help bring them closer to a cure.

Learn More: www.fundanangel.org
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Embraer’s enhanced aircraft electrify EBACE

Equipped with new updates, the Embraer Phenom 100EV and 300E made their EBACE debuts. The 100EV features improved engines and
a new avionics suite, while the 300E has a redesigned cabin and Lufthansa Technik’s nice HD cabin management system/in-flight entertainment. The 300E is a variant of the most delivered light bizjet for the past six years and 14 Phenom 100EVs have been delivered to date.

Airbus appoints AMAC as ACJ350 XWB completions center

Honeywell, Pratt & Whitney Canada, and
Williams International are working to help
business jet operators increase their use
of SAJF. Challenges ahead include limited
production of SAJF and lack of distribution
infrastructure, said David Coleal, chairman
of GAMA’s Environmental Committee and
president of Bombardier Business Aircraft.
The coalition will launch a pilot program to
demonstrate the viability of SAJF at select
general aviation airports, he added.
Coalition members also signed a declaration reiterating “their common commitment to creating a pathway that achieves
carbon neutrality from 2020 forward,”
and calling on “governments to implement the necessary policy framework to
encourage and support [SAJF].”
n

continued from page 1

Bizav greener future
carbon-neutral growth by 2020, but “progress has been uneven over the past eight
years,” the guide notes. SAJF represents
the single largest potential reduction in aviation’s greenhouse gas emissions, it adds.
According to the guide, SAJF for business aviation are safe, approved, and
available now, though in limited quantities; reduce emissions; and represent ran
environmental win-win since the fuels are
sustainable and renewable.
Currently, OEMs Bombardier, Dassault, Embraer, Gulfstream, and Textron
Aviation, and engine manufacturers GE,
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to demonstrate our capabilities when it
comes to cabin outfitting.”
The company also completed and redelivered a Boeing 777-200LR following a
completion last year in a project that took
20 months. This was AMAC Aerospace’s
third VVIP Boeing 777 completion.
AMAC Aerospace (Booth I115) was
founded in 2007 by Kadri Muhiddin, executive chairman/CEO of the Basel-based

company, with Schramm and Mauro
Grossi, who is CFO. It has established a
second facility in Bodrum, Turkey, where
it can carry out line and base maintenance
checks on commercial aircraft during the
winter season, and line maintenance support for business aviation clients in the
summer, along with private aircraft handling. It has already carried out an C-check
on a Tailwind Airlines 737-400.
I.S.

DAVID McINTOSH

AMAC Aerospace’s facility in Basel, Switzerland, has been appointed by Airbus
Corporate Jets as an approved completion center for the ACJ350 XWB. “We have
established an excellent working relationship with Airbus over the years,” said
Bernd Schramm, group chief operating
office of AMAC Aerospace. “We look forward to welcoming our first ACJ350 XWB
operator or owner at our facility in Basel

A cross-section of industry leaders gathered at EBACE to commit to alternative fuels.
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WWW.DASSAULTFALCON.COM I FRANCE: +33 1 47 11 88 68 I USA: +1 201 541 4600

The Falcon 8X cabin – the quietest in the air – offers exquisite finishes and ergonomic seating in an extra-large, fully customizable space. Plus high-speed connectivity for
non-stop productivity or pure entertainment. The 6,450 nm/11,950 km Falcon 8X. Fly farther. Achieve more.

IT RAISES
THE BAR
WIDER.

106 in / 2.70 m

Get ready to experience the largest, tallest and widest cabin in business aviation. The Falcon 6X has a 5,500 nm (10,186 km) range and a top speed of Mach .90.
In setting a higher, wider standard, it truly stands alone. Falcon 6X. The roomiest, most productive 5,500 nm you’ll ever experience.
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